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Preface

A few years ago, I found myself in a social gathering with some old friends in
Bogota. The conversation drifted past the usual political topics, about which we
were in broad agreement, and led us to realize that we all had something else in
common: we were all first-generation Bogotans whose parents had come to the city
as youngsters when their families, from different regions of the country, fled the
political violence of the 1940s and 1950s. Some, the majority at the meeting, were
Liberals harassed by Conservative militias, but in some cases, the roles of party
labels were switched. The question of what would have happened, had all of them
lived in the same town, is one that I found a bit too eerie to ask. We were all,
so to speak, grandchildren of La Violencia, the seemingly generic name that for
Colombians denotes that viciously murderous period of “partisan cleansing.” But at
the same time, we were all children of the National Front, products of a system of
higher education, both public and private, much larger than anything the country had
known, fed by parents who put food on the table sometimes through public-sector
employment, sometimes through protected domestic manufactures, always as part
of the urban middle class that thrived under the import substitution of the 1960s
and 1970s. Having grown in such an environment, we had done something that was
unthinkable to our grandparents: we had more than once chosen to vote differently
from what our parents did.

From the social scientist’s point of view, this insignificant vignette concerning
some middle-class, middle-aged Colombian urbanites is worth mentioning precisely
because of how unremarkable it is. Colombia is not the only country whose citizens’
political choices are, somehow, a response to broad changes in the environment
where they live. Electoral maps often tell the story of their respective countries. The
story of European industrialization can be elicited from the swaths of “red districts”
that often corresponded to the grimy industrial belts of many of their capitals. The
agrarian crises that blighted the American prairie in the late nineteenth century left
their marks in the form of Populist bastions that largely disappeared from sight
during the early 1900s. In country after country after country, the ballot boxes,
filled with the outcome of millions of individual, largely decentralized choices, tell
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vi Preface

a story of shared life experiences shaped by geography, economic transformations,
technological progress, and social mores, among other forces.

This simple and admittedly trite observation forms the starting point of my
research agenda on voting. I believe that no theory of voting can claim to be
satisfactory unless it illuminates how and why the citizens’ voting choices respond
to the social environment where they live. This may seem a truism but, as I will
argue later, it already decouples my own program from other developments in the
literature.

This book is the result of combining this starting point with a more controversial
methodological choice. In the following pages, I will rely extensively on rational-
choice theory. In short, my purpose in this book is to develop a theory of voting
that puts the tools of game theory into the service of a structural view of electoral
phenomena. In that sense, this book is something of a companion to my earlier
work, A Unified Theory of Collective Action and Social Change, where I took a
similar stance with respect to collective action problems which are, after all, closely
related to voting.

Defending thoroughly such methodological choice would require an entire
volume, and perhaps even that would not be good enough for some critics. So, I
shall just limit myself to observing that if we want to understand the interaction
between economic processes and voting, we need a theoretical framework in which
individuals are able to understand at least a modicum of their economic environment
and respond accordingly to it. There is room for disagreement about what we should
expect from such a theoretical framework, but, at a minimum, rational-choice theory
seems as good a candidate as any other paradigm to fulfill its requirements.

Rational-choice theory is at the heart of contemporary economic science. There
is much to be improved in economics, but it is hard to deny that most of the
advances in our current understanding of, say, inflation, trade, and business cycles
have occurred within the idiom of rational choice. At the very least, this suggests
that there are pragmatic reasons to adopt rational-choice theory as the language to
integrate economics and politics within a single conceptual matrix.

These remarks, however brief and cavalier, ought to suffice here. In the end, the
research program I am defending here stands or falls on the merits of its results. The
reader is entitled to know from the start that in this book I will fall far short from
a comprehensive theory of voting that meets the standards I just set out. At most,
I will offer what I believe are useful first steps. But, as I will illustrate later, these
first steps already allow us to make progress in the study of some specific aspects of
voting, heretofore unexplored.

To some extent, this is an old research program, and one could say that it has
largely been completed. There already is an abundant literature on voting from
a rational-choice perspective that traces the impact of economic phenomena over
voting outcomes. The works of Roemer (2001a) and Acemoglu and Robinson
(2006) are but a few recent examples. This literature, however, has been unable
to deal with a central aspect of any democratic political process: electoral turnout.

It has been widely accepted both by friends and critics of rational-choice theory
that there is a problem in trying to explain why rational individuals would vote in the
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first place. If individuals are rational, so the argument goes, in the sense of basing
their decisions on an assessment of the costs and benefits attached to them, they will
find that there is no reason to vote at all because the impact of their individual vote,
except in an artificially small electorate, is negligible.

Curiously, it is not easy to evaluate how damaging a problem this is. At first
glance, it may seem, and it seems to many critics, that a theory that cannot explain
why people vote is built on sand and is, therefore, inconsistent, unable to yield any
useful products, and undeserving to be taken seriously. Rationalists take a different
view. While acknowledging that this is a source of embarrassment, this has not
stopped them from producing an entire theoretical edifice of political economy.
Arguably, even if one does not have a satisfactory explanation of why people vote,
it still is possible to have a good theory of how they vote when they do.

Subject to some caveats, I find this latter argument somehow convincing. But
there is one reason why I believe this way of quarantining; as it were, the paradox
of voting is damaging to the enterprise of rational-choice theory.

Turnout is one of the defining features of any democracy. It is not clear whether
a specific level of turnout is an indicator of good or bad health for a democratic
system, but there is no question that if we want to understand the choices open to
organized collectivities in a competitive political system, we need to understand
what makes some people vote and others not. Even a cursory reading of, say,
American political events, to focus on a particularly low-turnout democracy, shows
that the US political parties constantly try to understand what drives citizens to the
polls; their electoral fortunes, and with them the political course of the country,
depend on that.

By the standards I laid out at the beginning, a good theory of electoral turnout
ought to elucidate the structural forces behind it. Just as we can trace the way
in which the social environment affects how the citizens vote, we should also be
able to trace how that same environment leads some other citizens to sit out the
election. Electoral abstention, I firmly believe, is every bit as subject to influence
from the socioeconomic context as voting. During the 1946 election that pushed
Colombia one decisive step toward the abyss of La Violencia, electoral turnout
reached unprecedented levels in a logic reminiscent of the spike in turnout that
marked the fateful German election of 1933. Electoral participation in the USA
follows a well-known and allegedly disquieting pattern: citizens with lower income,
and lower educational levels that belong to specific ethnic minorities vote at lower
rates than the average.

This is the point where I part company with the existing rationalistic theories
of voting. For all their accomplishments, and there are many, I do not find them
adequate for the purpose of analyzing the structural determinants of electoral
participation. A common trait of all these approaches in their attempts at explaining
voting has been to invoke the existence of components that modify the cost-
benefit calculation making it rational for some citizens to vote. Civic duty (Riker
and Ordeshook 1968), expressive value (Schuessler 2000), and ethical dispositions
(Feddersen and Sandroni 2006) are some of the elements that have been brought out
in such quest. There is no question that these are important considerations and that
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they all have the potential of leading to a richer theory of voting. But in their current
state, they are not useful for my analysis because we do not know at this point how
these subjective traits respond to the objective facts of the socioeconomic structure.
Does income inequality promote civic duty? Are workers in the export sector more
prone to expressive behavior than those in non-tradeables? Are citizens more likely
to follow ethical dispositions in times of high inflation? The fact that these questions
sound somewhat off-key indicates that a structural account of electoral turnout must
start somewhere else.

To me, the right starting point is a proposition that many readers might find
startling and even preposterous: from a game-theoretic point of view, voting poses
no paradox. This flies in the face of a large body of scholarship, and so I will devote
Chap. 1 to substantiate it.1 In that chapter, I do not “solve” the paradox of voting
but, rather, dissolve it. That is, I argue that it is largely an amalgam of ambiguities
and unnecessarily restrictive assumptions.

A game-theoretic analysis of voting, without any ad hoc modifications of the
basic cost-benefit analysis, can offer a satisfactory account of electoral participation.
Such is the main lesson of Chap. 1. In itself, I believe that this is an important result,
but it is not enough for my purposes. My goal is to understand how structural forces
shape the patterns of turnout in an electorate. Thus, in Chaps. 2 and 3, I show how,
once we overcome the paradox of voting, game theory can help us to establish very
precise and intuitive patterns of electoral participation. Ultimately, the conclusion
of those chapters might seem somewhat disappointing because they establish what
the calculus of voting meant to prove from the very beginning: that the decision to
vote responds to costs and benefits, just like any other decision.

But this initial disappointment should be ephemeral because, once we realize
that voting is subjected to clearly discernible forces, a new viewpoint emerges.
Instead of asking ourselves why people vote, it is possible to address questions
about the comparative statics of electoral turnout. Chapter 4 exemplifies the kind
of research that becomes feasible with these new results. In it I show how the
operation of the welfare state determines the benefit structure of voting and, through
it, the populace’s electoral participation. As will become clear in that chapter, this
approach can generate new testable hypotheses about turnout and its connections to
a polity’s socioeconomic environment. This chapter is, however, only an example
of the type of research program I want to advance. Its full development is beyond
the scope of this book, but given the advances so far, it is possible to discern the
contribution such a research agenda would make to our understanding of democracy.
Chapter 5 takes up these issues and offers a summary and concluding remarks.

Luis Fernando Medina Sierra

1The analysis I present here builds on results I have obtained and reported elsewhere, in particular,
Medina (2011).

Getafe-Madrid, Spain
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Chapter 1
Beyond the Voters’ Paradox

The life of the rational-choice theory of electoral participation resembles at times
that of Viscount Medardo de Terralba, the fictional character of Italo Calvino’s
The Cloven Viscount. In Calvino’s novel, the viscount bravely goes to battle in the
frontlines only to be horribly wounded by a cannonball that splits him vertically
in half. From that point on, each half, with one arm, one leg, one eye, one nostril
and half a mouth, lives on its own. They never meet again, except for the final and
felicitous showdown, but before that, their paths cross so that invariably one half
sabotages the plans of the other.

In the case of rational-choice theory, the so-called “turnout paradox” was the
cannonball that split what promised to be a unified research agenda into two separate
programs, often at odds with each other: the theory of turnout and the spatial
theory of electoral competition. The original program, as articulated for instance in
Anthony Downs’s classic work An Economic Theory of Democracy (Downs 1957)
intended to develop the microfoundations of the calculus of voting and non-voting
for individual citizens, then aggregate the resulting decisions and show how they
would interact with the strategic decisions of political parties. The result would have
been similar to the general equilibrium models in economics where the consumers’
decisions are the basic input of the demand function and the firms’ decisions are
aggregated into the supply function.

This program was frustrated by the turnout paradox, that is, the result according
to which if citizens respond rationally to their individual preferences and the costs
and benefits of voting, then they should not vote. If the turnout paradox is correct,
then there are no individually rational voting decisions to aggregate in the first place.

So, instead of one unifying treatment of electoral behavior and parties’ choices
we have two theories that have to rely on strange crutches, that rarely meet and that
whenever they do, create trouble for each other. First we have a theory of electoral
turnout that tries to explain why people vote if voting is costly but that has little
to say about how those voting decisions depend at all on the citizens’ preferences

© Springer International Publishing AG 2018
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2 1 Beyond the Voters’ Paradox

between candidates. Then we have a spatial theory of how parties compete for votes
but that assumes away the turnout problem postulating that voting is costless.

The theoretical challenge is then, just like with the Viscount, to stitch the two
halves together so that they no longer need to rely on these ad hoc limitations. In
this book I will show how this is possible and offer a sketch of how this reunited
theoretical body might move once its limbs are working together. In the resulting
framework, each half will forsake some of the prosthetics that helped it come this
far. The micro-level calculus of voting will no longer need to ignore the role of the
political parties’ strategies.

A full discussion of these points will have to wait until later chapters in the book.
In the meantime, the first order of business is to evaluate the patient (or should it
be half-patients?) to determine the type of intervention needed and its chances of
success.

The first thing to notice, the central point of this chapter is that, unlike Viscount
Medardo’s case, the turnout paradox was a self-inflicted wound resulting from an
incorrect assessment of the properties of the rational-choice theory of voting. The
rather peculiar history behind this dates to the early 80s and deserves to be told in
detail not only for how odd it is, but also because it helps us see under a new light
the recent progresses obtained in this matter. Let me first sketch the plot and the
details will be filled in the rest of the chapter.

The turnout paradox was first stated by Downs in his foundational work when he
carried out an analysis of the calculus of voting within the framework of decision
theory. That is, he considered only the cost-benefit analysis of a single individual
without factoring in the interactions of that individual’s decisions with those of
others. In doing so he was adhering to the highest standards of analysis of his time:
game theory was then in its embryonic stage. By the early 80s, after the turnout
paradox had already acquired the status of received wisdom, a small set of scholars
realized that the decision-theoretic framework was flawed and set out to revisit the
issue but this time using the tools of game theory. Ledyard (1984), Grofman and
Owen (1984) and, more exhaustively, Palfrey and Rosenthal (1983) examined the
properties of a game theoretic model of voting. The third of these contributions
finally established an unequivocal conclusion: models of voting that considered the
strategic interactions among agents admitted of a plethora of solutions many of
them with very high degrees of electoral participation. In other words, there was
no turnout paradox.

That result should have put the issue to rest. Remarkably, two years after their
breakthrough, Palfrey and Rosenthal (1985) retracted in an exemplar display of
intellectual honesty. They argued that the high-turnout equilibria they had obtained
were in fact “fragile” (in ways that will be discussed below) and that hence, in their
own words, “we have come full circle and are once again beset by the paradox of not
voting” (Palfrey and Rosenthal 1985, p. 64). Such critique carried enormous weight.
Not only it was developed by the authors of the previous result but also they were,
already by then, some of the foremost scholars in this area. Thus died a short-lived
enthusiasm and the turnout paradox regained its canonical status, if anything firmer
than before.
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But the retraction was wrong. As I will show in this chapter, in their self-
criticism Palfrey and Rosenthal made some subtle mistakes. If those mistakes are
corrected it becomes clear that the arguments about fragility are, depending on the
actual meaning of the word “fragile,” either non-issues or concerns of much lesser
importance than what seemed at first glance.

To be sure, those game-theoretic models of the first generation have problems
that need to be addressed. While successful at predicting high turnout, some of their
other empirical predictions are unrealistic, their mathematical structure is unwieldy
and some of the results lack a straightforward interpretation. Fortunately, there are
already some recent developments in the literature that show how to build better
models. Those will be the subject of the next chapter.

1.1 The Analysis of Voting in Decision Theory

What we now know as the rational-choice approach to voting began with Downs
(1957) attempt at representing an individual voter’s decision with simple mathemat-
ical expressions that, so the hope was, would enable a more precise analysis of the
functioning of a democratic system. This is not the place to discuss the plausibility
of that goal or the philosophical and methodological foundations of the enterprise.
But, at least by the standards of the debates that would erupt afterwards, Downs’s
starting point was relatively non-controversial.

His basic contention was that individuals would vote based on a rational analysis
of their interests and he was hardly alone in this assumption. At the time of
Downs’s writing, the notion that underlying interests, especially economic, would
drive the citizens’ voting behavior was already accepted by many as standard.
Within the Marxist tradition, the debates around the electoral viability of social-
democratic parties were, in a way, debates around the potency of the proletariat’s
economic interests in shaping its political choices. During the inception of the
social democratic movement, those leaders who argued that electoral victory was
imminent given the quantitative growth of the proletariat (as Przeworski and
Sprague (1986) documents), were implicitly assuming that the workers’ electoral
choices would reflect their interests as economic agents. In a different though related
intellectual tradition, Lipset built his oeuvre by tracing how economic interests
would map into the fortunes of the political parties in democracies (e.g. Lipset
1960).

Not every political scientist subscribes to the tenets of methodological individ-
ualism and there is ample room to disagree about the way in which citizens form
their views of what are their “true” interests. But the assumption that, whatever those
interests are, individuals use them as a basis to make their electoral choices is hardly
a shocking claim.

Understanding that electoral choices are plagued by uncertainty, Downs relied
on expected-utility theory to build his formalism. This choice proved to be of great
significance because it has been faulted, incorrectly as I will later show, with being
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responsible for precipitating the paradox of voting. It should be noted, however,
that expected-utility theory is not an eccentric choice. Warts and all, it is still the
dominant paradigm in economic analysis and, at the time Downs developed his
theory, it was virtually uncontested.

Within the framework adopted by Downs, when facing choices under uncertainty,
rational agents evaluate the alternatives according to the criterion of expected utility.
Suppose that the act of voting has a cost of c > 0 and that there are two political
alternatives on offer, xL and xR. A citizen i must decide whether or not to vote for
her preferred candidate, say xL. Her preferences for these candidates are represented
by the utility function ui so that, for instance, if candidate xL emerges victorious, her
utility is ui.xL/. According to the standard analysis of decisions under uncertainty,
she will vote if the expected value of doing so exceeds the expected value of
abstaining. In principle, the only benefit of voting, compared to abstaining, is the
increase in the probability of victory of the favorite candidate. Let Vi and Ai denote
the choices of voting and abstaining, P.xjSi/ denote candidate x’s probability of
victory if agent i chooses strategy Si and let w represent the agents’ expected-
utility function. Then, we can represent this analysis formally with the following
inequality:

w.Vi/ � w.Ai/

P.xLjVi/ui.xL/ C P.xRjVi/ui.xR/ � c �
P.xLjAi/ui.xL/ C P.xRjAi/ui.xR/

.P.xLjVi/ � P.xLjAi//.ui.xL/ � u.xR// � c (1.1)

Inequality 1.1 is the cornerstone of the decision-theoretic analysis of voting.
In a simplified election between two candidates, decided by majority rule, the
term P.xLjVi/ � P.xLjAi/ is the probability that citizen i’s vote will be pivotal.
According to a well-known argument, this probability is vanishingly small. So, if
we approximate it to 0, the result is that w.Vi/ < w.Ai/. In other words, a rational
citizen should not vote. This is, in essence, the paradox of voting.

Before studying the substantive issues, let’s begin by noticing that the term
“paradox” here does not denote a logical conundrum, like, say, the Liar’s Paradox.
The conclusion that voting contradicts rationality rests on a specific assessment
about the relative magnitudes of its parameters. The term P.xLjVi/ � P.xLjAi/ is not
exactly zero, regardless of the number of voters. Conventionally we approximate it
to zero but the reasons for doing so are not related to the formal structure of the
underlying theory. In fact, the approximation w.Vi/ � 0 is not entirely legitimate
because we first need to determine the value of the other term, u.xL/ � u.xR/. If
we observe citizen i voting, the preceding analysis could lead to three possible
conclusions: either she is violating the principles of rationality or her cost of voting
is very low or she perceives a difference between the candidates so large that
she considers it justified to vote regardless of the low chance of being pivotal.
Conceivably, she regards candidate xR as the devil incarnate or she is overestimating
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the value of P.xLjVi/ � P.xLjAi/. Just because an agent is mistaken about the
magnitude of a variable, does not mean that she is irrational. The preceding analysis
does not necessarily imply that voting is paradoxical.

The paradox of voting is, then, an issue of measurement, not logic. Whenever
we say that voting is not rational, we are really saying that we do not believe
that the orders of magnitude of the terms u.xL/ � u.xR/ and P.xLjVi/ � P.xLjAi/

stack up in a way that justifies voting. But to defend such a view we should offer
estimates of their relative magnitudes something that is rarely done. There has been
some work on determining the size of pivot probabilities which is, as we shall soon
see, a task fraught with difficulties. But this is only part of the argument. A full-
blown statement of the paradox of voting should also pronounce on the magnitude
of u.xL/ � u.xR/.

Aside from its implications about an agent’s decision to vote, the calculus of
voting also determines the comparative statics of turnout. In fact, this is the pillar
of our subsequent analysis. If we look past the paradox, Inequality 1.1 generates
hypotheses about what determines an agent’s voting decisions.

Suppose that for some citizen the expected utility of voting is lower than that of
abstaining. Increases in the value of the inequality’s left-hand side or decreases in
its right-hand side will bring her closer to satisfying the condition that will lead her
to vote. If we aggregate across agents, this means that increases in u.xL/�u.xR/ and
decreases in c will increase the level of turnout.

Remarkably, although in this book I will study several variants of this model, for
the most part significantly more complex, these comparative statics results will not
change. In a way, it is possible to interpret this book’s first part as an attempt to
protect these results from the paradox of voting.

1.1.1 Departures from the Orthodox Model

Once the turnout paradox came to be accepted as a problem for rational-choice
models of voting, it gave rise to significant efforts that, in spite of their differences,
had in common their willingness to modify at least some of the key principles of the
underlying model of human decision-making. There are many good reasons to do
this. Even the most obdurate believer in rational-choice theory is willing to concede
that it is only an approximation of the way individuals choose in real life. Some
of the developments that have come out of this approach have become significant
contributions to the modern theory of voting and as such need to be engaged here
even though the approach I will take is different.

One of the first proposed solutions to the paradox was to postulate a term of “civic
duty” that, allegedly, compensates the voter for the cost c (Riker and Ordeshook
1968; Tullock 1971). If we suppose that a voter experiences some additional utility
d from the act of voting, resulting from the psychological benefit of fulfilling one’s
own obligations, then Inequality 1.1 becomes ŒP.xLjVi/�P.xLjAi/�Œui.xL/�u.xR/�C
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d � c. Evidently, even allowing for P.xLjVi/ � P.xLjAi/ to be arbitrarily close to 0,
if d > c citizen i will vote.

It is reasonable to assume that citizens who vote, often do so driven by some
psychological motivation akin to that of civic duty. Thus, a general model of voting
should, at least in principle, be able to accommodate this phenomenon.

A vast literature has endeavored to develop this idea further by, for instance,
modifying the payoff functions by introducing expressive benefits (Schuessler 2000)
or altering the incentive structure (Morton 1991, e.g.). Kanazawa (1998) obtained a
model with high turnout by changing the way in which voters compute probabilities.
Ample empirical and experimental evidence indicate that, indeed, many citizens are
driven to vote by a sense of civic duty. That is one of the key lessons from studies on
the effects of social pressure and appeals to altruism such as those of, for instance,
Gerber et al. (2008) and Fowler (2006). But it is difficult to transform the original
suggestion of Riker and Ordeshook into a fully operational research program
inasmuch as civic duty remains there as a mere exogenous variable. In the limit,
civic duty could end up offering a rather tautological explanation of voting without
any relevant comparative statics results that connect turnout to structural features
of the polity. After all, the term d is not connected to the candidates’ properties
and, instead, represents a strictly private psychological disposition beyond the scope
of our analysis. If civic duty is the one and only factor that explains the citizens’
decision to vote, all the model can tell us is that some citizens will vote for some
unobservable reasons and some will not.

Recently, Feddersen and Sandroni (2006) and Feddersen et al. (2009) have pro-
posed an approach that endogenizes the role of civic duty by endowing the agents,
or at least some of them, with rule-utilitarian preferences and the accompanying
reasoning abilities. In these models, some agents in the game derive some additional
utility from following an ethical rule that maximizes social welfare, a move that
is akin to the rather heterodox notion of “team reasoning” (Bacharach 2006) in
which players base their actions on the best interests of the team to which they
belong. Certain experiments have been able to confirm that, indeed, players use such
criteria in coordination games (Mehta et al. 1994). Alternatively, this approach can
be seen as related to the work on coalitional strategies where players’ deviations
can be collective and not merely individual as in the standard Nash equilibrium
approach. An idea with a long pedigree in game theory, dating back to Aumann
(1959), Bernheim et al. (1987), recent results suggest it could also be applied to
large voting games (Ambrus 2006).

Another suggestive departure from the canonical rational-choice model is the one
proposed by Jonathan Bendor, Daniel Diermeier, David Siegel and Michael Ting
in their joint work (Bendor et al. 2003, 2011) which the authors adequately call a
“behavioral theory.” This approach, instead of postulating some ethical disposition
that remains unexplained, acknowledges that individuals follow decision rules
that are not necessarily optimizing and endeavors to extract from this assumption
conclusions relevant for aggregate voting phenomena. Such work follows clearly on
the footsteps of Herbert Simon’s notions of “bounded rationality,” in particular the
idea that, instead of looking constantly for the best possible choice out of a possibly
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highly complex choice set, individuals save in their costs of information-gathering
and -processing by sticking to a “satisficing” choice only to revise it if significant
discrepancies arise between outcomes and aspirations (Simon 1957).

The resulting framework allows the authors to study jointly voting behavior and
partisan strategies, much in the unifying spirit I defend in this book. As is often the
case in social sciences, there is, however, a trade-off between descriptive realism and
simplicity. Work on satisficing rules requires intensive use of numerical simulations,
something that makes it at times difficult to interpret the results and assess their
generality. As long as the turnout paradox retains the central place it has been
afforded in the literature, any future research would have no choice but to accept
these costs under any circumstance. If, as I will show later, the turnout paradox is
not the forbidding result it is considered to be, then it is possible to obtain some
analytic results on political competition that analyze simultaneously the choices of
voters and parties. In Chap. 4 I will illustrate this with one example. Of course, such
simplicity also comes at the expense of descriptive realism; no real-life voter is a
perfect optimizing machine. But I believe it is salutary for the advance in this area
to have different tools, some more accurate but complex, some more simple but
tractable, so that the right balance can be found in each specific application.

1.2 The Strategic Analysis of Voting

The original calculus of voting, as formulated by Downs, is couched in terms of
decision theory. It assumes that, in making their voting decisions, citizens do not
take into account each other’s choices. At first glance this may seem a natural
assumption but it leaves ill-specified several aspects of the model. A crucial quantity
in the equation, P.xLjVi/ � P.xLjAi/, cannot be determined by relying only on
decision theory because the probability that a vote is pivotal depends on the
likelihood with which the remaining citizens vote. For instance, if nobody else is
voting, one vote is decisive. A citizen’s decision whether or not to vote depends on
her assessment, however capricious, of what the other citizens are doing.

Scholars working within the framework of decision theory soon recognized this
and proposed a solution: to interpret the term P.xLjVi/ � P.xLjAi/ as an expectation.
So, if the agents expect the election to be close, they will be more likely to vote
because they will perceive their own probability of being pivotal as high enough to
compensate for the cost c.

Although not entirely rigorous, this formulation is not at all bad. It served to
generate a large literature on the connection between turnout and perceptions of
closeness.1 The general formalism that I will develop later on will arrive at a similar

1An early exponent of this literature, closely linked to the calculus of voting studied here, is the
contribution by Ferejohn and Fiorina (1974). Cox (1988) offers an illuminating discussion of the
methodological issues involved.
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position. But there are some loose ends that need tightening. In particular, it is
vulnerable to a problem familiar in game theory: the agents’ expectations could
potentially be self-defeating in a way that invalidates the original prediction. To
illustrate, suppose that most citizens expect the election to be very close and,
therefore, are prone to vote. But if this expectation is widely shared, this may lead
to the election no longer being close. As the citizens realize this, some of them may
come to the conclusion that it will not be worth to vote. But then, these decisions
may increase the probability of a vote being pivotal so that, it may be worth voting
after all. Rational agents would then be caught in a loop of vacillations where once
they make a decision, they realize that it is no longer optimal.

There is no guarantee that things will happen this way as expectations could be
self-reinforcing. At any rate, we need to develop a formal treatment of voting that
allows us to discern how serious this problem is in each particular case. We need to
analyze voting from the point of view of game theory.

While in decision theory we analyze an individual agent’s problem in isolation
from that of others, in game theory we regard all the decisions in a group as
interdependent. As a result, instead of looking for decisions that are individually
optimal, we need to look for groups of decisions that are all in equilibrium, that is,
that are optimal against each other.

We need some extra concepts and notation to capture the additional complexity
of this kind of analysis. From now on, we shall define a voting game as a
combination of players, strategies and payoffs. Formally, a voting game � D
hN; fSkgN

kD1; fOukgN
kD1i is a triple such that:

• N is the set of players (citizens).
• There are two candidates in the election, xL; xR which may be either concrete

individuals or policy packages. O defines a set of possible outcomes of the
election. In its most general form, this set can be different from the set of
candidates and later I will consider different possible sets.

• Each citizen k has a strategy space represented by Sk. Each individual strategy
space is a set defined as Sk D fAk; VL

k ; VR
k g where Ak stands for “Player k

abstains” and VM
k stands for “Player k votes for candidate M.” We will soon

see that, given their preferences, citizens can be assigned to groups of supporters
of one candidate or another. When that happens, one of their voting strategies
will be weakly dominated because it will mean voting for a candidate the voter
deems inferior and therefore can be eliminated from the strategy space. As a
result, often we can avoid a proliferation of superscripts, whenever it does not
lead to confusion, by identifying the players’ strategies simply as Sk omitting the
candidate they support. For each player, the full strategy space will be �.Sk/, that
is, the set of all the linear combinations between Ak and Vk. Intuitively, this means
that we will allow for the possibility of randomized choices where a player uses
each strategy only with some probability less than 1. The parameter �k 2 Œ0; 1�

will denote any such mixed strategy. So, if we say that player k chooses strategy
�k we are saying that she votes with probability �k and abstains with probability
1 � �k. The set S D �N

kD1Si represents the set of all the possible strategy profiles.
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• The citizens’ preferences are represented by Bernoulli utility functions that
assign real numbers to elements in the outcome set, depending on the strategy
chosen by the player. Formally, Ouk W O �N

kD1 �.Sk/ ! <.
• The candidates partition the set N in two subsets. Subset NL, the set of supporters

of xL is defined as fi W Oui.xL; si/ > Oui.xR; si/g for any si and, conversely, subset
NR, the set of supporters of xR is fj W Ouj.xR; sj/ > Ouj.xL; sj/g for any sj. For the
sake of completeness, we could define also a set N0 of indifferent voters N0 as
fk W Ouk.xL; sk/ D Ouk.xR; sk/g for any sk but, for the most part, there is no loss of
generality in assuming this to be an empty set. Given this partition, I will use
subscript i to denote a supporter of xL, j to denote a supporter of xR and will
reserve the subscript k to the cases where it is necessary to refer to both types of
players at once.

• If player k belongs to set NM , Sk D fAk; VM
k g is the strategy space of player k.

• An outcome function g W �.S/ ! O determines, for each strategy profile among
all the citizens, the outcome of the election.

This setup still does not include uncertainty, something essential for our analysis.
We need to be able to calculate expected utilities so, let’s define a probability
distribution over all the possible strategy profiles � W S ! Œ0; 1�. Later this
distribution will be a very convenient way of generalizing our equilibrium analysis.
In the meantime, suffice it to say that, since � represents a probability, it is subject to
the typical constraints of never assigning a nonsensical, negative probability to any
profile and of assigning probabilities such that the sum total across profiles is equal
to 1. Mathematically, �.s/ � 0; 8s 2 S and

P
s2S �.s/ D 1. Sometimes we will be

interested in events that are more complex than a single strategy profile and so we
will need some additional notation for them. I shall denote the probability of event
E under the measure � as P.Ej�/. When considering strategy profiles restricted to
a subset M of agents, I will use the notation �M . The most common cases where
this will happen will be when considering just one agent’s actions, say �k, or the
actions of all the players except k (��k). With these elements we can define each
player’s expected utility given by the von Neumann-Morgenstern utility functions
wk W �N

kD1�.Sk/ ! < such that:

wk.�/ D
X

s2S

Ouk.g.s/; sk/�.s/:

Often, but not always, we will be interested in a special type of probability
distribution. Suppose an arbitrary profile of actions s D fs1; s2; : : : ; sNg 2 S. We
shall say that the probability distribution � W S ! Œ0; 1� is a Nash-play distribution
if �.s/ D �.s1/�.s2/ � � � �.sN/ � �1�2 � � � �N . In other words, under the distribution
� , each player’s strategy is independent from the strategy of the remaining players.
Technically speaking, while the general distributions � capture all the correlated
equilibria of the voting game, which will be of interest later on, the Nash-play
distributions � will help us characterize the game’s Nash equilibria which play a
prominent role in the literature on voting games.
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The following assumption about uk does not imply any loss of generality and,
instead, greatly simplifies calculations. From now on, I will assume that Ouk.g.s/; sk/

is separable, that is, can be expressed as Ouk.g.s/; sk/ D uk.g.s// C ck.g.s/; sk/.
The function uk will represent the way in which the policy outcome affects the
citizen’s welfare by virtue of her ideological preferences. In contrast, the function
ck represents the cost that the act of voting entails for the citizen. Later we will
see that there might be good reasons to make this cost term depend on the policy
outcome so that, to keep the analysis as general as possible, here I allow c to depend
on g.s/ but, following the standard procedure, I will analyze instances where it does
not.

All the models that I will discuss in this book are particular cases of this one. In
this chapter we will study different variants of this basic model. A detailed analysis
of these models will allow us to go beyond blanket statements about the paradox
of voting by ascertaining the degree to which it afflicts any specific model. As we
will see, once we conduct this analysis, the scope of the paradox turns out to be
much smaller than what the literature assumes. Moreover, those models pervaded
by the paradox are excessively restrictive and, ultimately, uninteresting. Once we
relax some of their assumptions, the paradox of voting becomes a rather peripheral
concern.

1.3 The Pure Majority-Rule Game

The simplest voting game, the one that has largely remained as the default case
of analysis, is the pure majority-rule game with homogenous players. In this game
the outcome is defined by simple majority and there are only two types of payoff
functions. For the sake of analytical precision, we will denote this game as �PM .
Since in this game the vote tally will play a prominent role, we need a special item
of notation for it. From now on, the vote tally of candidate M is denoted by TM D
#fk W sk D VM

i g. To refer to candidate M’s vote tally excluding the action of his
supporter k, I will use Tk

M . So, the formal definition of �PM is a voting game that, in
addition to the elements introduced above, also fulfills the following conditions.

• The outcome set is O D fxL; xRg.
• The outcome function is defined by:

g.s/ D
8
<

:

xL if TL > TR;

xR if TR > TL;

L if TL D TR;

(1.2)

where L is a lottery that gives equal odds to each candidate.
• The utility functions are such that for every i in NL and every j in NR:

– Oui.xL; Ai/ D uL.xL/; Ouj.xR; Aj/ D uR.xR/,
– Oui.xL; Vi/ D uL.xL/ � c; Ouj.xR; Vj/ D uR.xR/ � c,
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– Oui.xR; Ai/ D uL.xR/; Ouj.xL; Aj/ D uR.xL/,
– Oui.xR; Vi/ D uL.xR/ � c; Ouj.xL; Vj/ D uR.xR/ � c.

This is the benchmark case in the literature. Historically it was the first model
studied as a strategic voting game and remains the source of most of the analysis
even to this day. Beginning with the pioneering study by Ledyard (1984), game
theorists quickly realized that the results pertaining to the paradox of voting had a
very different character in a game-theoretic framework than the one they had within
the earlier decision-theoretic paradigm. To appreciate this, notice that, in general,
universal abstention cannot be a Nash equilibrium. If no one else votes, an individual
citizen will find it worthwhile to vote: at the small cost of c, she can decide the entire
country’s government. By itself, this should count as circumstantial evidence that
the reach of the paradox is narrower than what we usually think.

Building on this approach, Palfrey and Rosenthal (1983) and, independently and
almost simultaneously, Grofman and Owen (1984), obtained the first breakthrough
toward understanding the true scope of the paradox. They proved that in the voting
game just described, with two candidates and majority rule, there are several
equilibria, many of them with high levels of turnout.

This is a very important result that deserves to be studied closely. Just like the
authors do, for the time being, I will analyze this model under the assumption
of Nash play so that I will restrict my attention to strategy profiles � where the
probability of any individual action is independent of the rest. To calculate the Nash
equilibria of this game we need to obtain the players’ best-response correspondence.
For an arbitrary citizen in NL, taking as given the remaining players’ strategy profile
��i, the expected payoffs of the strategies are:

w.Ai; ��i/ D .uL.xL/ � uL.xR//P.Ti
L � TR C 1j��i/

C 1
2
.uL.xL/ � uL.xR//P.Ti

L D TRj��i/ C uL.xR/;

w.Vi; ��i/ D .uL.xL/ � uL.xR//P.Ti
L � TRj��i/

C 1
2
.uL.xL/ � uL.xR//P.Ti

L D TR � 1j��i/ C uL.xR/ � c:

Let the term uL.xL/ � uL.xR/ � ıL.xL; xR/. So, from these payoffs we obtain
player i’s optimal strategy ��

i .��i/, expressed by the following best-response
correspondence:

��
i .��i/ D

8
ˆ̂
ˆ̂
ˆ̂
<̂

ˆ̂
ˆ̂
ˆ̂
:̂

1 if P.Ti
L D TRj��i/ C P.Ti

L D TR � 1j��i/ >
2c

ıL.xL;xR/
;

Œ0; 1� if P.Ti
L D TRj��i/ C P.Ti

L D TR � 1j��i/ D
2c

ıL.xL;xR/
;

0 if P.Ti
L D TRj��i/ C P.Ti

L D TR � 1j��i/ <
2c

ıL.xL;xR/
;

(1.3)
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with an entirely analogous best-response correspondence for members of NR. In
what follows I will refer to the quotient 2c=ıL.xL; xR/ (or 2c=ı for short) as the
cost-benefit ratio for voter i.

Intuitively, this best-response correspondence ratifies what we already know
from the decision-theoretic analysis: a citizen will vote only if the expected benefit,
in this case, the value of deciding the election times the probability of doing so,
exceeds the cost of voting. Seemingly, this would mean that this analysis is doomed
to reproduce the paradox of voting. For any large electorate, the probability of
casting the decisive vote, it could be argued, is exceedingly small.

But this last step is not a correct reasoning; the pivot probability is not even a
meaningful concept unless we describe the underlying strategy profile. As a matter
of fact, from a game-theoretic standpoint, the pivot probability is endogenously
determined as a function of the game’s payoffs as we shall soon see.

This game, Palfrey and Rosenthal noticed, may have a plethora of equilibria,
many of them with high levels of turnout. This may seem mysterious at first glance
but stops being so once we keep in mind the underlying nature of an equilibrium. In
decision theory the costs and benefits provide enough grounds to justify an agent’s
choice. But in game theory, if we want to make sense of a player’s choice we need to
place such choice in the context of a strategy profile including all the other players.
To fix ideas, let’s see some numerical examples.

1.3.1 Examples with Small Electorates

Since our ultimate purpose is to develop a theory adequate to the study of large
elections, examples with a small number of voters may seem useless. But they will
help us fix ideas and expose patterns that will reappear later in the more complicated
cases. Readers who are not seasoned game theorists but do want to follow the
details of the game-theoretic analysis later will benefit from studying closely these
examples.

For simplicity’s sake, apart from all the previous assumptions, I will also assume
throughout that the value of the cost-benefit ratio is 2c (that is, ı D 1 for every
player). Later, once we are interested in the details of the voters’ preferences, I will
relax this assumption.

A 2-Voter Electorate

This is the simplest possible example. As it happens, its properties do not generalize
well. It produces one type of equilibrium that will be rather exceptional in the more
general framework. But it is helpful to study it however briefly precisely because it
helps us place that exceptional equilibrium in context.

Let’s assume that NL D f1g, NR D f2g so that Player 1 belongs to NL and Player
2 to NR. Intuitively, it is clear that both players face a pivot probability of 1; if the
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other player votes, their vote can force a tie and if the other player does not vote,
their vote can win the election. Formally:

P.T1
L D TRj��1/ C P.T1

L D TR � 1j��1/ D 1 � �2 C �2;

D 1:

P.T2
R D TLj��2/ C P.T2

R D TL � 1j��2/ D 1 � �1 C �1;

D 1:

The equilibrium of this game depends on the value of c. If c > 1=2, then 2c > 1

so that the pivot probability cannot be bigger than twice the cost-benefit ratio. In
that case, the optimal strategy for both players is to abstain .�1 D �2 D 0/. Instead,
if c < 1=2, then their only optimal strategy is to vote .�1 D �2 D 1/.

Each of these carries a lesson. The first case shows that for any voting game, a
cost-benefit ratio above 1/2 guarantees that universal abstention is the only possible
equilibrium. This is because the pivot probability, by definition, is bounded between
0 and 1. If 2c > 1 then it is not possible to satisfy the condition for voting in
the player’s best-response correspondence. This rather trivial point has often led to
damaging confusions as will become apparent later.

The second case is a rarity not only because of its turnout level of 100% but,
what is conceptually more important, because in it both players choose a pure-
strategy in equilibrium. As we will soon see, games within this framework only
have pure-strategy equilibria whenever the two blocks of voters are of identical size
(i.e. NL D NR). Additionally, in every equilibrium some players will be using mixed
strategies. As is often the case, the use of mixed strategies in equilibrium can be
difficult to interpret so this should serve as a call for extra caution. That said, this
issue becomes irrelevant after the first stages of the analysis; it disappears in a more
general framework.

A 3-Voter Electorate

The next simplest case possible is, of course, the one with three players. It turns out
that adding one extra player significantly changes the pattern so that now the game
has multiple equilibria, something that will become a recurring theme throughout
this book.

Let NL D f1; 2g and NR D f3g. From the standpoint of a player in NL, say Player
1, the pivot probability is as follows:

P.T1
L D TRj��1/ C P.T1

L D TR � 1j��1/ D �2�3 C .1 � �2/.1 � �3/ C
.1 � �2/�3:
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In other words, Player 1 is pivotal only in three possible events: both Players 2 and 3
vote, neither Player 2 nor Player 3 votes and Player 2 abstains while Player 3 votes.
An analogue expression represents Player 2’s pivot probability.

As for Player 3, her pivot probability is:

P.T3
R D TLj��3/ C P.T3

R D TL � 1j��3/ D .1 � �1/.1 � �2/ C .1 � �1/�2 C
.1 � �2/�1:

That is, Player 3 is pivotal only in any of the following events: neither Player 1 nor
Player 2 votes, Player 1 abstains and Player 2 votes or Player 2 abstains and Player
1 votes.

Let’s now look at the different possible equilibria of the game:

Pure-Strategy Equilibria We already know that if c > 1=2 then the game has only
one equilibrium: nobody votes. But the other case is more interesting. As already
stated, if c < 1=2 this game does not have any equilibrium in which all the players
choose a pure strategy. It would be tedious to analyze all the possible combinations
but, for the purposes of illustration, we can see how a putative equilibrium where
only player 3 votes would break down.

To that end, conjecture an equilibrium profile .��
1 D 0; ��

2 D 0; ��
3 D 1/. If we

substitute for these values in the pivot probabilities we obtain:

P.T1
L D TRj��1/ C P.T1

L D TR � 1j��1/ D 1;

> 2c;

P.T2
L D TRj��2/ C P.T2

L D TR � 1j��2/ D 1;

> 2c;

P.T3
R D TLj��3/ C P.T3

R D TL � 1j��3/ D 1;

> 2c:

These values are incompatible with the postulated equilibrium for players 1 and 2.
The conjectured profile had them choosing �i D 0 but, given that same conjecture,
their pivot probability is larger than 2c which means that their optimal choice would
be �i D 1. This contradiction makes the equilibrium unravel. A similar procedure
could be used to verify all the other combinations.

Mixed-Strategy Equilibrium The game has an equilibrium where every player
randomizes and these randomizations are mutually consistent because they make
every player indifferent between her pure strategies. So, to calculate this equilibrium
all we have to do is to solve the system of simultaneous equations that equates all
the pivot probabilities to the cost-benefit ratio 2c. The reader can verify that the
following values are such solution:
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��
1 D p

1 � 2c;

��
2 D p

1 � 2c;

��
3 D 1 � p

1 � 2c:

Pure-Mixed Equilibria In addition to the previous equilibrium, the game has two
other equilibria. In these, one player uses a pure strategy and the other two choose a
mixed one. They are:

��
1 D 1;

��
2 D 1 � 2c;

��
3 D 2c;

and

��
1 D 1 � 2c;

��
2 D 1;

��
3 D 2c:

For illustrative purposes, let’s verify that the first one is, indeed, an equilibrium.
This profile generates the following pivot probabilities:

P.T1
L D TRj��1/ C P.T1

L D TR � 1j��1/ D 4c.1 � 2c/;

> 2c;

P.T2
L D TRj��2/ C P.T2

L D TR � 1j��2/ D 2c;

P.T3
R D TLj��3/ C P.T3

R D TL � 1j��3/ D 2c:

These equations validate the players’ choices prescribed by the strategy profile
postulated. That is, the strategy profile is an equilibrium. The same procedure can
be applied to the second strategy profile with identical results.

There are several important conclusions to be extracted from this example. But
before discussing them, let’s study the more complicated case of a 5-player game.

A 5-Voter Electorate

The complexity of voting games grows very quickly with their size. In fact, since
every best-response correspondence can be satisfied in three different ways, the
number of possible equilibria that needs to be verified is 3NLCNR . So, whereas in
the previous game there were 27 possible cases (out of which only 3 turned out
to be equilibria), in this case an exhaustive computation would need to consider
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243 cases. Checking all these cases would be exceedingly tedious and ultimately
unnecessary for our purposes. Our goal is not to solve exhaustively a symmetric
5-player voting game with no practical relevance whatsoever but rather to find here
insights and patterns that will be useful later on.

Let NL D f1; 2; 3g and NR D f4; 5g.
Let’s start with the expressions for the pivot probabilities. Since the game

is symmetric, we only need to characterize the pivot probability of Player 1 (a
representative member of NL) and of Player 4 (a representative member of NR).
For Player 1, such probability would be:

P.T1
L D TRj��1/ C P.T1

L D TR � 1j��1/ D
�2�3�4�5 C .�2.1 � �3/ C .1 � �2/�3/.�4�5 C �4.1 � �5/ C .1 � �4/�5/ C
.1 � �2/.1 � �3/.�4.1 � �5/ C .1 � �4/�5 C .1 � �4/.1 � �5//;

Whereas for Player 4, it would be:

P.T4
R D TLj��4/ C P.T4

R D TL � 1j��4/ D
�1.1 � �2/.1 � �3/ C .1 � �1/�2.1 � �3/ C .1 � �1/.1 � �2/�3 C
.1 � �1/.1 � �2/.1 � �3/.1 � �5/ C
.�1�2.1 � �3/ C �1.1 � �2/�3 C .1 � �1/�2�3/�5:

With these expressions at hand, we can proceed to calculate the game’s equilibria.
I will not show all of them, but will focus on some important and illustrative cases.

Pure-Strategy Equilibria Again, if c > 1=2 the game has a unique equilibrium
where nobody votes. But if c < 1=2, just as in the previous case, there is no
equilibrium in which all the players choose a pure strategy.

Mixed-Strategy Equilibrium The equilibrium in mixed strategies can be calcu-
lated by solving the system of five equations in five unknowns that results from
choosing the case of indifference in all the best-response correspondences. Since
the game is symmetric, we only need to find two values p D ��

1 D ��
2 D ��

3 and
q D ��

4 D ��
5 such that:

P.T1
L D TRj.p; q// C P.T1

L D TR � 1j.p; q// D 2c;

p2q2 C 2p.1 � p/.2q.1 � q/ C q2/ C .1 � p/2..1 � q/2 C 2q.1 � q// D 2c;

P.T4
R D TLj.p; q// C P.T4

R D TL � 1j.p; q// D 2c;

.3p.1 � p/2 C 3p2.1 � p//q C .1 � p/2.1 � q/2 C 3p.1 � p/2.1 � q/ D 2c:

Unfortunately, obtaining an analytical solution of this system would be exceed-
ingly unwieldy. But it can be solved for any numerical value of c and, as we will
see later, we can obtain comparative statics results even without knowing the exact
solution.
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Pure-Mixed Equilibria This game has several such equilibria but, for illustrative
purposes, I will describe two of them. Apart from that, one of these two will feature
prominently later.

In the first equilibrium, the strategy profile is: .�1; �2; �3; �4; �5/ D .1; 1; 1 �p
c;

p
c;

p
c/. In other words, two voters from the majority party vote with absolute

certainty while the remaining three players randomize their choice. Notice that this
is an asymmetric equilibrium because here Player 3 has the same payoff function as
Players 1 and 2 and yet chooses a different strategy.

The second equilibrium is one where: .�1; �2; �3; �4; �5/ D .1 � p
1 � 2c; 1 �p

1 � 2c; 1 � p
1 � 2c; 1; 1/. In this other equilibrium it is the members of the

minority, this time all of them, the ones that vote with certainty while the members
of the majority randomize. Palfrey and Rosenthal identified this equilibrium, which
I will denote from now on as the P-R equilibrium, as the one with the highest
possible turnout. A 5-player voting game is the smallest game where such an
equilibrium appears but it exists for large electorates and it plays a very important
role in the study of voting games.

What Have We Learned from These Examples?

It may seem that there is little of interest to be learned, from the standpoint of
a general theory of electoral turnout, by studying games with two, three or five
players. But some of the results obtained here are more general and by studying
them carefully we can clarify some of the confusions that over time led to incorrect
notions about the “turnout paradox.” Here I will simply enunciate the main lessons
but a full statement of their implications will have to wait.

Multiple Equilibria The first thing to be noticed is that voting games have multiple
equilibria. Not only that, the amount of equilibria grows at an alarming rate as
the electorate becomes larger. Such multiplicity will complicate the subsequent
analysis. Soon we will see that some minor and plausible changes in the underlying
model lead to patterns that are easier to describe. But the multiplicity of equilibria
will remain and we will need to develop different analytical tools to handle it.

High Turnout Small voting games have equilibria with high turnout. That is hardly
surprising. The received wisdom about the “turnout paradox” claims that this is to be
expected because the effect of the vanishingly small pivot probabilities only kicks in
with larger electorates. But I will presently show that this is largely mistaken. The
P-R equilibrium, which generates very high participation rates, not only exists in
small games like the 5-player game just studied, but also in arbitrarily large games,
albeit under some special conditions to be clarified.

Costs and Benefits Matter In all the equilibria obtained, the strategy profile is a
function of the cost-benefit parameter. The preceding examples illustrate this point
in two ways. First, the value of c determines whether it is possible to have an
equilibrium with positive turnout. We already saw that when c > 1=2 no player
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votes. In small games this is a trivial point. Instead, in large games the equivalent
result is more complicated. An accurate calculation of the values of c compatible
with high turnout is essential to understand the true extent of the turnout paradox.
Second, the examples above show that the equilibrium strategies of the voters
are themselves a function of the cost-benefit structure of the voting game. This
insight will be the cornerstone for the analysis of the political economy of electoral
participation because it will help us understand how changes in the environment of
an election, that is, changes in the parameters faced by the citizens, their costs and
benefits of voting, affect their aggregate patterns of turnout.

1.3.2 High Turnout in Large Games

Let’s now turn to the case of large games. To that end, we can begin with a numerical
example that will help us fix ideas. For this example, let NL D 107 and NR D
9 � 106, an electorate of 19 million citizens, large by most standards. Let the cost-
benefit parameter be such that 2c D 4:2 � 10�3. In principle, we should already be
able to observe the effects of vanishing turnout at that size. Then, if we can obtain
equilibria with very high electoral participation, that should militate strongly against
the turnout paradox.

The first thing to notice is that this game has billions of equilibria (and even that
may be undercounting). With 19 million best-response correspondences, the amount
of strategy combinations that can satisfy them is beyond description.

Although there is no way to show all the game’s equilibria, it might be useful
to construct a few of them. Let TL and TR be the total number of players, call them
“active players,” for both parties L and R that will participate with some positive
probability, possibly even with probability one. We stipulate that the remaining
players will simply abstain. Let’s assume, further, that TL D TR C 1.

From the standpoint of any active player i 2 TL, the following condition
pertaining her pivot probability ensures that she will choose a mixed strategy q:

qTR C TRqTR�1.1 � q/ D 2c:

By the same token, the pivot probability for an active player in TR such that she
votes is:

.TR C 1/TR

2
qTR�1.1 � q/2 C .TR C 1/qTR.1 � q/ > 2c:

Although, absent numerical values for the parameters, we cannot know the exact
solution to the first equation, it is easy to show that it is q � TR=.TR C 1/ which, for
large TR approaches 1. So, for such values of q, the two conditions are consistent.

From the point of view of the inactive players in NL, the equilibrium condition
on the pivot probability is:
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.TR C 1/TR

2
qTR�1.1 � q/2 C .TR C 1/qTR.1 � q/ > 2c:

The most notorious one, especially for having the highest possible turnout is the
P-R equilibrium where every citizen in NR votes and every citizen in NL randomizes.
In this particular case, with the given parameters, a randomization �i D 0:89989

satisfies the conditions. This equilibrium profile produces an aggregate turnout of
roughly 18 million voters, or, in percentage terms, 94.7%.

But there are many others. For example, we can have equilibria where the pattern
is shifted so that now all the citizens in NR randomize and some citizens in NL vote
while the remaining abstain. Consider the case where four million citizens in NL

vote and the nine million citizens in NR randomize with �j D 0:44433. Now turnout
is approximately equal to 13 million, a percentage of 68.4%.

Notice that this set of conditions describes not just one equilibrium but myriads
of them. In fact, since we are analyzing a symmetric game where all players’ payoffs
are identical, and since these conditions do not specify which players will do what,
then any selection of four million citizens out of NL can constitute an equilibrium.

So, to be more accurate, we have just added
�

107

46

�
equilibria.

There are many other similar equilibria. For instance, an almost identical
randomization will support equilibria where all the citizens in NR randomize,
3,999,999 citizens in NL vote and the remaining 6,000,001 abstain. There is another
set of equilibria where all citizens in NR randomize with �j D 0:44422 and
3,999,000 citizens in NL vote while the remaining 6,001,000 abstain.

Following this same reasoning, we could add more and more astronomic amounts
of equilibria with high turnout with the most diverse rates of participation. This is
not a matter of being fastidious; as we shall see later, a very important confusion in
the literature turns on exactly this point.

These high levels of turnout are no accident. It is easy to prove that a P-R
equilibrium exists for any voting game:

Theorem 1 (P-R Equilibrium) Consider the voting game �PM described above.
Without loss of generality, suppose that NL > NR. Suppose further that the equation

2c

ı
D
 

NL � 1

NR

!

qNR.1 � q/NL�NR�1

C
 

NL � 1

NR � 1

!

qNR�1.1 � q/NL�NR

has a solution q� 2 Œ0; .NR � 1/=NL�.
Then the following strategy profile constitutes a Nash equilibrium:

• �j D 1 for all j 2 NR and
• �i D q� for all i 2 NL,
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Proof To prove that this profile is an equilibrium, let’s analyze if for each player
it prescribes an optimal strategy given the strategies of the rest. To that end, let’s
consider first the case of an arbitrary player i 2 NL. Given the strategy profile
prescribed by this equilibrium, the pivot probability faced by i is:

 
NL � 1

NR

!

q� NR.1 � q/� NL�NR�1 C
 

NL � 1

NR � 1

!

q� NR�1.1 � q/� NL�NR

which, by definition, is exactly equal to 2c=ı. So, player i is indifferent between her
two pure strategies; any randomization, including q�, is an optimal choice.

Now we turn to the case of an arbitrary player j 2 NR. Given this strategy profile,
j faces the pivot probability described by:

 
NL

NR � 1

!

q� NR�1.1 � q/� NL�NRC1 C
 

NL

NR

!

q� NR.1 � q/� NL�NR :

Since q� < .NR � 1/=NL, it is straightforward to prove that this pivot probability is
larger than 2c=ı so that, for these players �j D 1 is the optimal response.

1.4 Assessing the Damage

So far we have determined that large voting games, just like the small ones, have
multiple equilibria and that many of those equilibria display high levels of turnout.
But the study of small games also taught us one lesson: for some cost-benefit
parameters it is impossible to have an equilibrium where agents vote. In those cases
it was easy to establish that whenever c > 1=2, the only equilibrium of the game is
one where nobody votes. This turns out to be a crucial point in the study of large
voting games: it determines whether or not the paradox of voting is a serious cause
of concern.

To understand this, let’s start by rehearsing the standard formulation of the
paradox. According to the canonical view, as electorates grow larger, the pivot prob-
ability of any given player becomes smaller. At some point, that pivot probability is
so small that it is no longer worth it for the player to vote, given the game’s cost-
benefit ratio. How seriously we should take the paradox of voting depends on how
quickly these effects kick in. For the sake of argument, if we could determine that
for an electorate of a 100 voters the pivot probabilities are already infinitesimal, this
would be a serious problem for voting games. The key question would then be: how
quickly do pivot probabilities decline?

But the preceding analysis shows us that it is misguided to put the question
in these terms. In a voting game pivot probabilities do not have an independent
existence, they are endogenous. It is not even clear what would it mean to talk about
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a player’s pivot probability without knowing what the other players are doing. It
makes no sense to ask “what is player i’s pivot probability?” That is not a well-
defined mathematical quantity. The correct question to ask is “what is player i’s
pivot probability given that the other players are choosing strategy profile ��i?” But
then this means that we cannot make general statements about pivot probabilities
because whatever we say will depend on the specific strategy profiles that we choose
to analyze. Of all the possible strategy profiles that we could consider there are some
that suggest themselves as the most relevant ones: equilibrium profiles. Thus, the
key question should be rephrased as: how quickly do equilibrium pivot probabilities
decline?

The short answer is “quite slowly.” Slow enough to support high turnout even in
very large election games with plausible cost-benefit parameters. The long answer
is slightly more subtle but does not negate this basic point.

The first thing to notice is that since the pivot probabilities are endogenous, they
track the cost-benefit parameter. In all the numerical examples discussed above we
saw that in equilibrium players choose strategies such that the pivot probabilities
faced by voters is above the cost-benefit parameter for those who use pure strategies
and exactly equal to said parameter for those who randomize.

But there is an important caveat. Pivot probabilities are obtained from values of
the probability density of a binomial distribution. As the total size of the electorate
grows to infinity, the value of any arbitrary probability density converges to zero,
although at different rates depending on the proportion of “successes” and “trials.”
When working with binomial distributions, it is impossible to obtain analytical
expressions for the rate of this convergence. I will soon show the correct calculations
when we approximate the binomial with a normal distribution. But in the meantime,
let’s illustrate this point with some examples.

Suppose four electorates of different sizes but with the same shares of voters NL,
NR (55% and 45% respectively). At this point let’s ignore the cost-benefit parameter
and instead focus solely on the possible pivot probabilities. To that end, assume
the pattern of a P-R equilibrium: every citizen in NR votes and every citizen in NL

randomizes. What is the highest possible pivot probability? Given the properties of
a binomial distribution, it makes sense to say that, whatever the value of said pivot
probability, it is attained in the neighborhood of 45=55, that is, when �i � 0:818.
After all, the way to maximize the probability of exactly s successes out of t trials is
by setting the probability of each individual success at s=t. In this case the answer
is slightly more complicated because the pivot probability involves two different
values: the would-be voter is pivotal if she breaks a tie, or forces one. But, as the
following table shows, the reasoning is not far off the mark (Fig. 1.1).

This example illustrates some principles that, we will presently see, turn out to
be general and have far-reaching consequences. First, the highest possible pivot
probability of a voting game declines as the electorate’s size grows. The reason
we focus on this particular quantity is because it tells us what values of the cost-
benefit parameter are compatible with a high-turnout P-R equilibrium. For example,
the table shows that with 1000 citizens split 55–45, it is possible to have a P-R
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No. of Players NL NR σ∗
i Pivot Probability

103 4.5× 102 5.5× 102 0.8188 0.0882
104 4.5× 103 5.5× 103 0.8183 0.0279
105 4.5× 104 5.5× 104 0.8182 0.00882
106 4.5× 105 5.5× 105 0.8182 0.00279

Fig. 1.1 Highest attainable pivot probabilities decline as the electorate’s size grows (a numerical
example)

equilibrium with approximately 900 votes so long as the cost-benefit parameter is
lower than 0.0882.

Beyond this, the numerical values obtained also suggest that this decline is
relatively slow. In fact, for an electorate with 100,000 citizens (100 times larger
than the first one) a P-R equilibrium exists for cost-benefit parameters that are one
tenth of the ones feasible with 1000 citizens. In fact, later we will see that there is a
straightforward mathematical rule guiding this result. With a million voters, always
with this 55–45 split, a P-R equilibrium can still exist with cost-benefit ratios of
0.002. These values, although small, are not vanishingly so. In that regard, they
show that the received wisdom about the infinitesimally small pivot probabilities of
voting games ought to be revised.

Now we are in a position to have a more accurate statement of the problem. As
the electorate size grows, the highest feasible pivot probability, the one associated
with a P-R equilibrium, declines. Therefore, the highest cost-benefit value that is
compatible with said P-R equilibrium decreases. Our task is to determine how
quickly this decline happens because that is what will allow us to ascertain how
damaging the turnout paradox is. Thanks to the structure of the P-R equilibrium,
this is a question that can be answered with substantial precision.

To that end, let’s return to the equation that describes the indifference condition
of the randomizing voters in a P-R equilibrium. It is:

 
NL � 1

NR

!

qNR.1 � q/NL�NR�1 C
 

NL � 1

NR � 1

!

qNR�1.1 � q/NL�NR D 2c

ı
: (1.4)

From Stirling’s formula to approximate factorials, we know that we can express any
combinatorial term as:

 
n

m

!

D 1p
2�

r
n

m.n � m/

� n

m

�m � n

n � m

�n�m
eR;

where the residual R is such that

0 < jRj <
1

12

�
1

n
C 1

m
C 1

n � m

�

:
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Since NL > NR, let’s introduce two values 0 < k1; k2 < 1 such that NR=.NL�1/ D k1

and .NR � 1/=.NL � 1/ D k2. So, we can rewrite Eq. 1.4 as:

.2�.NL � 1//�1

0

@ eR1

p
k1.1 � k1/

 �
q

k1

�k1
�

1 � q

1 � k1

�1�k1
!NL�1

C eR2

p
k2.1 � k2/

 �
q

k2

�k2
�

1 � q

1 � k2

�1�k2
!NL�1

1

A D 2c

ı
; (1.5)

where, just like in the general Stirling’s formula, the terms R1; R2 are residuals that
converge to 0, defined so as to make the approximation exact.

The next step is to analyze the behavior of the pivot probability at a P-R
equilibrium. To that end, let’s set the value of q at .NR � 1/=NL. This will give
us the maximal value of c compatible with high turnout. Making this substitution,
the cost-benefit ratio 2c=ı in Eq. 1.5 becomes:

.
p

2�.NL � 1//�1

p
k1.1 � k1/

 �

1 � k1 C 1

k1NL

�k1
�

1 C k1 C 1

.1 � k1/NL

�1�k1
!NL�1

C

.
p

2�.NL � 1//�1

p
k2.1 � k2/

 �

1 � 1

NL

�k2
�

1 C k2

.1 � k2/NL

�1�k2
!NL�1

The maximal cost consistent with a P-R equilibrium converges to 0 as N
converges to infinity. But this equation shows us that this maximal cost converges to
0 at a remarkably slow rate. To appreciate this, after manipulating the expressions
and using the fact that .1 C 1=n/n converges to e as n goes to infinity, we can see
that the products of the exponential terms in this equation approach 1 as NL becomes
large. So, for large values of N, Eq. 1.5 converges to:

1
p

2�.NL � 1/

 
1

p
k1.1 � k1/

C 1
p

k2.1 � k2/

!

D 2c

ı
: (1.6)

This is to say that:

P.Vi
L D VRjq/ C P.Vi

L D VR � 1jq/ 2 O

�
1p
NL

�

:

Arguably, this is the central result of this chapter. Once we analyze thoroughly
its implications we will see that it undermines significantly the case of the “paradox
of voting” and that it buttresses the existence of high-turnout equilibria with costly
voting.
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In essence, what this result says is that, in the voting game we have described,
costly voting is compatible with very high turnout as long as the cost remains within
certain limits roughly equivalent to the inverse of the square root of the size of
the winning party. This upper bound on the cost parameter is much higher than
what is often assumed in the literature that does not treat the pivot probability as
endogenous.

This result has another important consequence that, for reasons of space, I will
not pursue further. One of the empirical regularities of voting is that electoral turnout
tends to decrease with the size of the electorate (Blais and Carty 1990; Blais and
Dobrzynska 1998; Geys 2006). The computations above show that the theoretical
model supports this same prediction: the upper bound of the cost-benefit ratio that
supports a positive participation rate declines as a function of N meaning that as the
electorate’s size increases, so does the level of benefits needed to induce citizens to
vote.

To fix ideas about the magnitudes involved in this result, consider an electorate of
108 citizens, a large electorate by any standard. Suppose that 60% of this electorate
favors candidate L and 40% favors candidate R. Plugging these values into Eq. 1.6
we conclude that, in this game, a P-R equilibrium can exist as long as the cost-benefit
ratio c=ı is below an approximate value of 1:1 � 10�3.

This value is much higher than what the literature on the “paradox of voting”
often assumes. To interpret it correctly, we need to remember that c=ı is, in this
game, the ratio between the cost of voting and the benefit a voter would obtain if
she could single-handedly pick the election’s winner. In this numerical example,
a P-R equilibrium generates an expected turnout of 80 million voters even if the
cost-benefit ratio is as high as 10�3.

Is 10�3 too high or too low? One regretful omission in the literature on the
paradox is that, for all the theoretical import of the cost-benefit ratio, there is
no systematic attempt at measuring it in real-life elections. But a quick thought
experiment could give us some guidance. If we suppose the cost of voting is $1, in
equilibrium a citizen would find it rational to vote if, from her point of view, the
benefit from deciding the election with her vote is $1000. Of course, if the benefit is
larger than $1000 (or, conversely, if the cost is smaller) she will also vote.

I submit that such cost-benefit ratio is highly plausible and that, if anything,
most voters would consider it too high. If my assessment is correct, then the game-
theoretic analysis of voting predicts high turnout even in very large electorates.2 In
other words, in the voting game that we have been analyzing, for a highly plausible
set of parameters the conclusion is clear: there is no such “paradox of voting.”

2To put this point more starkly, with an electorate of 6�109 (roughly the entire world’s population),
if it were evenly split, a cost-benefit ratio of 1:5 � 10�5 would support a P-R equilibrium with
almost everyone voting.
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1.4.1 A Fateful Detour

Much of the results just discussed have been known since Palfrey and Rosenthal’s
paper of 1983. (Although Palfrey and Rosenthal did not carry out the calculations
about the rate of decline I just presented.) They show that large elections are
perfectly compatible with high levels of turnout. And yet the “turnout paradox”
is still regarded as a major theoretical roadblock. Why? The reason is that, in a
laudable display of intellectual honesty, Palfrey and Rosenthal (1985) set out to
prove that the high-turnout equilibria of their previous contribution were, in their
words, “fragile.” Understandably, such rejection carried enormous weight; not only
the critics were the very authors of the result, they were (already by then) some of
the most accomplished scholars in the field. But their criticism was misguided, as I
will now show.

Palfrey and Rosenthal base their attack on the high-turnout equilibria they had
already obtained on two arguments. First, they claim that these equilibria are
implausible, “very fragile” (Palfrey and Rosenthal 1985, p. 65), because they require
very exact partitions within the groups of voters and so, are unlikely to materialize.
Second, they claim that those equilibria do not survive in a generalized version of
the model where voters have imperfect information about each other’s payoffs. Let’s
take these arguments one at a time.

1.4.2 Balancing Groups

The first claim is not clear because the authors do not offer a precise definition
of what makes an equilibrium fragile. The closest they come to offering a clear
definition of the problem is the following passage:

Although this result is very interesting because it suggests that substantial voting can occur
when expected utility maximizing voters have relatively high voting costs and there is
no citizen duty, the type of equilibrium that supports high turnout seems very fragile. In
particular one side must be split into subgroups of voters and nonvoters in a precise way so
that there is no uncertainty about how many votes one of the two alternatives will receive,
because if there is too much uncertainty in equilibrium, then the probability that the election
is close (i.e., either a tie or one vote away from a tie) approaches 0 as N gets large. (Palfrey
and Rosenthal 1985, p. 65)

There are several problems with this argument. First, it is not possible to
determine if an equilibrium is fragile or not simply by looking at its description.
To determine if an equilibrium is fragile it is irrelevant whether it is odd-looking
or not. It is telling that in standard economic analysis this argument would never
be made. For instance, if we believe that a price p equilibrates demand and supply
in the market for wheat, we are implicitly saying that at this price some would-
be producers will not grow wheat at that price, whereas others will and that some
would-be consumers will not buy wheat at that price whereas others will. To say
that the market of wheat is in equilibrium at price p is to say that the participants in
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that market will split in a precise way. If we were to apply the standards adopted by
Palfrey and Rosenthal to this case we would have to discard this equilibrium on the
grounds that it is exceedingly “precise.” Yet no economist would ever consider this
possibility.

In the standard analysis of equilibrium, say in microeconomics, equilibrium E
is fragile (or unstable) if, whenever the system is in it and is subjected to a tiny
shock, that shock sets in motion a process that leads the system farther away from
E. In contrast, E would be robust (or stable) if, in response to said shock, there are
countervailing forces that bring the system back to E. No matter how contorted an
equilibrium seems at first glance, if there are overwhelming forces that push the
system in that direction, we must concede that it is, in fact, robust. Later, in Chap. 3
I will use the method of stability sets to carry out the type of analysis that we need
to make precise this idea. The results there will show that these equilibria with high-
turnout are quite robust indeed.

As a matter of fact, in their analysis Palfrey and Rosenthal end up singling out,
among all the game’s equilibria, the one where all players randomize, that is, the
mixed-strategy equilibrium. This equilibrium, as they have shown repeatedly, is
such that as the number of citizens grows, electoral participation decreases, just
as the “paradox of voting” would claim. The problem is that, as our subsequent
stability analysis will show, mixed-strategy equilibria are the most fragile ones.
Their stability set is of measure zero, meaning that a game arrives at its mixed-
strategy equilibrium with probability zero.

We could also interpret this remark as claiming that the specific type of behavior
needed for a P-R equilibrium is so tightly specified that it would be nothing short of a
miracle to observe it in any application. But this overlooks the enormous multiplicity
of equilibria of the game. The numerical example just presented shows the problem
with this argument. Palfrey and Rosenthal seem disturbed by the fact that the P-
R equilibrium requires players to split in a very specific way (all citizens in NL

randomizing, all citizens in NR voting). But, what if they do not split this way? They
might well split in a different way that may also be an equilibrium. For example, we
just saw that a split where all of NR randomize, six million citizens in NL abstain and
four million vote is also an equilibrium. If it seems that this could only happen as a
result of some very felicitous accident, that is not a problem either because slightly
different splits are also equilibria. For example, we just saw that a split of 3,999,999
NL voters and 6,000,001 NL abstainers is also an equilibrium or that, for that matter,
another split with 3,999,000 NL voters and 6,001,000 NL abstainers is yet another
equilibrium. In short, this definition of fragility is simply misguided and there is no
reason to use it as a basis for discarding the high-turnout equilibria of a voting game.

Equilibria like the ones I just showed may be criticized by virtue of being
asymmetric and, although they do not state it in so many words, Palfrey and
Rosenthal seem to be uneasy about them precisely on that count. In fact, the
equilibria with 13 million voters in the previous example require members of NR

with the same cost-benefit parameter to choose different strategies. This concern is
misplaced. Arguably, there might be something wrong about asymmetric equilibria
in symmetric games (although even that can be contested). But there is nothing
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objectionable about asymmetric equilibria in asymmetric games. So far we have
analyzed games where all the players in each group have identical payoffs. But for
the purposes of a general theory of voting, these are an utterly uninteresting case.
What we really want to analyze is asymmetric games where different players have
different payoff functions. So, if we want to deploy this objection, we need to show
that it is not possible to support high turnout equilibria in asymmetric games. As we
will soon see, asymmetric games do not pose any problem in this regard.

1.4.3 Imperfect Information

The second and more important sense in which Palfrey and Rosenthal call these
equilibria fragile is that they do not survive once we relax the assumption of perfect
information. If true, this charge is damning because any relevant application of
voting games should deal with the fact that in real life information is imperfect.
To prove it, the authors develop an imperfect-information version of the voting
game and, with correct judgment, determine that the relevant solution concept is
the Bayesian Nash equilibrium. Therefore, they introduce uncertainty about the
cost parameter. So, for the purposes of this analysis, c is no longer a constant
but a random variable with a distribution governed by the distribution functions
FL.c/; FR.c/ where the subindex refers to the relevant group of voters. For the time
being, we will keep considering ı as a constant. Not only is this in keeping with
Palfrey and Rosenthal’s analysis (they normalize ı at 1), it does not affect the results
at all. Here, however, they make a subtle but important mistake: when imposing
some structure on this distribution function, they assume (Assumption 2.ii., p. 70)
that FL.1/ < 1; FR.1/ < 1.

Intuitively, this means that every voter considers that with some positive proba-
bility, the cost of voting for any other voter is larger than 1 (or at least equal to 1).
The authors offer two defenses for this assumption and I will discuss them in the
order in which they appear. Ultimately I will conclude that none of these defenses
is satisfactory and that this assumption ought to be abandoned.

The first defense claims that “(this assumption) is needed to guarantee that in
large electorates essentially the only voters are citizen-duty voters (i.e., ci � 0).”
(Palfrey and Rosenthal 1985, p. 75). This is a weak defense. In essence it says that
the assumption is justified because it establishes the result they want to prove, what
they call the Downs-Riker-Ordeshook-Tullock view. But the whole point of their
masterful game-theoretic analysis was to assess whether or not rational citizens with
a positive cost of voting would vote. Their earlier results had answered this question
in the affirmative, ultimately refuting the citizen-duty theory. Instead, in this attempt
at generalizing their analysis, they introduce an assumption that stacks the deck in
favor of such theory without offering any good reason for doing so. There is no
need to guarantee that the citizen-duty approach is correct. Either it is or it is not
and the right way to decide on this matter is, like they had done before, to develop a
model that does not assume such result and take its analysis to its last consequences
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whatever they are. If, as happened in their 1983 piece, the citizen-duty theory is
proven wrong, so be it.

The second defense they offer is that they “feel it is a realistic assumption that
some voters find it too costly to vote, regardless of the probability that they would be
decisive” (Palfrey and Rosenthal 1985, p. 77, my emphasis). This defense expresses
verbally a plausible condition they wish to impose on the model: that, with certainty,
there are some voters that consider voting as too costly to be worth it. But the
mathematical assumption imposes a much stronger and implausible condition. It
says that, with some probability, every voter considers voting too costly to be worth
it. This is the key mistake. Although it is reasonable to want to build into the model
some voters that will always find it too costly to vote, Assumption 2.ii. does much
more than this. As we will see, it ensures that most citizens do not vote. That can
hardly be a reasonable assumption; it is not what Palfrey and Rosenthal intended
to assume. But, because their analysis overlooked the exact behavior of the pivot
probabilities, this is what they unwittingly did.

The analysis we have carried out above allows us to calculate with some precision
how many citizens will not vote under any circumstance given Assumption 2.ii.
Let’s look at the example we have already studied to illustrate this. We determined
that, with 100 million citizens, as long as the cost-benefit ratio remains below 10�3

it is still possible to sustain a P-R equilibrium provided that the partition between
parties is not exceedingly lopsided (in this example, a 60–40 partition was still
acceptable). It is worth recalling that this cost-benefit ratio is quite reasonable. At
least, there is no a priori reason to reject it.

Now let’s introduce Assumption 2.ii so that both groups of citizens (L and R)
face a uniform distribution UŒ0; 1� on their cost-benefit parameter. The first thing
to notice is that under this assumption, half of the electorate faces a cost-benefit
ratio c > 1=2. From the study of small voting games we know that if a player’s
cost-benefit ratio is more than 1/2, she will not vote regardless of the size of the
electorate. Not even in a three-player game will she vote because, twice this cost-
benefit ratio will always be larger than any pivot probability, which is by definition,
less than 1.

This should already alert us that there is something inadequate about Assumption
2.ii. It stipulates that half of the electorate will not vote under any circumstance, even
in very small elections because, for them, the benefit of deciding the election is not
even twice the cost of voting: if for them voting costs $1, they would not be willing
to pay $2 for the possibility of deciding the election. Such ratios would give new
meaning to the words “voters’ apathy.”

This problem is compounded once we look at large elections. In this example,
under this assumption 99.9% of the electorate have a cost-benefit ratio higher than
10�3 which, as we already know, is what is needed to secure positive turnout. But
10�3 is already a pretty high ratio, arguably much higher than is realistic. The “some
voters” to which Palfrey and Rosenthal refer in their stated defense of Assumption
2.ii. should rather be taken to mean “almost all voters.” Under such conditions, it
is not surprising that the authors have a hard time preserving acceptable levels of
turnout.
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At first glance, Assumption 2.ii. seems an innocent normalization that should
have no effect whatsoever on the final results and would simply allow for a small
amount of players that do not vote at all. But once we place it in the context of what
we know about the behavior of pivot probabilities in voting games, it turns out that
it depresses turnout without any real justification.

It is a testament to these authors’ technical prowess that even their mistakes are
brilliantly executed. The preceding discussion raises the question of what happens
under an alternative setting. Palfrey and Rosenthal have worked out the answer to
this question in that same paper. In the paper’s second appendix, in the very last
page (p. 77), they consider a model in which F.3=8/ D 1. This places a cap of 3/8
on the value of c. The result is that the game now has multiple equilibria, some of
them with high levels of turnout even as N grows to infinity. It may seem at first
glance that this model cannot capture the fact that some voters may find the cost of
voting too high to be worth it. But we could easily introduce a group of such citizens
here, possibly setting their cost 1 < c < 2 so that, they will not vote regardless of
their probability of being pivotal. The presence of those citizens would not affect
the equilibrium strategies of the rest because they are immaterial from the point
of view of the election’s outcome. Of course, these citizens will dilute the turnout
rate but, unless we let their number converge to infinity, they will not drown out
turnout entirely. For example, if we have high turnout equilibrium with voting rates
of 77.76% (just as before) and we add a number of such citizens equal to 20% of the
total citizenry, turnout will drop to 64.8%. As a result, this would be a model with
imperfect information, majority rule, citizens with high costs of voting, in a word,
all the desiderata that Palfrey and Rosenthal impose, and yet it would have a high
turnout equilibrium.

If we do not stack the deck so heavily against the P-R equilibria, it is possible to
construct games with imperfect information with high turnout. Following Palfrey
and Rosenthal’s analysis of this model, let’s introduce two additional items of
notation so that �L.c/ represents the number of citizens in NL such that their cost-
benefit parameter ci < c. Likewise, �R.c/ will stand for the equivalent number
of citizens in NR. Just as with vote totals so far, � i will represent the value of �

with player i removed. Palfrey and Rosenthal have proven that, in this setting, we
can characterize the game’s Bayesian Nash equilibrium with a pair of critical cost
levels c�

L ; c�
R such that any player in NL votes if her cost parameter is lower than

c�
L and abstains otherwise, with an exactly analogous condition for voters in NR.

These critical levels of this cutoff-point equilibrium are determined by the following
conditions:

2c�
L

ı
D P.� i

L.c�
L/ D �R.c�

R// C P.� i
L.c�

L/ D �R.c�
R/ � 1/; (1.7)

2c�
R

ı
D P.�

j
R.c�

R/ D �L.c�
L// C P.�

j
R.c�

R/ D �L.c�
L/ � 1/: (1.8)
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To verify that the decision rules embodied by these critical levels constitute
an equilibrium, let’s consider the payoff of an arbitrary i player for either of her
strategies. If she votes, her expected payoff is:

.uL.xL/ � uL.xR//.P.� i
L.c�

L/ � �R.c�
R//C

1=2P.� i
L.c�

L/ D �R.c�
R/ � 1/ C uL.xR/ � ci:

If she abstains, the expected payoff is:

.uL.xL/ � uL.xR//.P.� i
L.c�

L/ > �R.c�
R//C

1=2P.� i
L.c�

L/ D �R.c�
R/ � 1/ C uL.xR/:

So, her expected value of voting will exceed that of abstaining if and only if
ci > c�

L . The same reasoning holds for an arbitrary j 2 NR. This analysis is
analogous to the one we conducted above while computing the best-response so
it is not surprising that we arrive at a similar answer. This should already alert us to
the fact that the findings in this game will not differ widely from the ones we made
in the case of perfect information.

In fact, if, instead of introducing the implausible Assumption 2.ii. we simply
stipulate that the cost parameter is a random variable with a distribution defined
over the interval

Œ0;
p

2�.NL � 1/
�1

.
p

k1.1 � k1/
�1 C

p
k2.1 � k2/

�1
/�;

we are back to the previous case of a game with a P-R equilibrium in high turnout.
To see this, let’s go back to the numerical example we discussed above. In this

case, let c=ı follow a uniform distribution UŒ0; 10�3�. Then, there exists a Bayesian
Nash equilibrium where .cL=ı/� � 2=3�10�3 and .cR=ı/� D 10�3. That is, in this
equilibrium every citizen in NR votes and roughly two-thirds of the citizens in NL

vote. It is easy to verify that these decision rules satisfy the equilibrium conditions
in Eqs. 1.7 and 1.8. Just as in the case above, this equilibrium results in a turnout of
around 80 million voters.

But, it may be argued, it is necessary to introduce in the model some voters that
will not vote, no matter how decisive their vote is, which is what Assumption 2.ii
accomplishes. It remains an open question if such voters do, in fact, exist. We all
know people who seem pretty indifferent to political matters and, as a result, never
bother to vote. But we never have the chance to observe how they would behave in
an election if they were absolutely certain that their vote is decisive.

Even if we wanted to include such types of voters in our model, there are better
ways of doing it than with the extremely large parameters of Assumption 2.ii. For
instance, we could assume in this numerical example that c=ı is distributed in the
interval Œ0; 1:2 � 10�3�. This would not change the value of the critical points and
would merely result in a turnout of roughly 60% of the electorate, still pretty high,
as a result of the fact that now some 20% of the citizens are so indifferent between
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the candidates that they would not vote even if they knew their vote would decide
the election.

In sum, the notion that high-turnout equilibria disappear once we introduce
imperfect information is highly overstated. To be sure, imperfect information can
destroy a P-R equilibrium, but only if we assume cost parameters far above what is
warranted. After all, fragility and robustness are relative concepts. Relative, that is,
with respect to the size of the shock administered. Once we know the behavior of the
endogenous pivot probabilities, it becomes clear that Assumption 2.ii. administers to
the model a cataclysmic shock of implausible dimensions that hardly any positive-
turnout equilibrium can be expected to withstand. If we want to pronounce the P-R
equilibria fragile or robust, we must test them with perturbations within the limits
of the model’s pivot probabilities. As it turns out, the P-R equilibria pass those tests
without a problem: even after introducing imperfect information, duly parametrized
voting games are not afflicted by the paradox of voting.

1.5 Heterogenous Voters

In spite of its problems, the analysis that Palfrey and Rosenthal offer of voting
games with incomplete information has an important by-product: it serves as the
basis to generalize the pure-majority game to the case of voters with heterogenous
payoffs. Voting models where all the sympathizers of one party have the same
preference are only of mathematical interest. Most of the fundamental questions
that a theory of voting should address pertain to voter heterogeneity. For example, if
we want to assess the functioning of representative democracy, we need to be able
to ascertain if and how parties respond differently to extremist and centrist voters.
This is all the more so once we open our analysis to the problems of turnout. With
full participation, the only way in which a voter can defect a party is to vote for the
opponent. But with variable turnout citizens can simply sit the election out.

As it happens, in light of the results obtained by Palfrey and Rosenthal, the case
of heterogenous voters is quite simple. In fact, the Bayesian Nash equilibria that they
describe for a game with imperfect information and homogenous voters are at the
same time the Nash equilibria of a game with perfect information and heterogenous
voters. I will not enter into the details here, but a quick look at the definition of both
equilibria shows why this is the case.

A Nash equilibrium is a strategy profile where every player’s strategy is optimal
given the choices of the remaining players. In a Bayesian Nash equilibrium, a
player’s strategy is optimal given his beliefs about the distribution of the other
players’ types and the actions that each type will choose. In the game analyzed
by Palfrey and Rosenthal a type is identified by the payoff function, more exactly,
by the cost-benefit ratio. Since in this game there are no private signals, the posterior
beliefs that each player holds about the distribution of types of each player coincide
with the common prior. In other words, a Bayesian Nash equilibrium gives us,
for every type of player, that is, for every cost-benefit ratio, the optimal strategy
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given the entire distribution of the cost-benefit ratios. Intuitively it is clear that this
corresponds to the Nash equilibrium of a game with heterogenous voters and perfect
information. I will not offer a formal proof of this statement but, as we will see in
the next sections of this chapter, the cut-off point equilibria described by Palfrey and
Rosenthal also serve as Nash equilibria for the more general model of heterogeneity
in the cost-benefit ratio. It may be asked if we should not generalize the model to
cover the case of heterogenous voters and imperfect information. But it is far from
clear what would be gained from this. In these early stages of developing a theory of
aggregate voting behavior we do not need to concern ourselves with private signals.
Undeniably, information plays an important role in any election but, at least as a first
approximation, the information that matters is public. Thus, the posterior beliefs
of any individual player will be equal to the prior beliefs: the description of the
equilibrium based on said priors will then suffice.

1.6 The Problem with the Margin of Victory

After defending the P-R equilibria from the main objections it has faced, I now want
to formulate an entirely different objection. The most attractive property of the P-R
equilibria is that they generate high levels of turnout, even for relatively high costs
of voting and that, as we have just seen, such levels are robust to the introduction
of imperfect information. This is accomplished because in a P-R equilibrium the
pivot probability is endogenous. But then the high turnout comes at a price: the
model generates implausibly high pivot probabilities or, which comes to the same,
implausibly narrow margins of victory. A numerical example will be useful. For
consistency, let’s use again the same numerical parameters than before but, so as
to stack the deck in favor of the P-R equilibrium, let’s consider a cost parameter of
10�5. That is, NL D 6 � 107 and NR D 4 � 107. In a P-R equilibrium, turnout is,
again, approximately 80 million voters, with all citizens in NR voting and all citizens
in NL randomizing at rates close to 2/3 so as to make the pivot probability of each
voter equal to 5 � 10�6.

With these parameters roughly 99.3% of the times the margin of victory will be
less than 10,000, an advantage of 0.0125%. In this model, winning an election by
0.5% would be considered a landslide. (I should add that Palfrey and Rosenthal had
already made a similar observation only that they did not regard it as pathological.)

Clearly, these margins of victory are not realistic. This problem is the flip side
of the high participation rates of P-R equilibria. In fact, since in these equilibria the
pivot probability endogenously matches the cost of voting, with large numbers of
voters this can only happen if the two groups vote at very similar rates. It seems,
then, that although we do not have a paradox of voting “we do have a paradox
of surplus voting.” That is, the game-theoretic model of voting can explain high
levels of turnout, but seems unable to explain large margins of victory. If in the
preceding sections I defended the canonical model, now I will argue that, given this
problem, this time around we really need to amend it but, and this is crucial, without
rejecting it.



Chapter 2
A General Model of Strategic Voting

2.1 Introduction

In the last chapter we studied the canonical model of voting and came to the
conclusion that the “turnout paradox” is not really a cause of concern in the game-
theoretic study of elections because it is easy to generate high-turnout equilibria
for very plausible cost parameters. Some relatively minor problems remain. In
particular, this model cannot account for realistic margins of victory. Furthermore,
its equilibria tend to be hard to describe since they require combinations of pure and
mixed strategies for large numbers of players. In this chapter we will see that these
difficulties are the result of some excessively restrictive assumptions of the model
and that, once we consider more general, and more plausible specifications, they are
easily overcome.

2.2 Generalizing the Outcome Function

The standard game-theoretic model of voting assumes a step-wise outcome function
so that a candidate obtains absolute victory with one more vote than the opponent
or, conversely, goes down to total defeat with one vote less. So, from the standpoint
of the voters, in computing the best-response correspondences, the only events that
matter are a tie or a victory by one vote. Given that structure, it is understandable
that in equilibrium the voters’ strategies are such that these two events are very
likely, at the expense of other more comfortable margins of victory. But in real life,
the assumption that only victory (by one vote) is what matters is clearly unrealistic.

Consider, for instance, the fate of losing parties in an election. The model we
have been studying assumes that the loser will have absolutely no influence in the
policy choice, regardless of his vote. There are many reasons why this is wrong.
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First, as anyone familiar with the story of the US presidential election in Florida
in 2000 knows, the final tally is not a deterministic function of the vote. Human and
machine mistakes intervene, not to mention, in some countries, fraud. If a candidate
obtains five votes less than the other, a few glitches in the system may put him on
top. Instead, if defeated by several millions of votes, only a massive fraud of the kind
we do not need to consider when modeling a democracy may bring him to victory.

Furthermore, a democracy requires a sequence of elections, not just one. So,
an election determines also the long-run viability of a party. A party that obtains
38% of the vote is a force to be reckoned with in future elections. It will be able
to benefit from financial contributions and state-provided funds, its organization,
although shaken, is likely to remain in place. As such, it will have a say in future
policy-making. Instead, a party that obtains 0.02% of the vote can be safely ignored,
not only by the government but also by contributors and all but the most die-hard
activists. If it survives to contest the next election, it will be solely on the strength
of, and for the benefit of, its handful of loyalists.

Just as future elections, past elections also matter. The victor in a democracy
does not make policy from scratch but has to deal with the legacies of the past. Part
of the public administration will be holdovers from previous governments, some of
them ideologically hostile to it, and this will hamper its ability to shape policy to
its liking. It will also have to deal with courts whose composition may reflect the
views of previous governments. In sum, winning an election does not immediately
translate into obtaining the ideal policy. There are many hurdles to overcome, a task
made easier with a high margin of victory.

Constitutional rules also ensure that real-life political processes do not resemble
the one represented by the canonical model. Even in the Westminster system of
complete majority rule, that is, with no proportional representation, the minority
MPs are not simply fired from Parliament. This means that the majority’s margin
for action is larger, the larger it is. A majority of one gives substantial bargaining
power to a handful of members of the coalition, usually those who are ideologically
closer to the minority.

All these considerations indicate that the step-wise function of our pure-majority
model is an analytical straitjacket. To be sure, it makes the computation of some
equilibria easier but even in this regard the gain is not substantial: as we have seen,
even the simplest P-R equilibrium needs to be computed numerically. Beyond that,
they also suggest the direction in which we might take the analysis to make it more
general.

In principle it would be desirable to find an outcome function that captures all
the relevant institutional details of the specific polity under study. But that is beyond
the purview of this book, not the least because my goal here is to develop the most
general results possible, covering the largest possible scope of cases.

The following function, which I will call the “generalized outcome function,”
has some very useful properties that I will discuss presently. If, just as before, we
define VLjs and VRjs as the number of votes for xL and xR respectively, for a given
strategy profile s and we introduce a parameter 	 > 0, we can redefine the outcome
function as:
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g.VL; VRjs/ D xLe	.VL�VRjs/

1 C e	.VL�VRjs/ C xR

1 C e	.VL�VRjs/ : (2.1)

This function is easily recognizable as a variant of the logistic function. It is
increasing in L’s margin of victory and increases smoothly between xR and xL

as this margin increases. Such smoothness captures the intuition of the preceding
discussion: no single vote is responsible for absolute victory or defeat. Furthermore,
it has the advantage of being very flexible, a good attribute given the level of
generality at which the present analysis is conducted. So, the parameter 	 can be
interpreted as representing the degree of proportionality in the underlying electoral
system. If 	 D 0, the outcome is just the average of xL and xR regardless of each
policy’s vote share. This would be the equivalent to a Platonic consociational regime
where power-sharing is so strict that the minority always gets half of everything, no
matter how small its vote. As 	 goes to infinity, the outcome function behaves more
and more as the original step-wise function.1

For our purposes, this outcome function has the advantage of been relatively
simple to compute. Other functions could have been chosen, conceivably with
more realistic properties. But the main results, that is, the properties about turnout,
would have not changed. Since the goal of the present analysis is illustrative
and theoretical, not computational and empirical, the present function seems an
acceptable choice.

In what follows I will adopt the more general framework of heterogenous players.
That is, I will assume that the cost-benefit parameter differs across citizens so that,
instead of being one common value c for all of them, each voter i will have an
individual parameter ci. Once we have the solution for this game, it is easy to retrieve
the solution for the simple case with homogenous players although, at this stage, it
is hard to see what purpose that would serve.

Although in this analysis heterogenous voters means simply voters with different
cost parameters, it could also mean voters with different benefits. The analysis
would remain the same. This is something that resonates with the broader goal we
set out at the beginning: a model of turnout with heterogenous voters is a model of
turnout where voters’ preferences over the candidates differ, just as we would expect
from a spatial model of electoral competition.

1Castanheira (2003) has analyzed a similar outcome function obtaining similar results. There are,
however, differences that make the result in that paper and the one here complements rather than
substitutes. Castanheira’s model assumes population uncertainty, following the idea introduced by
Myerson (1991) and assumes from the outset that the policy function is continuous or equivalently,
which is the formulation he prefers, that voters care about the margin of victory. We have seen
here that high-turnout equilibria exist even in the canonical case of a fixed population. In that sense
it would be incorrect to claim that it is only thanks to Poisson models or continuous outcome
functions that we can “solve” the voting paradox. As regards the rationale behind the function,
Castanheira considers it as a case in which voters care not just about the victor of the election, but
about the margin of victory. Although an undoubtedly plausible argument, I believe it introduces
a rather unnecessary change in the players’ payoff function. As I have already made clear, I prefer
to interpret the continuous outcome function as reflecting the fact that the policy-making process
itself is such that its outcomes respond continuously to the margin of victory.
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Now the outcome is a linear combination between the two options. So, to evaluate
the voters’ payoffs in this case we need to impose an extra assumption on the
Bernoulli utility functions. The simplest such assumption is, of course, linearity.
Since in our subsequent analysis we will not be interested in the effect of the voters’
attitudes toward risk, then there is no harm in making such assumption. Then, we
can calculate the expected payoff of each strategy. In the case of an arbitrary agent
i in NL these are:

wi.Vi; s�i/ D uL.xL/g.Vi
L C 1; VR/ C uL.xR/.1 � g.Vi

L C 1; VR// � ci

D ıe	.Vi
LC1�VRjs

�i/

1 C e	.Vi
LC1�VRjs

�i/
C uL.xR/ � ci (2.2)

wi.Ai; s�i/ D uL.xL/g.Vi
L; VR/ C uL.xR/.1 � g.Vi

L; VR// (2.3)

D ıe	.Vi
L�VRjs

�i/

1 C e	.Vi
L�VRjs

�i/
C uL.xR/; (2.4)

By comparing these two expressions, we obtain the following best-response
correspondence:

��
i .s�i/ D

8
<

:

1 if g.Vi
L C 1; VRjs�i/ � g.Vi

L; VRjs�i/ > ci
ı
;

Œ0; 1� if g.Vi
L C 1; VRjs�i/ � g.Vi

L; VRjs�i/ D ci
ı
;

0 if g.Vi
L C 1; VRjs�i/ � g.Vi

L; VRjs�i/ < ci
ı
:

As usual, an analogous expression holds for citizens in NR. Since these best-
response correspondences are very similar to the ones we analyzed before, it is a
good idea to focus on the equilibria that can be described in terms of critical values
of the cost-benefit parameter.

Theorem 2 Let �GO be a voting game with heterogenous voters and outcome
function defined by Eq. 2.1, and let the critical values .cL=ı/� and .cR=ı/� be
defined implicitly by the functions:

e	.�L.c�

L /��R.c�

R /C1/

1Ce	.�L.c�

L /��R.c�

R /C1/
� e	.�L.c�

L /��R.c�

R //

1Ce	.�L.c�

L /��R.c�

R //
D cL

ı

�
(2.5)

1

1 C e	.�L.c�

L /��R.c�

R /�1/
� 1

1 C e	.�L.c�

L /��R.c�

R //
D cR

ı

�
(2.6)

Then, a strategy profile �� is a Nash equilibrium of �GO if, whenever ci < c�
L ,

��
i D 1 and whenever ci > c�

L , ��
i D 0. (An analogous statement holds for cj.)

Proof Consider a voter i 2 NL such that ci > c�
L . Duly modified, the argument here

will work for ci < c�
L and for every j 2 NR. At the equilibrium profile ��, i’s payoff

from voting is g.VL C 1; VRjs�/ � ci and the payoff from abstaining is g.VL; VRjs�/.
Rearranging terms, from Eq. 2.5 we conclude that wi.Ai; ���i/ > wi.Vi; ���i/ so that
in equilibrium, i’s optimal strategy is Ai:
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This equilibrium is not subject to the “paradox of voting” any more than the
previous P-R equilibria. To illustrate this, consider a numerical example with the
same parameters as before, that is, NL D 6 � 107 and NR D 4 � 107. For simplicity’s
sake, suppose that the individual cost-benefit ratios are distributed in such a way
that, for every j 2 NR, cj=ı � 10�5 and for i 2 NL, 66:6675% of voters have a value
ci=ı � 10�5. Furthermore, suppose that in the outcome function 	 D 4 � 10�5.
Then, there is an equilibrium with cutoff points .cL=ı/� D .cR=ı/� D 10�5 where
every citizen in NR votes as well as 40,000,500 citizens in NL. This is a turnout of
roughly 80 million voters.

But, beyond its high turnout, which at this point should no longer constitute
a surprise, this example illustrates one important advantage of the generalized
outcome function with respect to the step-wise version adopted before. Under the
new function, the voting game’s equilibria are such that, except for a particular cost
level, every player chooses a pure strategy. Just like in a tipping game, there is a
critical level, in this case one for each team, below which every agent participates
and above which none does. For analytical purposes this means that it is possible to
compute the equilibria as the fixed point of two relatively simple equations, without
dealing with awkward randomizations.

To understand why this is the case we need to understand why there are no
pure-strategy equilibria in the pure-majority game. By looking at that game’s best-
response correspondence (Eq. 1.3), we see that the only players in NL that choose a
pure strategy are those for whom the value 2c=ıi, that is, their cost-benefit ratio, is
above or below P.Ti

L D TRj��i/ C P.Ti
L D TR � 1j��i/ (an analogous expression

holds for players in NR). This latter term, as we know is the probability of being
pivotal for any given voter. But if every player except i is choosing a pure-strategy,
this term is either 0 or 1, which means that, in a Nash equilibrium, player i would
only choose a pure strategy if her term 2c=ıi is either larger than 1 or less than 0,
which is to say, player i will vote only if c < 0 or will abstain only if c > ıi=2.
The first case (c < 0) is equivalent to the “civic duty” voters already discussed
and the second case (c > ıi=2) represents voters for whom the cost of voting is
unreasonably high, higher than twice the benefit of single-handedly deciding the
election. For all the cost parameters in between these two extremes, which is to say,
for virtually all the parameters of analytical interest, if every other voter is choosing
a pure strategy, the voter in question does not have an equilibrium response in pure
strategies. By contrast, if and only if, at least some voters choose mixed strategies,
then the pivot probability takes values between 0 and 1, thus making possible the
choice of equilibrium strategies for other voters.

As we can see from the best-response correspondence of the game with a
continuous outcome function (Eq. 2.2), in this framework it is no longer the case
that the critical value generated by a pure-strategy profile is either 0 or 1. This
means that the existence of a pure-strategy equilibrium is no longer subjected to
the unreasonable restrictions on the cost-benefit parameter that are necessary in the
pure-majority case.

This new model will serve as the bedrock for the subsequent results. Later
(Sect. 2.4), I will show how to use this model to compute equilibria of voting games
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that will help us to obtain comparative statics results as a function of the structural
parameters, the ultimate goal of this entire exercise. But before going into this, I
shall study some variants of the model that will illustrate its flexibility. Some of
these variants will also overcome the main difficulty we encountered in the pure-
majority case: the excessively narrow margins of victory.

2.3 Some Extensions and Variations

2.3.1 Quantal-Response Equilibrium

Beginning with the work of Palfrey and McKelvey (1995), in recent years we have
seen an interesting generalization of the standard concept of Nash equilibrium:
quantal-response equilibrium (QRE). It is a concept that builds on an old intuition
but that corrects several common misunderstandings around it, offering instead a
rigorous and fruitful formulation. The inherent unpredictability of human decisions
has been an old topic and cause of concern among game theorists. A long-standing
tradition has tied this with the role of mixed strategies in games, suggesting that
such strategies are the ones that best capture the fact that human actions are never
completely deterministic.2 Reasons of space prevent me from discussing why I
believe that view is wrong. Suffice it to say that we ought to distinguish between
the uncertainty resulting from the inherent randomness of individual choices and
the uncertainty resulting from the strategic choices of fully rational actors, as is
the case in mixed-strategy equilibria. The reader interested in knowing my own
views on mixed-strategies can consult my A Unified Theory of Collective Action
and Social Change (Medina 2007). One way to avoid this confusion is to start, from
the outset, assuming that individuals can make random mistakes in their choices
and then studying what equilibrium behavior would imply in that case. This is what
QRE is meant to accomplish.

In a recent paper Levine and Palfrey (2007) apply the notion of QRE to voting
games and, after subjecting it to a very instructive experimental test, conclude that
it is possible to generate high turnout equilibria in this framework so that, in their
words, “QRE effectively resolves the paradox” (p. 155). It is an outstanding result
so that some comments are in order.

As the analysis in the preceding chapter makes clear, I take exception to the
concluding claim. We already saw that, if we rule out uninteresting parameteriza-
tions, it is possible to generate high-turnout Nash equilibria in voting games with
costly voting. In the case of Palfrey and Levine, they only compare QRE with
the mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium which, as is well known, is characterized by
asymptotically vanishing turnout, unlike the equilibria that use pure strategies. As
I already discussed above, these pure-mixed equilibria are not fragile and, hence,

2A fascinating discussion of this topic can be found in the exchange between Osborne and
Rubinstein (1994) in their jointly authored A Course in Game Theory.
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should be part of an integral analysis of voting games. But this is a minor point.
What matters is that, thanks to the application of QRE to voting games we can
move a step closer to an understanding of the general properties of these games.
In fact there is a revealing connection between the QRE analysis and the model I
presented in the previous section.

At first glance it may seem that there is no connection whatsoever. After all, QRE
is an equilibrium concept developed to cover the case where individual players can
make mistakes with some positive probability, while I analyzed the preceding model
using the deterministic responses typical of Nash equilibrium. But, mathematically,
both models share a common property: the function used to determine each player’s
best-response correspondence is smooth. In fact, the standard way of introducing
individual mistakes in the analysis of QRE is precisely with the help of a logistic
function, just like the one used above. Thanks to this, the agents’ payoff function
no longer displays the step-wise character they have in the pure-majority game.
The sources of such continuity are different. In the QRE model, it is the result of
introducing a probabilistic error term in the choice of each agent, an error term
due to individual traits and not connected to institutional considerations. In the
model above, the continuity results from objective traits of the collective decision-
making process.

One of the most interesting properties of QRE is that, unlike pure-strategy Nash
equilibria, they offer comparative statics with respect to the payoff parameters. But,
as I will show in the next chapter, all is not lost for Nash equilibria in this regard. By
studying their stability sets we can obtain useful comparative statics results. In what
follows I will rely on the method of stability sets as applied to Nash equilibria,
not because I believe it has some inherent superiority with respect to QRE but
because it is better suited for the goals of this book. The concept of QRE brings
to the fore the role of uncertainty at the individual level whereas the analysis of
stability sets I will develop later, instead, focuses on the role of changes in the
structural payoffs. From a mathematical point of view, the method of stability sets
can be considered a generalization of QRE. As Turocy (2005) makes clear, QRE
describes the equilibrium of a game as it changes along a homotopy that starts in
the centroid of the strategy space. Instead, as we will see in the next chapter, the
method of stability sets considers all the possible homotopies, taking into account
all the possible starting points (Medina 2013).

2.3.2 Voters with Negative Costs

As we already had the opportunity to discuss, the idea that, at least for some voters,
the act of voting may not be costly at all, but may instead be a source of rewards
predates the game-theoretic analysis of voting. In the context of a decision-theoretic
model, this idea is problematic because the resulting theory cannot explain the
connection between turnout and objective, structural parameters. But since there
is no denying that such rewards exist, it is important to study how they can be
integrated in a game-theoretic model.
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As it happens, there is no difficulty in doing this. The model as it stands right now
already allows for heterogeneity of costs and, therefore, nothing prevents us from
postulating a distribution of said cost terms where some voters face a term c < 0.
The main results do not depend on this.

One interesting anomaly of the decades-long debate around the turnout paradox
is that, while the rational-choice model of voting is widely (and, as argued above,
wrongly) perceived as a failure in accounting for the high levels of turnout we
observe, it has succeeded in capturing many regularities about the changes in such
levels. For instance, most studies confirm that closeness of an election tends to
increase turnout, contrary to what one would expect in a model where voters use
a different decision rule, such as the minmax strategy (Ferejohn and Fiorina 1974).
This suggests that including voters with a negative cost can lead to a better model.
After all, such voters could be the ones that largely determine the level of turnout
and the margin of victory while those voters with a positive cost are the ones that
cause the fluctuations of both variables.

This is a good modeling choice and, in fact, I will adopt it shortly. My reasons for
doing such have mostly to do with analytical convenience and generality, though.
We do not need psychic rewards to explain high levels of turnout. But, as we will see
later, the introduction of these blocs of voters with negative costs allows us to cover
in an analytically simple manner interesting cases of multiple equilibria, a topic of
great interest in its own right.

2.3.3 Differentiated Costs

While the case for psychic benefits is convincing, it also suggests that the standard
way of introducing them might be problematic. In the standard argument about
“civic duty,” voters experience some benefit from voting because they feel that
by doing this they are fulfilling some obligation. But it is hard to see why these
benefits would be independent of the outcome. Presumably, if citizens enjoy voting,
they enjoy more winning. Whatever psychic or expressive rewards they obtain from
voting, they must be larger if their preferred candidate wins. In fact, Anderson and
Tverdova (2001) have recently corroborated this very point through studies of voters
attitudes in several democracies.

So, one interesting modification would be to allow the cost of voting to vary with
the outcome. As it happens, this kind of model retains the high-turnout equilibria
that we have already obtained while also generating large, realistic margins of
victory. To appreciate this point, let’s modify the payoff functions of the model by
introducing cost terms cSi < cFi so that now the expected value of each strategy is:

wi.Vi; s�i/ D .uL.xL/ � cSi/g.Vi
L C 1; VR/ C

.uL.xR/ � cFi/.1 � g.Vi
L C 1; VR//; (2.7)

wi.Ai; s�i/ D uL.xL/g.Vi
L; VR/ C uL.xR/.1 � g.Vi

L; VR//: (2.8)
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This results in the following best-response correspondence:

��
i .s�i/ D

8
ˆ̂
ˆ̂
ˆ̂
<̂

ˆ̂
ˆ̂
ˆ̂
:̂

1 if g.Vi
L C 1; VRjs�i/.

ı�.cSi�cFi/

ı
/ > g.Vi

L; VRjs�i/

C cFi
ı

;

Œ0; 1� if g.Vi
L C 1; VRjs�i/.

ı�.cSi�cFi/

ı
/ D g.Vi

L; VRjs�i/

C cFi
ı

;

0 if g.Vi
L C 1; VRjs�i/.

ı�.cSi�cFi/

ı
/ < g.Vi

L; VRjs�i/

C cFi
ı

:

In this case, since the players’ type is now a two-dimensional vector (cSi; cFi), it
would be slightly misleading to speak of a “cutoff point” equilibrium, no single type
separates the group of citizens between voters and non-voters. But, as usual, we can
characterize the equilibrium as a fixed-point of a function. To that end, let’s define
the following functions:

�L.VL; VR/ D #fi W g.Vi
L C 1; VR/.1 � cSi � cFi

ı
/ > g.Vi

L; VR/ C cFi

ı
g;

�R.VL; VR/ D #fj W g.VL; Vj
R C 1/.1 � cSj � cFj

ı
/ > g.VL; Vj

R/ C cFj

ı
g:

Now we can characterize an equilibrium for this new version of the game:

Theorem 3 Let � be a voting game with outcome function defined by Eq. 2.1, with
the payoff functions for player i 2 NL defined by Eqs. 2.7 and 2.8 and analogous
payoff functions for player j 2 NR. Then, the levels of turnout V�

L ; V�
R constitute a

Nash equilibrium of � if:

�L.V�
L ; V�

R / D V�
L ;

�R.V�
L ; V�

R / D V�
R :

Proof From the definition of �L and �R we can see that, at these levels of turnout, for
all the players voting the expected payoff of voting is higher than that of abstaining.
Likewise, those players not included in the sets measured by �L and �R are such that
their expected payoff of abstaining is higher than that of voting. Thus, no player
can benefit from a unilateral deviation and hence, the strategy profile is a Nash
equilibrium.

In this version of the model, the expected payoff from abstaining remains
the same as before; the change takes place in the expected payoff from voting.
Intuitively, what this new function represents is a situation where, for the voter,
the cost of voting decreases as the outcome of the election tilts more toward her
preferred point. This seems plausible and realistic: there is no reason to believe that
the cost of voting, as experienced by a citizen, is the same regardless of whether the
outcome was a crushing defeat or a clamorous victory.

It is easy to see why this model can sustain equilibria with high margins of
victory, at least for some parametrizations. First, the smoothness of the outcome
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function means that “surplus votes” are not really surplus: every vote pushes the
outcome in the direction of the voter’s preferences. As I already argued, this is
consistent with the way electoral democracy works. Second, from the voter’s point
of view, voting mitigates its own cost, precisely by contributing to the scale of
victory (or defeat). Thus, even if the mark of 50% plus one is met, a citizen still
has reasons to vote in this model.

To appreciate how this added flexibility allows us to generate equilibria with high
turnout and substantial margins of victory, let’s look at another numerical example,
with a similar setting to the preceding ones. Let NL D 6 � 107 and NR D 4 � 107.
Given the high number of voters involved, a value 	 D 4 � 10�7 will adequately
capture an election where there is at least a modicum of proportionality in the sense
of affording the defeated party some role, no matter how modest, in shaping the
outcome. Let’s suppose that, for every citizen, the cost of voting contingent on
success, the term cS introduced above is indeed negative. That is, for citizens, voting
for a victorious candidate is actually a reward. Even a small such benefit can support
equilibria with large margins of victory. Assume, for instance that, for every voter
cSi=ı D cSj=ı D �8:435 � 10�8. As regards the cost of voting for a defeated
candidate, let’s assume a distribution such that, for all j 2 NR, cFj=ı < 10�5 and
that, for 83.333% of citizens i 2 NL, cFi=ı < 10�5, then we can support a cutoff
point equilibrium such that .cFL=ı/� D .cFR=ı/� D 10�5 and where all citizens in
NR vote and 5 � 107 citizens in NL vote: a turnout of 90 million voters and a margin
of victory of 11.1%.

Of course this is just one example but I believe it carries several important
lessons. First, as we have seen repeatedly, large electorates are compatible with high
turnout for plausible values of the cost-benefit ratio. A value of cF=ı D 10�5 may
seem very small at first glance until we realize that it means that, if the cost of voting
is $1, the benefit of single-handedly deciding the election is $100,000. Even with
these values, this example shows that it is possible to obtain turnout levels similar to
those of the world’s largest democracies. Second, even relatively small expressive
benefits for the supporters of the victor can explain large margins of victory. In
this example, the cost of voting cF is almost 60 times larger than the “expressive
benefit” cS. Third, and probably more important, although this model incorporates
some degree of psychic benefits in the payoff function, they do not overwhelm the
role of the other variables to the extent of making comparative statics impossible.
Here the cost-benefit ratio cF plays a decisive role which means that any of the
observable changes that affect it, be it, for instance, changes in the registration laws,
or changes in the ideological distance between the parties, will affect turnout.

2.4 Characterizing the Equilibria of Voting Games

The time has come to put together the ideas of the preceding analysis into a model
that we can use to develop comparative statics results on aggregate turnout. To
that end I will consider a highly general model of voting and will later introduce
constraints that will make it easy to analyze.
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The most important sense in which the model in this section generalizes the ones
above is in its equilibrium concept. While up to this point I have described the
Nash equilibria of voting games, now I will extend the analysis to cover correlated
equilibria as well. The reason for this has nothing to do with the description of the
equilibria themselves. None of the results in this section will overturn what we have
already learned because every Nash equilibrium is also a correlated equilibrium. But
for reasons that will become clear soon, especially in the next chapter, we will need
to take our analysis beyond the equilibria themselves and consider the properties of
their stability sets. When it comes to that, in games with arbitrarily large numbers of
players the correlated equilibria generate results that are more useful than the ones
that can be obtained by focusing only on the Nash equilibria. In due course I will
elaborate this point.

Momentarily let’s return to the case considered in the previous chapter (Sect. 1.2).
A correlated equilibrium is a probabilistic measure � defined over the game’s
strategy space such that no player benefits from a unilateral deviation. So, � is a
correlated equilibrium if:

X

s
�k2S

�k

Ouk.g.s/; sk/�.s/ �
X

s
�k2S

�k

Ouk.g.s�k; s0
k/; s0

k/�.s/

for every player k and every pair of strategies sk; s0
k in k’s strategy space. Since each

player has two possible strategies, this condition describes a set of 2N inequalities,
two for each player. To analyze them in more detail, let’s introduce indicator
variables I.Vkjs/ that will take value 1 if in strategy profile s player k votes
and 0 otherwise. Thus, in a correlated equilibrium the following inequalities hold
simultaneously for every player k:

X

s2S

Ouk.g.s/; Vk/�.s/I.Vkjs/ �
X

s2S

Ouk.g.s�k; Ak/; Ak/�.s/I.Vkjs/;
X

s2S

Ouk.g.s/; Ak/�.s/.1 � I.Vkjs/ �
X

s2S

Ouk.g.s�k; Vk/; Vk/�.s/.1 � I.Vkjs/:

In what follows I will return to the case of undifferentiated costs of voting so that
the payoff functions Ou can be written as in the model with heterogenous voters so
that for every i in NL and every j in NR:

• Oui.g.s/; Ai/ D ui.g.s//; Ouj.g.s/; Aj/ D uj.g.s//,
• Oui.g.s/; Vi/ D ui.g.s// � c; Ouj.g.s/; Vj/ D uj.g.s// � c.

With these values, and assuming again that both ui and uj are linear in xL and xR,
the inequalities above become:

X

s2S

.ui.xL/g.Vi
L C 1; VR/ C ui.xR/.1 � g.Vi

L C 1; VR// � c/I.Vijs/�.s/ �
P

s2S ui.xL/g.Vi
L; VR/ C ui.xR/.1 � g.Vi

L; VR//I.Vijs/�.s/;
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X

s2S

ui.xL/g.Vi
L; VR/ C ui.xR/.1 � g.Vi

L; VR//.1 � I.Vijs//�.s/ �
P

s2S.ui.xL/g.Vi
L C 1; VR/ C ui.xR/.1 � g.Vi

L C 1; VR// � c/

.1 � I.Vijs//�.s/;

for any i in NL and

X

s2S

.uj.xL/g.VL; Vj
R C 1/ C uj.xR/.1 � g.VL; Vj

R C 1// � c/I.Vjjs/�.s/ �
P

s2S.uj.xL/g.VL; Vj
R/ C uj.xR/.1 � g.VL; Vj

R//I.Vjjs/�.s/;
X

s2S

uj.xL/g.VL; Vj
R/ C uj.xR/.1 � g.VL; Vj

R//.1 � I.Vjjs//�.s/ �
P

s2S.uj.xL/g.VL; Vj
R C 1/ C uj.xR/.1 � g.VL; Vj

R C 1// � c/

.1 � I.Vjjs//�.s/;

for any j in NR.
Gathering terms and recalling that ıi D ui.xL/ � ui.xR/ and ıj D uj.xR/ � uj.xL/,

these inequalities become:

X

s2S

.g.Vi
L C 1; VR/ � g.Vi

L; VR//�.s/I.Vijs/ � c

ıi
P.Vij�/;

X

s2S

.g.Vi
L; VR/ � g.Vi

L C 1; VR//�.s/.1 � I.Vijs// � � c

ıi
P.Aij�/;

for any i in NL and

X

s2S

.g.VL; Vj
R/ � g.VL; Vj

R C 1//�.s/I.Vjjs/ � c

ıj
P.Vjj�/;

X

s2S

.g.VL; Vj
R C 1/ � g.VL; Vj

R//�.s/.1 � I.Vijs// � � c

ıj
P.Ajj�/;

for any j in NR.
Consider now the case of the two inequalities that must hold for an arbitrary agent

i in N1. There are only three possible ways in which they can be made consistent. In
the first case, the player always votes so that P.Vij�/ D 1. Then, for every strategy
profile s, I.Vijs/ D 1 so that the second equality trivially holds because both its
sides take value 0. Denoting by E� the expected value of a variable under measure
�, we obtain then:

E�.g.Vi
L C 1; VR/ � g.Vi

L; VR// � c

ıi
:
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Alternatively, the player never votes so that now it is the first inequality the one that
holds trivially while the second one becomes:

E�.g.Vi
L C 1; VR/ � g.Vi

L; VR// � c

ıi
:

Finally, the measure � may be such that in some profiles the player votes but not in
others. In that case, both P.Vij�/ and P.Aij�/ take values strictly between 0 and 1.
Then, the only way the two inequalities can be consistent is if:

E�.g.Vi
L C 1; VR/ � g.Vi

L; VR// D c

ıi
:

An implication of these inequalities is that, except for one particular value c=ıi,
all the voters choose pure strategies. This in turn implies that the distribution � puts
all the probabilistic mass on specific values VL; VR so that, from now on, we can
treat any term E�.g.VL; VR// simply as g.VL; VR/.

These conditions describe the individual behavior of each agent given an
equilibrium. Now we can aggregate these conditions to characterize total turnout.
This we can do by noticing that each individual condition also helps us sort agents
into voters or abstainers. Define

�L.VL; VR/ D #fi W ıi � c

g.Vi
L C 1; VR/ � g.Vi

L; VR/
g;

�R.VL; VR/ D #fj W ıj � c

g.VL; Vj
R/ � g.VL; Vj

R C 1/
g:

So, an equilibrium is a pair of values V�
L ; V�

R such that:

V�
L D �L.V�

L ; V�
R /;

V�
R D �R.V�

L ; V�
R /:

We have encountered similar conditions before. This is yet another consequence
of the fact that every Nash equilibrium is also a correlated equilibrium.

In what follows I will focus on a special but useful case for which I will offer
a more explicit characterization. As we have seen, an equilibrium depends on the
aggregate distribution of payoff parameters. In keeping with the idea that for some
citizens voting might not be a cost at all, and may instead be its own reward, I
shall assume that, in addition to the players we have analyzed so far, each party
also has some citizens for which c � 0. These groups will be labeled BL and BR:

From the above definitions, we know that those players will always vote. Without
any major loss of generality, let’s assume also that for those citizens in NL and
NR the parameters ıi and ıj are uniformly distributed with upper bounds ıL and
ıR respectively. Since our interest here is mostly on the properties of the game’s
equilibria more than on the value of these equilibria, there is no harm in assuming
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further that ıL D ıR D Nı, something that will greatly simplify the analysis. For
notational convenience, we will denote .g.VL C 1; VR/ � g.VL; VR// as DL.VL; VR/

and, analogously, .g.VL; VR/ � g.VL; VR C 1// as DR.VL; VR/.
Under these assumptions, the value �L.VL; VR/ is:

�L.VL; VR/ D

8
<̂

:̂

NL if c=DL.VL; VR/ < 0;

NL � c
NıDL.VL;VR/

if 0 < c=DL.VL; VR/ < Nı;

0 if Nı < c=DL.VL; VR/:

An analogous expression describes �R.VL; VR/. By definition, both DL.VL; VR/

and DR.VL; VR/ are greater than zero so we can eliminate the first case of these
piece-wise functions. Since VL and VR enter symmetrically in the logistic outcome
function, then it is also the case that DL.VL; VR/ D DR.VL; VR/ D D.VL; VR/.

A full description of the equilibrium requires the two equations we have
established above. But we can simplify matters further if we simply focus on the
margin of victory by combining the two equations into one. So, from now on I shall
assume that:

m � VL � VR;

b � BL � BR;

n � NL � NR:

As a result, we can describe the difference between the vote of the two parties as
follows:

F.m/ D
(

b if Nı < c=D.m/;

b C n
Nı . Nı � c=D.m// if 0 < c=D.m/ < Nı:

Define H.m; 	/ D .e�	m C e	.mC1/ C e	 C 1/=.e	 � 1/. Then, by applying the
definition of g and putting the outcome function in terms of m, we obtain that:

F.m/ D
(

b if 1 < c
Nı H.m; 	/;

b C n
�
1 � c

Nı H.m; 	/
�

if c
Nı H.m; 	/ < 1:

The fixed points of F.m/, that is the values of m such that m D F.m/ are the
equilibria of the game. So we can now turn our attention to the properties of these
equilibria, in particular, their comparative statics.

The function F.m/ is piece-wise and symmetric around 0 by which I mean that
F.m/ D F.�m/. It is easy to verify that there is a value Qm such that if jmj > Qm, then
F.m/ D b. For values such that jmj < Qm, F.m/ is a concave function that reaches
its maximum value at m D 1=2.
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Fig. 2.1 A voting game with
multiple equilibria: the
intersections with the 45ı

constitute equilibrium levels
of m

m

F (m)

b + n

b

−m̂ m̂

Ultimately, voting games are a “two-team” version of coordination games where
each team has to overcome a threshold that, unlike what happens in “one-team”
games, is endogenously determined by the other team. Therefore, it is not surprising
that voting games inherit some properties of their simpler counterparts. One such
property that will concern us here is the multiplicity of solutions.

Consider, for example, Fig. 2.1 that describes the behavior of F.m/ for some
parameter values such that b < 0, n > 0, b C n > 0. As we can see, this game
produces three fixed points for m: the game has multiple equilibria.

A numerical example may be of help here. If we take values c D 1, Nı D 106

and 	 D 5 � 10�6, b D �5 � 105 and n D 2 � 106, there are three values of m
that constitute equilibrium margins of victory: m � 2:5 � 105, m � �3:2 � 105 and
m D �5 � 105.

Since one of the central goals in this book is to obtain comparative statics
results that connect turnout to the structural aspects of elections, this seems a
major roadblock. When a game has multiple equilibria, different types of aggregate
behavior are consistent with strategic rationality and, hence, it is not clear which
such behavior to single out for analysis. The multiplicity of equilibria is often
regarded as a source of embarrassment for the entire rational-choice enterprise since
it is taken to mean that the underlying theory fails to give an accurate prediction.

I think such pessimism is unwarranted. It is true that if the equilibria themselves
were the only information we could obtain from a game-theoretic analysis, then in
the case of games with multiple equilibria all we would have at the end would be
a list of possible solutions without any further element to decide what to do about
them. But there is more we can learn about such solutions. In particular, it is possible
to determine their stability sets as well, that is, the conditions under which we can
expect each solution to emerge. This information gives us the missing pieces of the
analysis so that we can infer comparative statics results even in games with multiple
equilibria. In the next chapter I will turn to a thorough discussion of the concept of
stability sets and how they can be applied to voting games.



Chapter 3
The Stability Analysis of Voting Games

3.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapter we established that voting games resemble the well-known
“tipping games” of the literature on collective action. This resemblance is hardly
surprising. After all, it is possible to conceive of voting games as a more general
case of tipping games, one where the threshold level is endogenously chosen by
a group of players with opposing interests. This suggests that as we proceed in
our analysis themes familiar from the theory of collective action will emerge.
After characterizing the solutions of voting games we encountered one such theme:
multiplicity of equilibria.

We had already seen in Chap. 1 that the canonical, pure-majority voting games
have a bewildering amount of equilibria. In that case those equilibria were, to a
large extent, an artifact of the particular outcome function of those games. But the
analysis of Chap. 2 shows that even with a more plausible outcome function voting
games admit of many solutions.

Received wisdom claims that in these cases the theory must remain agnostic
about the final result and confess to a lack of predictive power. But that is not the
only road available. When applied to games with multiple equilibria, the method
of stability sets calculates a probability distribution over the different equilibria.
The most salient property of the resulting distribution is that it is a function of the
game’s payoffs. As a result, even in these games it is possible to make probabilistic
predictions and to obtain comparative statics results that connect the changes in the
predicted behavior with changes in the game’s structural parameters.

In this chapter I will proceed in the following steps. First, I will rehearse
briefly the foundations of the method of stability sets, explaining how it generates
comparative statics results. To that end I will rely on the analysis of simple games
with small numbers of players (Sect. 3.2). To implement the method of stability sets
we need to establish the stability conditions of any equilibrium, something that I will
do here with the help of the tracing procedure. Once the mathematical apparatus is
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in place, I will apply it to the study of the general voting games introduced in the
preceding chapter (Sect. 3.3). This will be the central result that will enable the
structural analysis of turnout I will present later. Here I will illustrate the use of
the method with an example of how to obtain comparative statics with respect to
changes in the voting costs (Sect. 3.4).

3.2 The Method of Stability Sets in a 2 � 2 Game

In much the same way as conventions and social mores, and for pretty much the
same reasons, Nash equilibria are their own justification. To those of us raised under
the metric system the English system of weights and measures feels rather quaint
and inconvenient. But this has not prevented it from serving well the citizens of
the most advanced industrial economy, that conduct their everyday trades using it.
Whatever its merits and disadvantages, the English system remains widely used in
the US, this in spite of conscious efforts to eliminate it. Doubtless, custom is the
main reason. Once the people around you rely on it, there is little reason to go
against the grain.

This property of equilibria explains why rational agents choose the strategies
prescribed by an equilibrium profile provided the rest are doing so. But in the case of
multiple equilibria this is not enough. After all, every equilibrium satisfies this same
condition and they all result in different patterns of aggregate behavior. Strategic
rationality is no longer enough to explain why a specific pattern emerges. For that
we need to resort to the set of non-strategic beliefs and understandings shared by
the players that serves to buttress their convergence around a specific equilibrium.

This is already a well-established reasoning in game theory and the method of
stability sets transforms it into a source of probabilistic predictions. Intuitively,
the method of stability sets endeavors to determine the scope of possible belief
conditions that support a specific equilibrium. The larger such scope, that is, the
more the belief conditions that will lead players in the direction of said equilibrium,
the more we should expect that equilibrium to emerge from any given instance of
the underlying game (Medina 2005).

Let’s illustrate this analysis with an example of a 2�2 game. Consider the payoff
matrix of Fig. 3.1.

We could take this game to represent a situation in which two agents can benefit
if both of them cooperate in a specific plan. But, if one of them defects, the benefits
will not materialize and, instead, the person that did cooperate will face a cost. This
is a typical coordination game and I choose it precisely because it is already very
well-known and widespread in its use.

Fig. 3.1 Payoff matrix of a
coordination game

1

2
C D

C 1, 1 −1, 0
D 0,−1 0, 0
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Fig. 3.2 Best-response
correspondences of the
coordination game
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To calculate the Nash equilibria of this game, let’s denote the probability that
each player chooses C with p1 and p2 respectively. The expected payoff of the game
for Player 1 is:

v1.p1; p2/ D 1 � p1p2 C .�1/ � p1.1 � p2/;

D p1.2p2 � 1/:

From this payoff function we infer that the value of p1 that maximizes Player 1’s
payoff is given by the following best-response correspondence:

p�
1 .p2/ D

8
ˆ̂
<

ˆ̂
:

1 if p2 > 1=2;

Œ0; 1� if p2 D 1=2;

0 if p < 1=2:

An analogous expression represents Player 2’s best-response correspondence.
Putting both of them together, we obtain the following graph that shows the game’s
Nash equilibria (Fig. 3.2).

From this graph we deduce that the game has three Nash equilibria: .C; C/,
.D; D/ and a mixed-strategy equilibrium where p1 D p2 D 1=2.

For the sake of argument, let’s consider what would happen if each player had
prior beliefs about the other player’s behavior at, say, p1 D p2 D 0:75 and that these
beliefs became common knowledge. Although neither one is absolutely sure about
the other, they both assign a probability of 3/4 to their counterpart cooperating. The
best-response correspondences tell us that, given those beliefs, which from now on
I will call initial belief conditions, once they are common knowledge, both players
will find it optimal to cooperate. In a sense still to be formalized, we can say that
these belief conditions support the equilibrium C; C.
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Fig. 3.3 A new coordination
game

1

2
C D

C 2, 2 −1, 0
D 0,−1 0, 0

The same is true for all the profiles of initial belief conditions in Region I. Hence,
we say, following the terminology of Harsanyi and Selten (1988) that Region I is
the stability set of the equilibrium C; C. Likewise, if a profile in Region II were
to become common knowledge, the optimal strategies for both players would be
to play the equilibrium D; D. Thus, Region II is the stability set of this other
equilibrium. It is noteworthy that the mixed-strategy equilibrium is its own stability
set in the sense that no other strategy profile will lead players to it.

This is a property of all mixed-strategy Nash equilibria. The intuitive reason for
this is that, since they require players to be indifferent between their strategies, any
tiny change in the beliefs about other players will tilt them in the direction of a pure
strategy, that is, away from the mixed-strategy equilibrium.

In this example, Regions I and II are of equal size. This suggests that, in some
sense, both equilibria are equally likely. This is not yet a rigorous statement in part
because we have not made any claim or assumption about the probability with which
any profile in any of these Regions emerges. If, however, for the sake of argument
we suppose that all of them are equally likely, then we would be justified to claim
that each of these two equilibria may emerge with a probability of 1/2. With different
assumptions about the underlying distribution of initial belief conditions we would
obtain different probabilities.1

For the purposes of this analysis, the exact magnitudes of these probabilities
are not of interest so that I shall maintain the assumption of equal probability of
initial beliefs. What matters is the way in which they respond to changes in the
structural parameters, their comparative statics. In this regard, the stability sets have
a very useful property: their size, and hence the probability of each equilibrium, is
a function of the payoffs.

To see this, let’s modify the previous example by increasing the benefit that both
players obtain from the coordination equilibrium C; C. Now the payoff matrix is
(Fig. 3.3).

Now the expected value of the game for Player 1 is:

v1.p1; p2/ D 2 � p1p2 C .�1/ � p1.1 � p2/;

D p1.3p2 � 1/:

1In this paragraph I have ignored Regions III and IV but this is purely for expository reasons. Later,
in the fully formal analysis of stability sets we will consider the entire strategy space.
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Fig. 3.4 Best-response
correspondences of the new
coordination game
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As a result of this change in the payoffs, the best-response correspondences also
change:

p�
1 .p2/ D

8
<

:

1 if p2 > 1=3;

Œ0; 1� if p2 D 1=3;

0 if p < 1=3:

Where, as usual, the best-response correspondence of Player 2 is analogous.
Figure 3.4 shows us the resulting graph.

As we can see now, due to the increase in the payoff of the coordination
equilibrium, the size of the stability set of C; C (Region I) has increased while
Region II has shrunk. This is due to the fact that the unstable mixed-strategy
equilibrium, which acts as the border between both regions, is a continuous function
of the payoffs, unlike the pure-strategy equilibria. Whereas in the previous example
both Regions were of equal area, now Region I is four times larger than Region II. In
other words, with these new payoffs, coordination becomes more likely. Maintaining
the assumption of equal probability among all the initial belief conditions, we can
say that now the probability of C; C is 80%. In essence, this is the way in which the
method of stability sets generates comparative statics.

So, the key is to compute the size of the stability set of each equilibrium
in the game. In this 2 � 2 example this was simply a matter of plotting the
best-response correspondences. But for more complicated games this procedure
would be impractical. Furthermore, if we want to go beyond comparing particular
examples of a given game, we need to be able to characterize the stability sets of the
different equilibria for any general payoff vector.

There is a way to simplify this task. Suppose we can have a formula that tells
us, for every given initial belief conditions, the stability set to which they belong,
then we can apply this formula to the entire strategy space and obtain a rule to
partition it among the different stability sets. The definition of a stability set already
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suggests how such a formula might look: for any arbitrary strategy profile, calculate
the optimal reaction of every player. In simple games this works instantly as we
can verify in the examples above. But with large numbers of players this method
may not work because, as some players adjust their strategies when the initial
belief conditions become common knowledge, they may lead the remaining players
to a response different from the equilibrium they would have chosen under the
initial profile.

This difficulty can be overcome by using an idea first developed by Harsanyi
and Selten (1988): the tracing procedure. Instead of treating as instantaneous
the adjustments the players’ strategies would suffer as they react to the initial
belief conditions, the tracing procedure phases in common knowledge so that
said ajustments occur gradually. This means that, for every profile of initial belief
conditions we obtain a path of equilibria as they become common knowledge. The
end point of this path is, then, the equilibrium to which each initial belief condition
is assigned.

Although the tracing procedure will not teach us much we do not already know
about the 2 � 2 game above, it will be useful to illustrate how it works in this case.
Let’s return to the fist payoff matrix (Fig. 3.1). For reasons that will soon become
clear, let’s denote this original game as �1. The first step of the tracing procedure is
to create a replica of the original game where the players’ payoffs depend on their
own strategy and their beliefs about the remaining players. In this case, denote such
initial belief conditions by q1; q2. Then, just as we obtained the game’s expected
payoff for each player, we can obtain it for the replica game which we shall now
denote �0:

v0
1.p1; q2/ D p1.2q2 � 1/;

v0
2.q1; p2/ D p2.2q1 � 1/:

Intuitively, we could think of these payoff functions as describing a situation
in which each agent is “playing” not against a strategic actor but against the prior
beliefs she holds about the other actor. For instance, here the payoff of Player 1
depends on p1 and the beliefs on Player 2, represented by q2.

Now, let’s introduce a parameter 0 < 
 < 1 that will identify the different
members of a family of games �
. For each game, its payoff functions are:

v

1 .p1; p2; q1; q2/ D 
v1

1.p1; p2/ C .1 � 
/v0
1.p1; q2/;

D 
p1.2p2 � 1/ C .1 � 
/p1.2q2 � 1/;

v

2 .p1; p2; q1; q2/ D 
v1

2.p1; p2/ C .1 � 
/v0
2.p1; q2/;

D 
p2.2p1 � 1/ C .1 � 
/p2.2q1 � 1/:

With this setup in place, we can now choose an arbitrary profile of initial belief
conditions q1; q2 and then determine the equilibria for each game �
; this will
generate the path of equilibria that will determine the stability set of this profile.
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The game �0 has a unique equilibrium because it is simply two juxtaposed decision
problems, one for each player, each with a unique solution. In contrast, we know that
�1 has multiple equilibria. So, there will be only one continuous path of equilibria
from �0 to �1 although some additional, incomplete paths appear along the way.

To illustrate the procedure, let’s consider the case of initial belief conditions q1 D
q2 D 1=4. Then, for any value 
, the profile p1 D p2 D 0 constitutes an equilibrium.
We know that when 
 D 1 the game has other equilibria but we can now be certain
that the only continuous path is the one of .D; D/. If, instead, we chose initial belief
conditions q1 D q2 D 3=4, then the only equilibrium that exists for every value

, that is, the only continuous equilibrium path is p1 D p2 D 0. So, the tracing
procedure maps the first pair of initial belief conditions onto .D; D/ and the second
one onto .C; C/.

For illustration purposes, I have left some loose ends. Once we analyze the
specific case of large voting games I will present a fully formalized version of the
analysis. In the meantime, we should notice that, just as we would have expected, the
outcome of the path of equilibria along the parametrized family of games �
, and
with it the outcome of the tracing procedure, depends upon the specific profile we
choose for the initial belief conditions. So, thanks to the tracing procedure we can
map each individual profile of initial belief conditions into a specific pure-strategy
equilibrium.

3.3 The Stability Sets of Large Voting Games

The time has come to apply these ideas to the case of voting games. Once we apply
the method of stability sets to these, we will have a solid foundation on which to
build the analysis of the comparative statics of turnout, the ultimate goal of this
project.

To that end, we will need to modify the definition of a voting game making it
more general to accommodate the tracing procedure. We shall start by defining, for
each player k a replica of the original strategy space denoted by Qk. Just as we did
for the strategy spaces Sk, we shall denote the set of lotteries in this new space by
�.Qk/ and any arbitrary !k 2 �.Qk/ will represent the probability of Vk in this
space. The function � W Q ! Œ0; 1�, a probability distribution over this replica,
will represent the initial belief conditions. Since it is a distribution, it is subject
to the usual constraints �.q/ � 0; 8q and

P
q2Q �.q/ D 1. Next, we introduce a

parameter 0 � 
 � 1 to characterize a family of games �
. Each of these games
is like the games we have been analyzing so far only that the payoff functions w


k W
�N

kD1�.Qk/ �N
kD1 �.Sk/ ! < are more general than before:

w

k .�; �/ D

X

s2S

X

q2Q

.
Ouk.g.s/; sk/ C .1 � 
/Ouk.g.q�k; sk/; sk//�.s/�.q/:
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The tracing procedure requires the computation of equilibria along the entire path

. So, we need to extend the definition of a correlated equilibrium to the new setup.
We will say that �
 is a correlated equilibrium of �
 if

X

s2S

X

q2Q

.
Ouk.g.s/; sk/ C .1 � 
/Ouk.g.q�k; sk/; sk//�.s/�.q/ �
P

s2S

P
q2Q.
Ouk.g.s�k; s0

k/; s0
k/ C .1 � 
/Ouk.g.q�k; s0

k/; s0
k//�.s/�.q/

for every player k and for every pair of strategies sk; s0
k. In the same way as we

did when characterizing the game’s equilibria, let’s introduce indicator random
variables I.Vkjs/ for each k that take value 1 if Player k votes in strategy profile
s and 0 otherwise, so the inequalities can be expressed as:

X

s2S

X

q2Q

.
Ouk.g.s/; Vk/ C .1 � 
/Ouk.g.q�k; Vk/; Vk//I.Vkjs/�.s/�.q/ �

X

s2S

X

q2Q

.
Ouk.g.s�k; Ak/; Ak/C

.1 � 
/Ouk.g.q�k; Ak/; Ak//I.Vkjs/�.s/�.q/;

X

s2S

X

q2Q

.
Ouk.g.s/; Ak/ C .1 � 
/Ouk.g.q�k; Ak/; Ak//.1 � I.Vkjs//�.s/�.q/ �

X

s2S

X

q2Q

.
Ouk.g.s�k; Vk/; Vk/C

.1 � 
/Ouk.g.q�k; Vk/; Vk//.1 � I.Vkjs//�.s/�.q/:

Just as we have been using the notation VM and Vk
M to represent the total number

of votes for party M in a given strategy profile and the same number without
counting k’s choice, we need an analogous notation to represent the total number
of votes for a party in the replica space Q. This we will do by introducing WM and
Wk

M . The utility functions of the games under study here are the same as the ones we
had already analyzed. So, after using all the properties of Ouk we can rewrite these
inequalities as:


E�.g.Vi
L C 1; VR/ � g.Vi

L; VR//C
.1 � 
/E�.g.WL C 1; WR/ � g.WL; WR// � c

ıi
P.Vi/;


E�.g.Vi
L; VR/ � g.Vi

L C 1; VR//C
.1 � 
/E�.g.WL C 1; WR/ � g.WL; WR// � c

ıi
P.Ai/;
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for any player i in NL and with analogous inequalities for any j in NR. If we take
again the steps we took in the previous chapter, we conclude that these inequalities
generate a cut-off point that partitions the set of players in NL into voters and
abstainers. (The same holds for players in NR.) So, the number of voters from NL is:

�

L .VL; VR/ D #fi W ıi � c


D.VL; VR/ C .1 � 
/D.WL; WR/
g;

�

R .VL; VR/ D #fj W ıj � c


D.VL; VR/ C .1 � 
/D.WL; WR/
g:

Therefore, we arrive at a description of the equilibria similar to the one we
obtained above. For any game �
, an equilibrium is defined by levels of turnout
V� 


L ; V� 

R such that:

V� 

L D �


L .V�
L ; V�

R /;

V� 

R D �


R .V�
L ; V�

R /:

For simplicity, let’s focus only on the margin of victory m D VL � VR. Putting
these two conditions together, we conclude that an equilibrium value m� 
 is a fixed-
point of �


L � �

R D F
. So, in equilibrium:

m� 
 D F
.m� 
/:

When 
 D 1 this game is exactly identical to the original one so that, depending
on the parameter values, it may have multiple equilibria. Instead, when 
 D 0,
there is only one equilibrium: a citizen k votes if ık > c=D.WL; WR/ and abstains
otherwise. Now we need to map those equilibria induced by initial belief conditions
WL; WR onto one of the equilibria of the original game. For that we need to describe
the path that results as 
 increases.

To that end, let’s study what happens to the path in a neighborhood of an
equilibrium. Suppose that m� is an equilibrium such that there is an interval Œm; Nm�

that contains Om such that F1.m/ > m and F1. Nm/ < Nm. Since the payoff functions of
�0 do not depend on the strategies S but on initial belief conditions Q, F0.m/ does
not depend on m either. Assume that F0.m/ D l, a constant such that, for every m
in the interval under consideration l > F1.m/, and hence l > m�. As 
 goes from
0 to 1, F
.m/ goes continuously from F0.m/ to F1.m/. Then, every value of F0.m/

is mapped onto a smaller value, including the fixed point: the equilibrium of �0 is
mapped onto m�, the equilibrium of �1. Likewise, if l < F1.m/, then the equilibrium
of �0 will be mapped onto a higher value. Putting these two cases together, we
conclude that the tracing procedure will map all the values of this interval onto
m�. In other words, all the values in this interval belong to the stability set of m�.
Figure 3.5 illustrates this situation.
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Fig. 3.5 The tracing
procedure in action: as 


moves from 0 to 1, the F
function approaches F1.m/

and the equilibrium of the
auxiliary game goes from m0

to m1
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If instead we assume that F1.m/ < m and F1. Nm/ > Nm, the situation is different.
In this case, the values m > Om are mapped onto even higher values and the values
m < m� are mapped onto even lower values. The equilibria of �0 on this interval
drift away from m�: the equilibrium m� has no stability set.

This means that if we know the behavior of F1.m/ in the neighborhood of an
equilibrium we can easily know if said equilibrium is stable or not. We can even
use this analysis to devise a simple criterion to pronounce on this matter. In the
neighborhood of an unstable equilibrium F1.m/ < m if m < m� and F1.m/ > m if
m > m�. In turn, this means that, in that neighborhood, the slope of F1.m/ is higher
than the slope of the 45ı line.2 We can summarize this in an important result:

Theorem 4 Let �GO be a voting game with a generalized outcome function and let
m D V�

L � V�
R be the margin of victory for L generated by an equilibrium profile of

this game. Then, m� represents an unstable equilibrium if and only if:

d F1.m/

d m

ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
mDm�

> 1:

Remark Conversely, if the equilibrium is stable the derivative of F1.m/ will be less
than one.

It would be tedious and unrewarding to try to describe all the possible patterns
of equilibria in a voting game for arbitrary distributions of ık. It is better to turn
our attention to the setup we have already described with the use of some mild
assumptions. In this case, as happens so often with coordination games, there are
three equilibria. Thanks to the preceding analysis we can now determine that two

2Results of this kind are familiar in stability analysis. An example similar in spirit can be found in
Jackson and Yariv (2007).
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of those equilibria, the lowest and the highest equilibrium values of m are stable,
whereas the intermediate value is unstable, which is to say, its probability is zero.

We can exploit this pattern to obtain comparative statics over the probability
distribution of the game’s stable equilibria. Since the unstable equilibrium responds
to changes in the structural parameters, we know that anything that moves it
to the left will reduce the stability set, and hence the probability, of the low
equilibrium and, conversely, anything that moves it to the right will increase that
same probability.

3.4 An Example: Comparative Statics of Voting Costs

To fix ideas about how the method of stability sets can help us to generate
comparative statics in voting games with multiple equilibria, let’s consider for a
moment a simple mental exercise: what would happen if, for exogenous, unspecified
reasons, the cost of voting for the supporters of one party goes up? This is not a
highly realistic example and, in fact, I chose it only for heuristic reasons. After
all, usually the cost of voting for any citizen depends on reasons unrelated to her
ideological preferences. That said, there are real-life instances that come close to
this situation. In the American South before the Voting Rights Act the segregationist
regime put in place several measures, such as poll taxes and manipulated literacy
tests, calculated to make it harder for black citizens to vote. Given the realities of
the moment, it would have been disingenuous to claim that these restrictions were
unrelated to the citizens’ political preferences.

While in the next chapter I will develop a more nuanced model, for the time being
let’s simply consider a situation where the citizens face voting costs depending on
their party allegiances and let’s study what happens as those costs change. So, we
can modify the voting game we have analyzed so far by introducing voting costs cL

and cR. Now, let’s see what is the result of a change in cL.
We know that the equilibrium conditions of the game are:

V�
L � �L.V�

L ; V�
R / D 0;

V�
R � �R.V�

L ; V�
R / D 0;

where the functions �L; �R are defined as:

�L.VL; VR/ D #fi W ıi � cL

g.Vi
L C 1; VR/ � g.Vi

L; VR/
g;

�R.VL; VR/ D #fj W ıj � cR

g.VL; Vj
R/ � g.VL; Vj

R C 1/
g:
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If we want to find the effect of a change in an exogenous parameter, we can
apply the Implicit Function Theorem to the equilibrium conditions. So, taking the
differential of the equation for VL we see that:

�
1 � @�L

@VL

�
dVL � @�L

@cL
dcL D 0;

dVL

dcL
D

@�L
@cL

1 � @�L
@VL

:

There is an analogous expression for VR but since �R does not depend on cL, the
numerator of the equivalent expression becomes zero.

By the definition of �L we know that @�L=@cL is always negative. Therefore, the
sign of the derivative dVL=dcL is positive if the denominator is negative and vice
versa. This is the same as saying that dVL=dCL is positive if @�L=@VL > 1.

This is the same condition that describes an unstable equilibrium. So, an increase
in the cost of voting for L decreases the amount of votes for L in a stable equilibrium
and increases them in an unstable equilibrium. The counterintuitive behavior of
the unstable equilibrium is typical and, far from being a problem for our analysis,
strengthens it. In fact, we know that said equilibrium is the border between the
stability sets of the stable equilibria. As the cost of voting cL increases, the margin
of victory m of the unstable equilibrium increases, which means that the stable
equilibrium with the high m is now less likely. In other words, the increase in
cL means that, in any observed election the party L will receive less votes and,
furthermore, the likelihood of the outcomes favorable to L drops: raising cL does
an unmitigated damage to the party L.

None of this is surprising. In fact, it is fairly obvious. One suspects that
segregationist politicians in the American South had already seen through this
reasoning without the help of any game theory.

But, for all its commonsensical nature, this analysis has far-reaching theoretical
consequences that become more clear when we take stock of the preceding chapters.
In a nutshell, what at first glance seemed an absurd theory, incapable of explaining
the most basic fact of turnout, the fact that large numbers of people vote, has
morphed into a plausible source of realistic and falsifiable predictions.

Once we notice that the paradox of turnout is not an all-pervading problem for
voting games, it becomes possible to formulate games that enable us to analyze
the impact over electoral participation of changes in structural parameters. Just as
coordination games, their simpler relative, voting games are prone to have multiple
equilibria, something that may seem an impediment to any further progress. But
thanks to the method of stability sets we can turn this crisis into an opportunity by
calculating a probability distribution over all the game’s equilibria that responds to
the same structural changes we set out to analyze at the beginning. As the example
just presented shows, this procedure allows us to generate comparative statics that
are at once intuitive and rigorous.
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Taken in isolation, the comparative statics result of this example does not take us
very far. It uses a relatively elaborate apparatus to reach an obvious conclusion in an
unrealistic case. But it is a start that suggests that the same apparatus, if applied to
other cases may help us reach conclusions that would otherwise elude pure common
sense. In the next chapter I will suggest one such possible use of the method by
applying it to a substantive problem in the theory of electoral participation, the
socioeconomic bias in turnout, and show how it can be the result of deep structural
features of some modern democracies.



Chapter 4
Electoral Participation Bias and the
Welfare State

For all the attention that levels of turnout receive in the game-theoretic literature,
a case can be made that the most important problem in this regard is not the level
of turnout but its bias. In principle, if every segment of the populace voted at the
same rates, we could say that the lower the turnout the better; we could obtain the
same degree of representation with a cheaper electoral exercise. But in reality this
is not the case. There is massive evidence that, in country after country, electoral
participation is biased so that those citizens at the top of the socioeconomic ladder
vote at higher rates than the rest (Lijphart 1997).

Although this topic has not attracted enough attention in the rational-choice
tradition, some contributions stand out. Feddersen and Pesendorfer (1997, 1999),
in their work on the “swing-voter’s curse” argued that the reason for the correlation
between formal education and turnout is that, in the face of electoral uncertainty,
poorly informed citizens strategically abstain from voting, lest their effect on the
result ends up being deleterious to their own interests. In spite of the mathematical
elegance of this approach, a true exemplar in its genre, the substantive argument
has some difficulties because it assumes precisely what ought to be explained.
In fact, it is not clear why schooling would be a predictor of voting in the first
place, unless we assume that formal education is the sole, or preeminent source
of political information, a point made long ago by Burnham (1982) with regards
to the US. For several decades after World War II, in high-turnout Europe the
correlation between schooling and voting was much weaker than in the US. This
was most likely because the European parties at that time were much more active
than their American counterparts at disseminating political information so that,
even voters with limited exposure to formal education could think of themselves
as informed.

Filer et al. (1993) have proposed another model, this one with a much more
explicit politico-economic structure, where taxation is determined as a result of the
political process, in line with the long-standing tradition of spatial theories of voting.
To circumvent the “paradox of voting” she proposes a group-based solution concept
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where groups of voters are compensated by their respective political entrepreneurs.
In a last analysis, Morton claims that the socioeconomic bias of turnout results from
the poor facing higher costs of voting, in terms of opportunity costs of time at the
polls and of information-gathering activities, than the rich. But this solution also
begs some important questions. It is not clear that why the opportunity cost of voting
for the poor will be higher than for the rich, given that the physical act of voting has
such low costs that any tiny factor (e.g. traffic, weather, errands and family outings)
can shift the value in one way or another. Likewise, to place the explanatory burden
on the costs of information gathering incurs in the same mistake of Feddersen and
Pesendorfer of reifying formal education as the only source of political knowledge
against the evidence of many mass parties during the twentieth century.

Here I will propose another hypothesis. I argue that the socioeconomic bias in
turnout results from structural features of contemporary economies, in particular,
from their interaction with the politics of redistribution. Before presenting the
model, I shall discuss the intuition behind it.

To that end, let’s consider, for purely heuristic reasons, a simple and unrealistic
case of political redistribution, at first glance unrelated to the problem at hand but
that will help us sharpen our insight. Imagine a polity made of two regions A and
B. The citizenry is supposed to vote on a tax proposal that will tax all citizens of
A in an equal amount and transfer the proceeds to B where they will be evenly
distributed among all those who live there. We would not be surprised if the proposal
is opposed vehemently by the inhabitants of A and supported by those of B so that, at
the end, everything comes down to which side has a larger population. This assumes
that every citizen votes and we could complicate things a bit more if we relax this
assumption. As we have already seen from our analysis in the preceding chapters, if
voting is costly, there will be a threshold value of the cost-benefit ratio below which
everyone will vote and above which no one will.

Now the outcome is not simply determined by a head count in each region
because the final turnout will depend on the cost-benefit ratios in both of them. The
region with more citizens below the threshold will generate more votes and win.
As we have already seen, several attempts at understanding turnout in the rational-
choice tradition emphasize the role of the voting cost but I do not regard this as a
promising avenue of inquiry. The game-theoretic model of voting shows that turnout
depends not just on costs but on the entire cost-benefit ratio so it is better to focus
on the side of the benefits, which respond in systematic ways to properties of the
economic structure.

In the case we are discussing, this suggests that the relative turnout in both
regions will depend on how much the citizens stand to gain or lose from the
proposal. For instance, if the residents of A are significantly richer than those
of B and individuals have a diminishing marginal utility of income, it would be
reasonable to conclude that more citizens in B will find it worth it to vote than those
in A.

Let’s suppose that for some unspecified reason, the transfer from A to B is
stipulated to be made in kind. So, citizens of B will not receive money from A, but
instead some specific good, say peanuts. In this case, more considerations will come
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into play in determining the policy outcome. For instance, citizens of B who are
allergic to peanuts are bound to abstain so the vote’s outcome will need to consider
how big a segment of B’s population they are.

Although a contorted metaphor with no claim to realism, this example captures
one important aspect of our subsequent analysis. Food allergies are not usually a
potent political force but the point remains that anything that affects the marginal
utility that citizens obtain from a policy will affect their willingness to vote for it.

The standard models of electoral redistribution in the tradition of Meltzer and
Richard (1981) analyze the electoral determinants of tax policy assuming that
governments levy taxes and then distribute the proceeds among the citizens. For
some purposes this is a reasonable modeling choice but it neglects an important
aspect of the modern welfare state: although the government collects revenue from
tax money, most distributive programs work by transferring goods, not money, to
their beneficiaries. So, much like in our preposterous example of peanut transfers,
in a welfare state net payers and net receivers face different budget constraints and
different marginal utilities. For net payers, that is, agents with income above average
the government’s programs reduce their disposable income. For net receivers,
instead, these same programs increase, not their income across the board, but their
access to some specific goods, those provided by the government (e.g. housing,
health, education). Typically, those goods cannot be transformed into income.
Beneficiaries of the welfare state are not supposed to resale their handouts in the
market. For the most part this is physically impossible (as in the case of hospital
services) and on occasions even illegal. But, from the consumer’s point of view,
these goods and services are subject to marginal diminishing returns.

All else being equal, the stronger the effect of these marginal diminishing returns,
the lower the benefits for recipients of redistribution from any marginal increase in
the tax rate. This in turn will depress turnout among this segment of the electorate.
Much like the citizens afflicted by peanut allergy in our fictitious example, the
low-income voters in this model find themselves in a situation where additional
goods-targeted redistribution does not contribute as much to their welfare as it
would if it took the form of income. This asymmetry between beneficiaries and
payers of redistribution has downstream effects in the electoral competition because
it confronts parties who favor redistribution with a starker trade-off than the one their
opponents face. Any increase in taxes mobilizes the beneficiaries but alienates the
payers. So, if redistribution is targeted into goods with very low marginal utility for
consumers, the tax increase a party would need to propose to mobilize low-income
voters is too large to be worth the resulting electoral cost. Going back to our previous
example, in the limit, when no citizen of B benefits from an increase transfer of
peanuts, it stands to reason that no party will propose any kind of redistribution and
will instead try to cultivate the constituency of A.

Whatever the merits of this insight, the usual models of voting are not equipped
to scrutinize it because they assume universal voting. No doubt, this has been a
reaction to the commanding presence of the turnout paradox. If we take the paradox
to its last consequences, any model that does not rely on universal voting will have
to settle for zero voting, which will render futile the entire analysis.
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With the help of the models analyzed so far we do not need to face this dilemma.
The game-theoretic model of voting can account not only for high levels of turnout,
but also for its variation as the costs and, more importantly, the benefits vary. In
this chapter I will illustrate this by developing a model of electoral competition
where the structure of political redistribution affect the citizens’ costs and benefits
of voting and, hence, affect the process of policy-making.

4.1 The Model

4.1.1 The Economic Environment

Consider an economy where each agent i independently generates some personal
income yi. The state levies taxes at a flat rate � for redistribution purposes. This
is the basic set up originally studied by Meltzer and Richard (1981) and that is the
subject of many other studies on the political economy of income distribution. But in
this chapter’s model I will introduce a seemingly small but significant variant. The
standard model assumes that the tax levy is distributed among all the population
as a cash transfer. This ignores the fact that most welfare state programs in fact
distribute some specific goods, often only to eligible citizens. So, I will assume
that the tax revenue is used by the government in the production of some good
z. The process whereby a given amount of income y is transformed into a given
level of output z is described by the production function z D h.y/. In keeping with
standard models, this function will be increasing and concave .h0 > 0; h00 < 0/

so that there are diminishing marginal returns in the production of z. I will not
assume that the only producer of z is the state. In fact, I will allow for the possibility
that agents can “top off” their handout of z with their income. This is a realistic
assumption: in a market economy, for most of the social services provided by
the government (e.g. education, health, childcare, housing) there are substitutes or
improvements privately produced that are available to agents with enough income to
pay for them. In fact, this will be the key difference across agents in this model. The
rest of the goods, which agents procure in the private markets, are aggregated in a
consumption bundle x. The agents’ preferences over these goods are represented
by the Cobb-Douglas utility function u.x; z/ D ˛ log x C .1 � ˛/ log z. In this
analysis the relative price of goods will not play any role so we can simply normalize
prices to 1.

To determine the budget constraint of a given agent we need to know how
much is the handout of z provided by the government. Let’s denote the average
income of the economy as Ny. Then, the total per capita tax revenue is � Ny so that,
imposing a balanced-budget constraint, each agent receives a handout equivalent
to h.� Ny/.
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4.1.2 The Political Environment

Since we are interested in the political ramifications of this economic structure, let’s
assume that the tax policy � is decided through political competition among parties.
For simplicity, I will assume that there are two parties with ideological preference,
that I will denote with the labels L and R and that compete for votes by proposing
tax policies �L and �R: the policy space is one-dimensional.

Just as in much of the literature of spatial competition since Wittman (1983)
and Roemer (1997), I will assume that the two parties of this model differ in their
ideological orientation and can be thought of as representing a specific income level.
I will assume that the preferences of party L correspond to those of a citizen with
income yL and, likewise, that party R represents an individual with income yR. I will
further assume that the median income is yM and that yL < yM < yR so that the two
parties straddle the median. For simplicity, I will assume that both parties are risk
neutral.

Citizens are the other political actor we need to introduce in our model. For that
purpose I will build on what we have already accomplished in the previous chapters,
that is, I will assume that citizens evaluate the proposals from the two parties and
decide which one to support based on their c=ı ratio, where c is simply the cost of
the act of voting and ı is the benefit the citizen would receive if she were single-
handedly to decide the election.

So far we have been treating voting costs as if they were identical for every voter.
This is unrealistic and, curiously, complicates some mathematical expressions in
the model. Instead, we obtain simpler, better-behaved terms if we assume that the
cost of voting varies across individuals. We can model this by saying that citizen
i’s voting cost is a variable ci. For simplicity, let’s assume that ci follows a uniform
distribution UŒ0; Nc�. In our analysis, the costs of voting do not play a substantial role
in our results; all the action occurs on the side of the ıi terms.

4.1.3 A Stage-by-Stage Analysis

The game proceeds in three stages: first the parties choose their policy platforms
�L and �R, then the citizens vote based on those proposals and finally a policy is
determined based on the vote tally. Following the standard procedure of backward
induction, we must then calculate first the citizens’ strategies, that is, we need to
know whether they will vote or not, and for whom will they do if they so decide.
Once we know this, we can use the result to determine the policy outcome of the
election for any arbitrary pair of platforms. Finally, we need to know the policy
proposals that the parties will propose so as to optimize their expected payoff. Since
the model is quite general, we will not obtain specific expressions for the solution
but will offer some general properties that characterize it.
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Determining the Policy Outcome

In keeping with the previous chapters, I shall assume a continuous outcome function
so that the final policy �� is determined as �� D �Lg.VL; VR/ C �R.1 � g.VL; VR//

where g.VL; VR/ is the logistic function we have used throughout the previous
chapters. With this outcome function, and given that there are only two candidates,
we can restrict the analysis to “sincere” voting rules for each citizen, that is, if a
citizen votes, she will do so for her preferred platform.

Citizens’ Preferences

The citizens of the polity are at the same time economic agents. So, we infer their
policy preferences from the way in which these policies benefit or hurt them in the
economic sphere. To characterize each citizen’s ideal policy, we first solve her utility
maximization problem both with respect to the economic parameters she takes as a
given and then, treating those parameters as a policy choice over which she has
control: first find each consumer’s optimal bundle as a function of income and taxes
and then optimize the consumer’s utility with respect to taxes.

Since the redistributive policy in this model works by transferring goods that
agents cannot resell in the market, their budget constraint, unlike what happens
in the textbook case, is non-linear. The government-provided handout of z makes
sure that the consumer’s optimum never has a consumption of z below h.� Ny/: such
level is guaranteed without any further expense. As the graph in Fig. 4.1 shows, the
consumers’ budget constraint in this model has a “kink” so that, for some agents, the
optimum is at the corner solution .yi.1��/; h.� Ny//. We need to calculate the income
of such consumers because their ideal policy will be governed by an indirect utility
function different from that of the rest.

An agent’s after-tax income is yi.1 � �/ C h.� Ny/. From the standard optimization
of a Cobb-Douglas function we know that, unencumbered by the non-linearity of
the budget constraint, a consumer’s optimal bundle would be:

x�
i D ˛Œyi.1 � �/ C h.� Ny/�;

z�
i D .1 � ˛/Œyi.1 � �/ C h.� Ny/�:

Instead, for voters whose optimal consumption is located at the corner solution, the
bundle is:

x�
i D yi.1 � �/;

z�
i D h.� Ny/:

So, the consumers at the corner solution are those for which the following two
inequalities hold at the same time:
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Fig. 4.1 Budget constraint for “Low-Income” consumers. The dotted line represents the pre-tax
budget constraint

yi.1 � �/ � ˛Œyi.1 � �/ C h.� Ny/�;

h.� Ny/ � .1 � ˛/Œyi.1 � �/ C h.� Ny/�:

Both inequalities are valid for any citizen with an income level yi � ˛=.1 �
˛/h.� Ny/=.1 � �/.

Denote by V.y; �/ the agent’s indirect utility function, that is, the utility function
evaluated at the optimal consumption bundle and represented in terms of the
exogenous parameters. The preceding calculations imply that the indirect utility
function is:

V.p; y; �/ D

8
ˆ̂
ˆ̂
<̂

ˆ̂
ˆ̂
:̂

logŒyi.1 � �/ C h.� Ny/� C K.˛/ if yi �
˛h.� Ny/

.1�˛/.1��/
;

˛ logŒyi.1 � �/� C .1 � ˛/ log h.� Ny/ if yi �
˛h.� Ny/

.1�˛/.1��/
;

where K.˛/ D ˛ log ˛ C .1 � ˛/ log.1 � ˛/, a constant that can be ignored for our
purposes.

From this utility function we can compute the optimal tax rate for any citizen,
depending on her income. But before doing so, we need to address some apparent
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Fig. 4.2 Optimal tax policy
as a function of income
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circularity in the problem. To establish the optimal tax rate we need to know which
is the relevant budget constraint but the budget constraint, in turn, depends on the
tax rate.

Define the implicit function �2.y/ as the tax rate � that solves the equation yi D
˛h.� Ny/=.1 � ˛/.1 � �/. From its definition it is clear that �2 is increasing in y.
Intuitively, �2.y/ is the tax rate such that, if an agent has income y, her optimal
consumption is at the corner of her budget constraint. So, we can obtain the optimal
tax by maximizing the indirect utility function as follows:

��.yi/ D
8
<

:

�1 W h0.�1 Ny/ D yi
Ny if yi � ˛h.�2.yi/Ny/

.1�˛/.1��2.yi//
;

�3 W h0.�3 Ny/.1��3/

h.�3 Ny/
D ˛

Ny.1�˛/
if yi � ˛h.�2.yi/Ny/

.1�˛/.1��2.yi//
:

A major difference between these two solutions is that �3 is constant with respect
to y whereas �1 is a decreasing function of y. This is because �3 is the optimal
tax for consumers at the corner solution of their budget constraint. From their
standpoint, the optimal tax is the one that brings them to the optimal consumption
of z. Denote by Qy the income level such that �1.Qy/ D �2.Qy/. From these two
functions’ definitions we know that the value Qy is the income level where h0.��/� D
.˛h.��//=Œ.1�˛/.1��/�. But this is also the condition satisfied by �3. The following
graph (Fig. 4.2) summarizes the situation and makes clear that this optimization
problem partitions the electorate cleanly into two segments: one, with income less
than Qy whose optimal tax is fixed at �3 and another, with income above Qy whose
optimal tax is a decreasing function of income.

Intuitively, what this partition means is that the costs and benefits of this
economy’s distributive policy affect the citizens differently, depending on their
income level. For citizens whose after-tax consumer optimum is at an interior
solution, marginal changes in the tax level are reflected into changes in their
disposable income. Instead, for citizens whose income places them at corner
solution, marginal changes in the tax level affect their consumption of good z, which
is subject to marginal diminishing returns.
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Voting Choices

The citizens’ preferences are the basis to calculate the voting decisions that go into
determining VL and VR. In the previous chapters we have already developed the
general framework so our task now is simply to adapt it to the model at hand. Up
to now we have assumed that the benefit terms ı, so important in determining the
voting strategies, are exogenously given. Now we can improve upon that. For any
citizen i that prefers policy �L to �R, let ıi.�L; �R/ D V.yi; �L/�V.yi; �R/. Conversely,
for a citizen j with opposite preferences, ıj.�L; �R/ D V.yj; �R/ � V.yj; �L/. Define
as before the functions �L and �R as:

�L.VL; VR/ D #fi W ıi.�L; �R/ � ci

g.Vi
L C 1; VR/ � g.Vi

L; VR/
g;

�R.VL; VR/ D #fj W ıj.�L; �R/ � cj

g.VL; Vj
R/ � g.VL; Vj

R C 1/
g:

If we let D.VL; VR/ D g.VL C 1; VR/ � g.VL; VR/ and use the fact that the
individual cost terms ck follow a uniform distribution, then, for any arbitrary level
of income yk the proportion of citizens that vote is D.VL; VR/ık.�L; �R/ multiplied
by the normalizing constant 1=Nc.

Later we shall see that in any equilibrium �L > �R so we can use that as an
assumption. Then, there is a specific income level y0 such that every citizen with
income yi < y0 will prefer �L to �R and the opposite will be true for those with
income yj > y0. This is a consequence of the fact that, for any citizen, the ideal tax
policy is a decreasing function of income.

If we treat income y as a continuous variable, aggregating all the voters across
income levels �L and �R becomes.

�L.VL; VR/ D 1

Nc
Z y0

0

D.VL; VR/ıi.�L; �R/ dyi;

�R.VL; VR/ D 1

Nc
Z 1

y0

D.VL; VR/ıj.�L; �R/ dyj:

As usual, the equilibrium of the voting game is given by values V�
L ; V�

R such that:

V�
L D �L.V�

L ; V�
R /;

V�
R D �R.V�

L ; V�
R /:

For simplicity, we can reduce these two equations to one and express the
equilibrium in terms of the margin of victory (or defeat) of the L party by defining
m D VL � VR. Then, if we define F.m/ D �L.m/ � �R.m/, we are back to the case
already studied and the game’s equilibrium is defined as the fixed point of F, that is,
the solution to the equation

m� D F.m�/:
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One unfortunate fact of the analysis of large games is that without specific
assumptions about the underlying distributions of players’ payoffs, it is impossible
to know how many equilibria the game will have. This case is no exception. But the
results of the stability analysis of Chap. 3 allow us to obtain general conclusions of
comparative statics even if the game has multiple equilibria.

There is no significant loss of generality if we assume that the function F has
three fixed points that I will denote as m; mu; Nm. Furthermore, I will assume that m <

mu < Nm and that mu is the unstable equilibrium. This is not an exotic assumption;
it is the typical pattern and it is easy to extend its results to cover cases with more
fixed points. By the same token, it is also easy to simplify those same results if we
want to consider a case with a unique equilibrium.1

Party Competition

We now turn to the game’s first stage, the selection of platforms �L and �R.
The fundamental results on the spatial models of voting have shown that when
parties have ideological preferences and there is electoral uncertainty, the Downsian
convergence to the median voter no longer holds (Roemer 2001b). With universal
turnout, this often implies that if we want to study models with policy divergence
across parties we need to introduce exogenous sources of uncertainty. In contrast,
in the present model uncertainty emerges endogenously as a result of the multiple
equilibria of the voting game played by the citizens. To see more clearly the
implications of this, let’s start by specifying the payoff function of the parties.

We began our discussion of political parties in this model by assuming that
they do have ideological preference above and beyond their purely office-seeking
motives. To capture this, we have been assuming that the parties represent the
preferences of distinct income levels, so that L’s payoff coincides with that of an
agent with income yL and R’s payoff with that of an agent with income yR and that
yL < yR so that L is, so to speak, the party of the “poor.” I do not choose this setting
out of a belief in its objective accuracy; although many democracies have party
systems that seem to satisfy this description, in general it may not be wise to take
that as an axiom. But since our interest here is in the patterns of correlation between
income and voting, this framework is at once simple and reasonable.

In choosing their strategies, the parties must take into account the way their
own platforms affect the ultimate policy outcome. Just running on a platform that
coincides with their ideological ideal point may be suboptimal if that leads to
electoral disaster and, hence, to giving enormous decision-making power to the
opponent.

If we were to assume that ck D 0 for every citizen, we would be back to the
standard case of costless voting and universal turnout. With every citizen voting, the

1Although a full discussion would take us too far from our central topic, the reader must keep in
mind that generically games have an odd number of equilibria. This explains why I do not consider
the case of two fixed points.
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electoral fortunes of each party are simply determined by the distribution of pref-
erences among the populace; the model would have no electoral uncertainty unless
we introduce some additional, exogenous mechanism that keeps some citizens from
voting. For our purposes this would not work because such a mechanism would not
establish a connection between electoral participation and the citizens’ preferences
as informed by their objective characteristics.

Instead, in the model we are analyzing the cost of voting is positive for at least
some voters so that turnout is endogenously determined in equilibrium. If the game
has multiple equilibria, this means that the election’s outcome is inherently uncertain
even if we consider �L and �R as fixed.

Facing this uncertainty, the parties need to form probability estimates for each
equilibrium, something that can be obtained from the stability analysis of the
previous chapter. Under the assumptions introduced, all the profiles of initial belief
conditions m0 such that m0 < mu belong to the stability set of equilibrium m and,
conversely, all those profiles for which m0 > mu form the stability set of Nm. By the
same token, we know that the equilibrium mu has no stability set of its own other
than itself. Letting the function � represent the probability distribution of initial
belief conditions, we can put all this together and form the parties’ expected payoff
function WL and WR:

WL.�L; �R/ D .VL.�L; yL/g.m/ C VL.�R; yL/.1 � g.m///�.mu/ C
.VL.�L; yL/g. Nm/ C VL.�R; yL/.1 � g. Nm///.1 � �.mu//;

WR.�L; �R/ D .VR.�L; yR/g.m/ C VR.�R; yL/.1 � g.m///�.mu/ C
.VR.�L; yR/g. Nm/ C VR.�R; yR/.1 � g. Nm///.1 � �.mu//:

So, to complete the backward induction analysis of the game we need to find the
Nash equilibrium of this first stage, that is, we need to find the values ��

L and ��
R that

maximize these two functions simultaneously. At this level of generality we cannot
calculate an exact solution, but we know enough about the structure of the game
to prove some important propositions about it. Before, we shall notice some basic
properties of the equilibrium platforms.

Lemma 1 Let ��
L and ��

R be the equilibrium strategies of L and R respectively.
Then: ��

L > ��
R .

Proof The first statement can be proven by noticing that, if ��
L � ��

R , then each
party could benefit from a unilateral deviation by choosing a platform closer to its
ideal point: no matter how unlikely victory may be in that case, this deviation will
tilt the expected outcome toward the party in question.

This has an important consequence for the analysis: the ıi functions of some of
the supporters of L have a different shape from the ıj functions of the supporters
of R. For any given tax rate, there is an income level below which the agent’s
optimum is at the corner solution. This means that, a pair of platforms ��

L > ��
R

partitions the electorate into three types. First, there are those citizens for whom
yk > ˛h.�L Ny/=.1�˛/.1��L/. These citizens, who will be called Type I citizens, have
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their consumer optimum in the linear portion of the budget constraint regardless of
the tax rate implemented. Type II citizens are those such that ˛h.�R Ny/=.1 � ˛/.1 �
�R/ < yk < ˛h.�L Ny/=.1 � ˛/.1 � �L/. For them, their consumer optimum under
�L is at the corner solution but is in the linear portion under �R. Finally, Type III
citizens have income yk < ˛h.�R Ny/=.1 � ˛/.1 � �R/ so that under both tax rates
their consumer optimum is at the corner solution. Since ��

L > ��
R this partition is

such that all the supporters of R are Type I citizens whereas the supporters of L may
belong to any of the three types. The function ıi.�L; �R/ is:

• log.yi.1 � �L/ C h.�L Ny// � log.yi.1 � �R/ C h.�R Ny// if i is Type I,
• ˛ log.yi.1 � �L// C .1 � ˛/ log h.�L Ny/ � log.yi.1 � �/R C h.�R Ny// if i is Type II

and
• ˛.log.1 � �L/ � log.1 � �R// C .1 � ˛/.log h.�L Ny/ � log h.�R Ny// if i is Type III.

Comparative Statics

Let’s now use the model to address the central question of this chapter, that is,
whether the politico-economic structure of redistribution plays a role in shaping the
patterns of electoral turnout. There are two parameters of interest for our purposes:
˛ and y. The first parameter tells us how big is the share of the government-provided
goods in the overall consumption budget of the individuals. The larger ˛, the larger
the role of privately-provided goods, that is, the smaller the role of redistribution
in changing the consumers’ utility. The logic of the argument introduced at the
beginning of this chapter indicates that, as ˛ grows large, the effect on the recipients
of redistribution of an increase in the tax rate becomes smaller because the goods
they actually receive play a smaller role in their overall consumption.

The parameter y will allow us to study the effects on turnout of the underlying
income distribution. Intuitively, higher degrees of inequality lead to higher demand
for redistribution because there is a larger set of potential beneficiaries from it, so
that it becomes less costly in electoral terms for the party representing low-income
voters to propose increased tax rates. This is, in fact, the standard argument since the
classical Meltzer-Richard model. Our model captures these dynamics as well which,
when taken together with the preceding argument, helps us refine our analysis of
socio-economic bias in turnout.

The following theorem is the basis of our comparative statics results. First I
will state it formally and leave the conceptual discussion for a later, non-technical
section.

Theorem 5 The equilibrium platforms ��
L and ��

R satisfy the following properties:

• @��

L
@˛

< 0, @��

L
@˛

> 0 and
• Let Ey D .y1; : : : ; yN/ be an income profile of the economic environment and Ey0

another income profile identical to Ey except for components k1 and k2. Suppose
yk1 < yk2 and y0

k1
D yk1 � , y0

k2
D yk2 C . Then, ��

L .Ey/ � ��
L .Ey0/ and ��

R .Ey/ �
��

R .Ey0/.
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Remark The theorem says that increases in the share of private goods vs. govern-
ment provided goods shift the political equilibrium toward lower taxes whereas
increases in income inequality (defined as a transfer from a poorer individual to
a richer one) shift the equilibrium toward higher taxes.

Proof Both statements follow from an application of monotone comparative statics
(Milgrom and Shannon 1994). To prove the first statement, let’s compare the indirect
utility function of Type I citizen with that of Types II and III.

Consider an arbitrary Type I citizen with income yi < y0:

@2ıi

@�L@˛
D 0:

Instead, if i is a Type II or III citizen, then:

@2ıi

@�L@˛
D � 1

1 � �L
� .1 � ˛/

h0.�L Ny/Ny
h.�L Ny/

< 0:

Since all the supporters of party R are Type I whereas those of party L belong to
the three types, this means that, when we aggregate ıi and ıj across income levels:

@2�R
@�R@˛

D 0;

@2�L

@�L@˛
< 0:

The equilibrium vote for L, V�
L is determined as the solution to the equation

VL ��L.VL; ˛/. Applying the implicit function theorem to this equation we establish
that:

dV�
L

d�L
D

@�L
@�L

1 � @�L
@VL

:

We are interested in the magnitude of the changes in the different equilibria of the
game. Since they respond in opposite directions to the parameters, let’s focus on
their absolute values. Differentiating again with respect to ˛ we conclude that:

d

d˛

ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
dVL

d�L

ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ D @2�L

@�L@˛

ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ1 � @�L

@VL

ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ

�1

< 0:

Since m D V�
L � V�

R , then m inherits the same signs of partial derivatives.
The preceding reasoning implies that m has non-increasing differences in .�L; ˛/

so that �C
L .˛/ D arg max�L m.�L; ˛/ is non-increasing in ˛. An important property

of monotone comparative statics is that the non-increasing character of the optimizer
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is preserved under monotonically increasing functions so, if we redefine �C
L .˛/ D

arg max� h.m.�L; ˛/ where h is monotonically increasing, then �C
L .˛/ is still non-

increasing in ˛. Party L’s payoff function WL is:

WL.�L/ D ıL.�L; yL/Œg. Nm.�L// � .g. Nm.�L// � g.m.�L///�.mu.�l//�

C VL.�R; yL/:

This function is monotonically increasing in all the variables Nm; mu; m. Furthermore,
the preceding analysis shows that ıL.�L; yL/, which is a special case of ıi, also has
non-increasing differences in .�L; ˛/. Therefore, ��

L .˛/ D arg max� W.�L; yLj˛/ is
non-increasing in ˛.

The second statement of the theorem can be proven using an identical procedure
noting that for any k,

@2ık

@�L@yk
D 0

if k is a Type II or Type III citizen but that

@2ık

@�L@yk
< 0

if k is a Type I citizen. Therefore, the analysis made for the first statement goes
through with the signs of change inverted.

4.2 A Preliminary Discussion of the Results

By some standard, the preceding analysis might seem laborious so it is now
appropriate to assess its payoff. I contend that the preceding model makes two
contributions to our understanding of turnout, a general one and a particular one.

The general contribution is that it is one example of the type of models that can
be developed by virtue of the advances we have made in the preceding chapters.
Once we go beyond the turnout paradox it becomes possible to study how electoral
participation responds to structural changes that affect the citizen’s benefits and
costs of voting. In this chapter I have illustrated this by offering a model in
which the economic environment and the specifics of the mechanisms of political
redistribution interact to affect such costs and benefits. The result is a set of testable
hypotheses that relate the observable patterns of turnout with deeper economic
forces. Furthermore, this approach to the problem allows us to bring together two
strands of research that have remained separate in the rational-choice tradition: the
spatial models of electoral competition and the models of turnout. The literature on
spatial models has consistently assumed universal turnout, so as not to deal with the
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paradox of voting. Reciprocally, most models of turnout have tended to bracket the
role of parties and policy platforms in shaping participation. But it is fair to say that
the literature on turnout has largely been unable to incorporate ideas from models of
spatial competition. The model I just presented brings these two approaches together
by offering a “general equilibrium” analysis of turnout where the citizens’ decisions
to vote and the parties’ choices of platforms influence each other.

It was not my intention to present a complete model of the determinants of
turnout in a market economy but an illustration of how to build such models. To that
extent, it may be premature to subject the current model to a test and to pronounce
it a success or a failure. But neither is the model so preliminary and tentative that it
cannot offer some insights into a substantive discussion of turnout so let’s study its
main propositions at length.

In a nutshell, the model argues that the politico-economic structure of redistribu-
tion in contemporary economies plays a role in shaping the patterns of turnout we
observe. The mechanism through which this happens operates at the microeconomic
level: the fact that redistribution is targeted to some specific goods creates an
asymmetry in terms of the consumer options that both payers and beneficiaries of
the welfare state face.

This asymmetry means that, whereas the payers perceive an increase in redis-
tribution as a dollar-for-dollar reduction of their income, the same increase, when
seen from the beneficiaries’ point of view, translates into an increase of only those
goods transferred by the government, goods subject to marginal diminishing returns.
All else equal, the smaller the share of those goods in the total consumption basket
of individuals, the smaller the benefit from redistribution and, hence, the smaller
the incentive a citizen has to vote for it. This presents the electoral defenders
of redistribution with a problem: the increases in taxes that would be needed to
encourage the beneficiaries of redistribution to vote alienate sizable segments of the
rest of the electorate. So, if this trade-off is too steep, as it is if redistribution is
too heavily concentrated on a few goods, the pro-redistribution party ends up, in
equilibrium, adopting a more moderate stance.2

Not all else is equal, of course. Received wisdom in the study of redistribution
claims that in highly unequal societies, the poorest citizens stand to gain much from
any type of redistribution and therefore will have more incentives, not less, to vote
for it. Theorem 5 tries to capture this tension. Plainly, it states that both arguments
are correct so that the net effect depends on the specifics. Redistribution schemes
that target too narrowly into goods with a small share in the total consumption
basket depress the turnout of the recipients, thus inducing a class bias in electoral
participation. But increases in inequality make the poor vote more, counteracting
this bias.

2The central role of trade-offs across constituencies places this model in close proximity to the
classic analysis of the dilemma of left-wing parties in Europe by Przeworski and Sprague (1986).
The clearest difference is, of course, that in their analysis the turnout decisions of the citizens were
not explicitly modeled.
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At the current stage, these hypotheses are difficult to test because cross-national
data on class bias in turnout is in short supply. But there are some elements that
might serve as circumstantial evidence. It is well-known that the correlation between
turnout and income is higher in the US than in Europe (Lijphart 1997) and, at least
as a first approximation, it could be argued that the American welfare state covers
a smaller portion of the individuals’ overall consumption basket. Given that the
preceding analysis assigns a significant role to differences in income distribution and
the structure of the welfare state, it is regrettable that most of the available studies
of socioeconomic bias in electoral participation focus on developed economies. A
true comparative test would require looking at Third World countries. Still, some
data suggest that the socioeconomic bias in the US is even higher than the (non-
negligible) bias in some Third World countries, such as those of Central America
(Seligson et al. 1995). The reasoning I have presented implies that, the more the
benefits from redistribution resemble a pure cash transfer, as would be the case in
a “basic income program,” the smaller the discrepancies in voting between payers
and beneficiaries. Interestingly, within the US, the country where patterns of turnout
have been studied at most length, there is one distinct set of citizens that receive
cash transfers and happen to vote at higher rates than the rest: pensioners. I would
be tempted to offer this as further evidence of my argument if it were not for the fact
that there are many alternative explanations for the age-gap in voting in the US and
at this point it is hard to discern which is correct.

Given the dearth of empirical studies, it would be foolhardy to make too much
of these findings. But if they hold up, the pattern that emerges is consistent with the
preceding discussion. In light of this, a case could be made that the socioeconomic
bias in voting in the US is yet another case of “American exceptionalism.” Certainly,
when compared to other advanced democracies, the US stands apart in this respect.
But probably we can do better in trying to explain this exceptional case. The analysis
of this chapter suggests that, against an ideal benchmark of full equality in voting,
the US has the worst of two worlds: its mechanisms of redistribution are more
narrowly focused on specific goods than those of European welfare states something
that depresses turnout and, compounding matters, its low-income segment is, by
world standards, relatively affluent. In this regard, it contrasts with the plight of
poor citizens in Third World countries for whom their very poverty constitutes an
incentive to vote in exchange for paltry transfers that would not bring to the polls
the poorest citizens of a developed country.

The preceding remarks probably raise more questions than they answer. As
I have repeatedly stated, my goal is to develop structural models of turnout, of
which the one in this chapter is an example. Describing a model as structural is
not an innocent label but one that carries several methodological and substantive
implications. Therefore, I prefer to postpone a full-blown discussion to the next
chapter, where it will not have to coexist uneasily with the technical details that
abound in this one.



Chapter 5
Toward a Structural Theory of Turnout

Political scientists in need of reassurance about the worthiness of their endeavor
can do worse than visualize Buenos Aires’s Avenida 9 de Julio. One of the world’s
widest urban thoroughfares, by the time it reaches the obelisk, a major symbol of
the city, it opens creating a large expanse that is often pressed into service as a
public square. Reportedly, the largest demonstrations this open space has witnessed
in recent memory were the closing acts of the presidential campaign of 1983, a
feat that becomes more impressive when we consider that Argentina has won the
football (soccer) World Cup twice. But these elections were special. A military
regime that “disappeared” more than 20,000 citizens, after exiling, imprisoning and
torturing many others, that had brought about a serious economic collapse and that,
in its agony, had embarked upon an irresponsible international war which it fought
incompetently, was about to exit history through the back door.

The exhilaration Argentineans felt at that point is hardly unique and we can find
similar examples in the democratic transitions that many other countries have gone
through. But a richer, more complex picture and a different set of reflections, emerge
when we go back in history 7 years. March 24, 1976 marks the beginning of this
same dictatorship, when Argentina’s top brass detained Isabel Martínez de Perón, up
to that point the country’s constitutional president. The democratic fervor that would
erupt 7 years later was nowhere to be seen back then: no major demonstration, no
Molotov cocktails hurled at the Army, no heroic death in defense of the government.

Certainly, it is not true that Argentineans simply did not appreciate democracy as
a form of government by 1976. Three years before that, in 1973, they had greeted
with unstoppable enthusiasm the newly elected government of Juan Domingo Perón
(who died shortly after so that Isabel, his widow and vice-president took office).
Their disdain of 1976 was not directed against an abstract principle of representation
but against the practice of, to paraphrase the official term of Communist regimes,
“really existing democracy.” By the time of that fateful March 24 the government
was, in essence, a political corpse in wait of burial. Even its democratic veneer was
beginning to peel off given that it had already resorted to the harsh repressive tactics
that would later become the successor junta’s trademark.
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Beyond the discussion of a particular, if fascinating, political process, there are
several lessons that we can take away from this example. Given the central role that
democracy plays in contemporary political science, and the normative preeminence
it enjoys in political theory, it is worth remembering that some democracies in real
life collapse in ignominy with hardly anyone willing to shed tears (let alone blood)
for them. Any theory about the causes and consequences of democracy must come
to terms with this.

At times, our theoretical models of democracy seem designed to capture only
the spirit of our 1983 example, slighting the one of 1976 at their peril. Much of
the normative appeal of democratic rule is that in it, the only limits to the realm
of possibilities is the consent of the governed. In a fully competitive democracy,
so the argument goes, every political alternative is on the table for the polity
to consider. In that view, elections represent a prudently regulated moment of
contingency, when every institution and law is up for grabs, and when the only
options that have their permanence guaranteed, that is, until the next election, are
those consistent with the will of the majority. But, as Argentineans experienced
starkly in 1976, sometimes democracy does not deliver on its promise of offering a
free space where the citizenry can come together and chart whatever path it wants
for itself. Sometimes democracy itself becomes hamstrung by the very institutions,
laws, policies and practices it is supposed to preside over. When that happens, it
becomes understandable why citizens turn their backs on the democratic process.
On occasions, as in the example above, this might take the extreme form of simply
shrugging at the sight of the tanks rolling down the streets. On others, much more
frequent, much less dramatic, this might be accomplished by not voting.

With their emphasis on the role of political competition, rational-choice models
are often good exponents of the tradition that emphasizes the open-ended possibil-
ities of democratic rule. The bulk of the literature in the tradition of spatial models
of voting draws on the Downsian approach where parties, driven by their desire to
win office, offer different options to the voters until only the one that commands
the majority’s support is left standing. To be sure, not every spatial model results
in convergence to the median.1 But it remains the case that in those models all the
alternatives on the policy space are created equal, even if their fate is not.

Although less explicit, partly as a result of the turnout paradox, the rational-
choice models of electoral participation are also to some extent beholden to the view
of democracy as a type of governance where individual decisions are the ultimate
arbiter. When, for instance, rational-choice models of turnout emphasize the role of
information in determining who votes and who does not, they are implicitly holding
fast to the notion that abstention is some kind of deviant case where the standards
of free and full scrutiny of alternatives have not been met for reasons that have to
be found outside of politics, be they differences in education or differences in the
individual costs of becoming politically informed.2

1See, for instance, Roemer (2001b).
2See, for instance, the examples discussed in the previous chapter, especially Feddersen and
Pesendorfer (1997) and Filer et al. (1993).
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One of my central goals in this book has been to offer a corrective to this bias
with my insistence on developing structural models of electoral participation. I do
not think I am there yet. Moreover, I do not think we should go all the way there.
“Corrective” is the instrumental word. I believe that a good theory of democracy
must retain the element of agency emphasized by the traditions from which rational-
choice theory has emerged.

If this were a book trying to put forward a normative theory of democracy, this
caution would be rather optional. The reader could discount it as an affectation of
an author too afraid to follow his instincts one way or another. But my goal is not
to offer a notion of what democracy ought to be, but to develop tools to describe
and understand the empirical patterns of democracies. Then, the question is not
whether democracy “is” a sphere of boundless political possibilities or if it “is”
an outgrowth of deeper economic and social realities and therefore limited in its
potential for transformation: democracy is both to some extent. From an empirical
point of view, differences of degree are what matters. Every democracy combines
both elements, each one in its own way. These specificities are what a satisfactory
theory of democracy should try to capture.

This book is based on two premises: (a) the rational-choice paradigm offers the
best promise to advance in the direction I just sketched and (b) to that end, some
changes in the paradigm are needed, but not a major overhaul. For reasons of space
(and lack of a fireproof argument) I cannot defend (a) here. Instead, I will summarize
the steps I have taken to deliver on (b).

5.1 Participation as Structured Choice

The single most important impediment to develop a structural analysis of electoral
participation based on rational-choice theory is the turnout paradox. Once that
roadblock is removed, only minor adjustments remain.

If the turnout paradox is always correct, if it afflicts any model of elections with
a sizable citizenry, then electoral participation can only be explained through an
appeal to psychological dispositions of the voters that have little or no connection
to the social structure they inhabit. But as I have shown in Chap. 1, the scope of
the paradox is not that large. On the contrary, once we evaluate the real extent
of the damage done by the paradox, it turns out that it is possible to build many
rational-choice models of voting with realistically high turnout. This is true even
in the canonical models that originally gave rise to concerns about the paradox.
Equilibrium high turnout is not an artifact of some exotic assumptions built into the
model with the purpose of avoiding the paradox; it is a straightforward outcome
of the original assumptions. Of course, that original model can be modified and
improved and I discuss such modifications and improvements in Chap. 2, but the
fact that the turnout paradox is not as serious as we often take it to be remains true
even in the original setting.
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I have paid special attention to one specific improvement because it helps us
polish some technical rough edges: the continuous outcome function. The standard
analysis of voting assumes that victory in an election is all-or-nothing and that
a margin of just one vote is enough to secure it. In spite of being unrealistic,
oversimplifying many crucial aspects of any political process, it is understandable
that in the early stages of modeling elections we want to cover this case given that
it is the simplest possible assumption. But, although simple to state, it leads to
high-turnout equilibria that are unnecessarily baroque: equilibrium profiles are an
unwieldy combination of pure and mixed strategies with proportions that need to be
carefully characterized. The would-be gains in terms of simplicity, at the expense of
realism, evaporate. Instead, a continuous outcome function results in high-turnout
equilibria that are easy to describe and that jive with our everyday intuition: in an
election, citizens with a cost-benefit ratio above an endogenous threshold abstain
and those with a cost-benefit ratio below said threshold vote. The remaining problem
is to calculate the value of this threshold but this is no harder than calculating the
corresponding threshold in a coordination game.

For our purposes, the most important consequence of overcoming the turnout
paradox is that it makes possible to develop models of turnout where the costs
and benefits of voting are the major driving force. There are all sorts of costs and
benefits but there is no question that some of them respond to social and economic
phenomena.

There are many things that make voting costly. Sometimes it is simply the
opportunity cost of taking time off to go to the polls, sometimes, a case widely
analyzed in the US, there are registration laws that make it hard, others, the most
extreme, would-be voters may risk intimidation and violence. Some of these costs
are unrelated to systematic social processes, but others are not. I already mentioned
briefly the many attempts, from poll taxes to actual killing of those involved in
registration drives, that Southern segregationists used in the US to suppress the
black vote. But the US is hardly the only democracy where this has happened.
Similar phenomena, often much more lethal, occur in other places. In all these cases,
the costs of voting are not randomly allocated across citizens but respond to very
specific conditions in the polity.

In probably subtler ways, the same holds for the benefits of voting. In the calculus
of voting the benefits represent the ideological evaluation that citizens make of the
different alternatives on offer. As such, they could be merely subjective traits and
no violence to the basic model would be done by treating them that way. But a view
shared by many long-standing traditions in political science is that individuals do
not simply chose their ideological perceptions detached from their everyday life.

In the models I have developed above, ideology results simply from the evalua-
tion that individuals make of the socioeconomic environment they inhabit and the
specific role they play in it. This is hardly a shocking view. To some, it is common
to Marxist models of class struggle, much of the political sociology in the tradition
of Lipset and Rokkan (1967) (e.g. Luebbert 1991) and rational-choice models of
political economy. These three examples differ in the details and the definitions, but
they all share some common kernel. In the case of the rational-choice paradigm, this
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evaluation is based on the rational assessment that individuals make of the way in
which objective changes in the environment affect their own interests.

Just stating the view already suggests the many things that can be wrong with
it. The reliance on rationality and self-interest is problematic and deserves careful
scrutiny and debate. But this is not the place for it. Instead of substantiating this
position in the abstract, a rather futile exercise, here I will work through some of
its implications for our analysis. When the time comes for the full debate, these
implications can become judgment elements.

5.2 Formal Rights and Material Imperatives

Rational-choice theories of politics have often been criticized for assuming that the
individuals’ preferences are exogenously given. Examples of this complaint can be
found among historical institutionalists (e.g. Thelen and Steinmo 1992). Whatever
the merits of this criticism, the analysis developed in this book takes steps toward a
response. To understand why, let’s study at length the model presented in Chap. 4.

In every modern democracy the State is involved, in varying degrees, in tasks
that modify the allocation of resources that would result from a purely competitive
market. Many of these tasks take the form of direct redistribution aimed at reducing
the market-generated income inequality. This process has been a running theme
through a vigorous literature in the rational-choice tradition.

Ever since the “workhorse” model of Meltzer and Richard (1981), the prefer-
ences of the agents in these models are inferred based on their location in the
economic structure so that, for instance, agents with income below the median,
who stand to benefit from a straightforward, redistributive tax would support it.
Strictly speaking, these models assume that the citizens’ preferences are exogenous.
But that is not necessarily a bad thing. The question is whether a subtler treatment
of preferences may illuminate some aspects that the simpler framework might
overlook. In this case the answer is, I believe, “yes.”

Once the turnout paradox stops being a concern for a game-theoretic model of
voting, we can start focusing on how the broader structure of costs and benefits
affects electoral participation and, more generally, collective policy-making. In the
model I have presented, that structure contains two main components: the “before-
government” income distribution, which is common to the standard models of the
literature, and the policy-specific mechanisms of redistribution that are, instead,
normally ignored in the analysis.

The Birdseye view of welfare states as mechanisms that tax and transfer income
is inadequate for some purposes. Welfare states are more than an array of conveyor
belts of income; they are highly complex institutions that encapsulate and reproduce
key aspects of a social contract. For instance, welfare states affect the way families
operate, including gender and intergenerational relations. This example, unrelated
to our present object of analysis, ought to illustrate the extent to which the specifics
of a welfare state are connected to aspects of social life that go beyond income.
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One of the key aspects of a welfare state is the way in which it defines citizenship
and rights. In a market economy, non-coercive, non-fraudulent transactions generate
enforceable property rights. In the typical case, these property rights cover all the
possible events: within some broad legal limits, the rightful owner of X can use it
anyway she wants, can decide not to use it, can dispose of it, can give it to whoever
she pleases, can trade it for whatever she wants and so on. The welfare state modifies
this structure in two ways: it redefines part of a citizen’s income as a tax obligation
to the state, thus making it alienable, and it creates a restricted type of property
rights for recipients of the transfers. The model I presented focuses on this second
aspect.

When a welfare state transfers goods to a citizen, it is granting the individual
certain rights over the enjoyment of said goods but those rights have a more limited
scope than the one attached to rights over goods acquired in the market. Specifically,
these goods cannot simply be traded away in exchange for money or other goods.
Not every transfer fits this description. Pensions and other cash transfers with no
strings attached are exceptions. But the overall principle is that the welfare state’s
transfers are subject to conditions that, in the case of goods, amount to a “not for
resale” constraint.

The microeconomic analysis I presented above showed that this “not for
resale” constraint affects the citizens’ political preferences over redistribution.
This asymmetry between recipients and payers of the welfare state translates into
an asymmetry about the way they each evaluate the policy options on offer. In
particular, the marginal benefits and losses of any redistributive policy differ for both
categories of citizens. Whereas for the net payers, the marginal effect of an increase
in taxes is a marginal loss of income, for the beneficiaries the corresponding gain is
a marginal increase in the availability of specific goods.

In this sense, the model treats preferences as endogenous. True, the agents still
have some immutable higher-order preferences for income, but it is hard to see what
would be gained by trying to endogeneize these. Instead, their political preferences,
the ones that drive their choices over the options they face in political competition,
are indeed shaped by the very structure that defines those same options.3

Before we consider the role of countervailing forces, let’s analyze the broader
implications of this for political competition and electoral participation. This
particular structure of the citizens’ preferences means that, as they compete for
votes, the parties face different trade-offs depending on the type of constituency
they are trying to mobilize, something at variance with what tends to happen in
standard models of spatial competition.

If the parties have ideological preferences, they need to choose their strategies
mindful of the fact that policy proposals that may be ideologically satisfying to
its strongest supporters may not be popular with voters in the center, which are,
after all, also necessary. From a technical point of view, the equilibrium of a spatial

3When addressing the controversy over endogenous preferences, Clark (1998) makes a general
argument similar in spirit to the one made here.
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voting game is meant to capture this tension: each party chooses the strategy that
makes the best out of this extreme-center trade-off, provided what the competing
party is doing. A well-established principle of this type of analysis is that changes
in the tradeoff change the equilibrium; in any decision problem with conflicting
goals, such as the one at hand, the harder it is to obtain one of the goals compared
to the others, the less resources will be devoted to it. We see this in the model at
hand. The party that wishes to increase the size of redistribution faces a steeper
trade-off than its opponent: to mobilize the poorest voters in the polity it would
need to propose tax increases that would not compensate the loss in votes among
the middle-income ones. As a result, in equilibrium this party proposes levels of
redistribution that are more modest than what it would have done without the
prevailing asymmetry between payers and recipients. In turn, this results in low
levels of electoral participation among low-income citizens.

Given the source of this effect, how big it is depends on the type of transfers.
The smaller the marginal utility of the goods transferred, the lower will be the gains
that their recipients experience in case of an increase in the tax rates and, hence, the
steeper will be trade-off of votes between low- and middle-income voters for any
party trying to propose such increase.

The type of transfers is not the only determinant of their utility for consumers:
income levels matter as well. The loss in utility an individual suffers as a result
of a reduction in disposable income, in turn a result of higher taxes, is smaller
the higher the income level. After all, income itself is also subject to diminishing
marginal returns. Just as the “not for resale” constraint faced by recipients affects
the willingness to vote of low-income citizens, at the other extreme of the income
distribution affluence reduces the marginal salience of the tax, creating a similar
problem for the party against redistribution.

If we apply the same logic as above to this case, we see that higher levels of
income among the already high-income voters, that is, increases in inequality, make
the low-taxes party face a steeper trade-off between the extreme and the center. The
result is that, in equilibrium, this party’s stance becomes more moderate.

The main result of Chap. 4 brings these two effects together in a mathematical
statement about the comparative statics of the political equilibrium. They point
in opposite directions: highly unequal income distributions depress turnout among
high-income voters and tilt the political equilibrium toward higher taxes, narrowly
focused welfare states depress turnout among low-income voters and tilt the political
equilibrium toward lower taxes. The first effect should be familiar from the standard
models of electoral redistribution: inequality increases demands for redistribution.4

Instead, the second effect can only be brought out if we extend the analysis to
cover redistributive models with several goods: the model presented here is a
generalization of the one-good models well-known in the literature. As such, its
results offer a more nuanced set of hypotheses.

4Apart from the example already adduced of Meltzer and Richard (1981), we find the same logic
at work in the models of Acemoglu and Robinson (2006) and Boix (2003).
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Although limited, this model illustrates the programmatic point I have stressed
throughout the book: with the turnout paradox no longer a hindrance, it becomes
possible to study how deep structural forces shape the observed patterns of electoral
turnout. In this case, we have not made any assumption about ad hoc asymmetries
across participation costs for voters. The underlying income distribution and the
structure of the welfare state are the ones responsible for the class bias.

From a broader perspective, it may be argued that the structure of the welfare
state is itself the outcome of a political equilibrium. This is undeniable and a
more general model should consider the possibility that the parties compete not
just by proposing different levels of taxation but also different mechanisms of
redistribution. But while this is a limitation of the model, it is not devastating namely
for two reasons.

First, as already mentioned, the mechanisms favored by any given welfare state
reflect deeply entrenched principles of the social pact. The type of property rights
established by the welfare state, the extent to which income from transfers is treated
differently from market income is hardly the fickle outcome of some electoral cycle.
To the contrary, the specifics of the consensus a society reaches in these matters
come into being through lengthy political battles. Conversely, this same consensus
is often shattered only after large scale social transformations.

Second, although the model left unspecified the determinants of the mechanisms
of redistribution, it shows us ways in which such mechanisms gain stability in the
political process. One decisive advantage of the models of turnout I have discussed
is that they allow us to treat electoral participation as part of a broader equilibrium
among several forces. In this model the pattern of turnout is determined jointly with
the equilibrium of the spatial competition among parties. As a result, welfare states
that place tight restrictions on the type of goods they transfer will, all else equal,
generate political equilibria with lower levels of taxation which will, in turn, make
it difficult to fund further expansions. Conversely, welfare states that cover more
goods, services and risks, thus coming closer to pure cash transfers, will, again,
all else equal, support equilibria with higher levels of taxation that will make them
politically self-sustaining.

5.3 Inequality and Representation

While the class bias in turnout is something of a well-established regularity, it is
not clear what it means. The interpretation that, so to speak, suggests itself is that
class bias undermines democracy. If citizens with a specific type of preferences
are consistently excluded from the democratic process, even if that exclusion is
voluntary, then a case can be made that the outcome does not truly do what they are
supposed to: treat equally all the different ideological viewpoints.

But some empirical findings suggest that the case may not be so simple. The
claim that socioeconomic bias in turnout is itself a disfunction of representation
assumes that it is possible to map a citizen’s station in life into her ideological views.
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In principle, this should be testable and a large literature has done exactly that.
(See, for instance, Lutz and Marsh (2007) and the other articles in the symposium.)
Recent findings suggest that the impact of turnout on elections is rather negligible
and unsystematic. The conventional view that decreases in electoral participation
hurt left-of-center parties seems to be disproved by the fact that usually there are
no major ideological differences between voters and non-voters. In fact, there are
often cases when nonvoters are, on average, to the right of voters so that in those
instances, if anything, declines in turnout hurt the parties on the right.

Without stepping into the empirical controversy between these two arguments,
the analysis we have made so far suggests some points that are worth considering.
A central theme of the preceding discussion is that the citizens’ preferences are not
a detached evaluation of political alternatives but the outcome of a process where
different elements of the social, economic and political environment interact. As
our model of electoral redistribution shows, the electoral behavior of individuals is
shaped jointly with the political choices of the competing political parties against the
backdrop of a complex structure that includes economic realities, such as the income
distribution, and long-standing aspects of the social pact, such as the mechanisms
through which the welfare state is expected to work. It is not possible to understand
the citizens’ choices without understanding the alternatives that political parties
offer them and, reciprocally, those alternatives are chosen by the parties taking into
account the electorate’s preferences.

Taking all this into account, it is possible to offer a different interpretation of
the alleged similarity of preferences between voters and nonvoters. To fix ideas,
imagine that the position of one party is given, for instance, the party of the right,
and let’s see what happens as the other converges toward it. If the discrepancy
between the two parties is large, the average benefits of voting are high and so
high numbers of citizens vote. With low levels of ideological distance between the
parties, the average benefits of voting are low and so turnout is low. But this has
another consequence: since the level of benefits is low among voters, this also means
that voters are now more similar to nonvoters in this regard.

Applying this reasoning to our model of electoral participation in a welfare state,
we conclude that polities with high class bias are also polities where the two parties
tend to converge around policy platforms of low redistribution. In turn, this may
reduce the observed ideological differences between voters and nonvoters.

Thus, the seemingly clear normative question posed by low and biased turnout
comes under a different light. In the analysis I have carried out here, these patterns
of turnout are not a malady of democratic procedures but rather a manifestation of
deeper structural factors having to do with the economic environment, the prevailing
definition of citizens’ property rights and the makeup of political parties. Whether
low and biased turnout is unfair depends on our views of these underlying factors. If,
for the sake of argument, we believe that the differential treatment between income
from transfers and market income is unfair and that, say, the laws governing the
financing of parties force them to moderate their views too much, then we could
hardly conclude that the fact that voters and nonvoters have similar preferences
render these issues moot.
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This is a concrete example of the broader concern with which I opened this
discussion. Once we consider that democratic procedures are embedded in a broader
structure, we must recognize that even though democracy implies open political
competition, this does not mean that through democratic procedures the citizenry
can simply start from scratch the task of designing its own laws, institutions and
policies. Instead, those same laws, institutions and policies will somehow reflect the
power relations that define the economy and the social order.

5.4 Beyond Determinism

While the rational-choice paradigm could benefit from giving more salience to
the way in which socioeconomic structures shape the workings of democratic
procedures, it would be a mistake to take this to the extreme of reducing politics
to a simple appendage of those structures. Elections cannot bring about complete
overhauls of the polity, but neither are they exercises in irrelevant posturing. Some
of the largest transformations in society over the twentieth century occurred as a
result of elections. Such is the case, for instance, of many of the expansions and
contractions of the welfare state in advanced democracies.

The enthusiasm that often explodes among the winners in a typical election
night is a testament to the feeling of open-ended possibility that takes hold of the
participants. We could cynically dismiss that as collective self-deception but would
miss an important point: at the end of the day, even if all the structural conditions
point in one same direction, in a democracy it is up to the citizenry to act so that no
outcome is truly inevitable.

One of the main strengths of rational-choice theory is precisely that, through its
emphasis on the role of agency, it allows us to turn this insight into a rigorous and
operational analytical tool. Nowhere is this more clear than in the case of multiple
equilibria that forms the core of Chap. 3.

In games with multiple equilibria, the payoff structure is not enough to determine
the outcome. Ultimately, the choices of individuals depend also on a set of mutual
understandings and shared beliefs that allow each agent to form a judgment of the
other players’ behavior. Although it is impossible to determine a set of necessary
conditions for multiple equilibria, they are a common property of games that require
coordination across players. In that sense, voting games are not the exception.

This might seem to contradict all my preceding arguments. I have been insisting
on the fact that election outcomes reflect deep structural forces at work but now, in
recognizing that elections have multiple equilibria, I am saying that, whatever those
forces dictate, the final outcome is contingent. But this contradiction only exists if
we are determined to take an extreme view both on the role of structural factors
and on contingency. Otherwise, both views can be reconciled with an appeal to the
method of stability sets.

In game theory, an equilibrium results from a specific confluence of patterns
of individual behavior that become mutually reinforcing. Each player chooses
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a strategy because it is best provided what the others are doing. If the game
has multiple equilibria, this means that their decisions are buttressed by belief
conditions that do not pertain to the payoffs. This does not mean, however, that every
equilibrium is equally likely: some equilibria require very stringent belief conditions
to emerge, others instead can result from a wider variety of such beliefs. Intuitively,
it stands to reason that, when this is the case, some equilibria will be more likely
than others. This is the intuition that the method of stability sets formalizes.

The keystone of this analysis is that the size of a an equilibrium’s stability
set, that is, the range of belief conditions that will give rise to it and that, hence,
determine its likelihood, is in turn a function of the payoff structure. In a game with
multiple equilibria, changes in the payoffs change the relative probability of each
equilibrium.

Thus the two strands merge. When we analyze games with multiple equilibria,
such as voting, thanks to the method of stability sets we can understand that, while
the structural changes play a role in privileging some equilibria over others, by
making them more likely, those same changes do not exhaust the role of the mutual
beliefs and understandings that the players bring with them to the game. The models
I have presented here exemplify this. In all of them, the structural parameters give us
valuable information about the direction in which the outcome moves but they are
never enough to determine it with certainty. In the context of elections, this means
that other factors not related to the underlying payoffs need to be considered, factors
that help or impede the voters’ task of coordinating around certain choices, factors
such as organization, culture, traditions and even charisma.

In my analysis of these models I have not made an attempt to introduce these
variables systematically. This was a conscious choice driven by two considerations:
first, I think that scholars in the rational-choice paradigm are already attuned to this
problem so that the structural aspects were the ones in more need of emphasis,
second, while I believe that the game-theoretic methods I have used here are
perfectly capable of incorporating how the belief conditions come into play, I have
doubts that the origins of those beliefs are, themselves, game-theoretic. If I am right,
that will be yet another avenue of research to broaden the perspectives of rational-
choice theory.

Although a source of interesting results, the turnout paradox was, at the end of
the day, a puzzle of rational-choice’s own making. It is, then, understandable that
scholars that do not share this specific agenda have remained unimpressed by the
paradox and indifferent to the attempts at solving it. I am convinced that rational
choice theory has much to offer to other approaches, but also much to learn from
them. So, an enriching dialog between traditions is a necessity. I hope that, with the
turnout paradox reduced to its proper, peripheral role, such dialog will also become
a reality.
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